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Abstract
This report handles the master's project that has been carried out from January 2002
until January 2003 at the Computer Networks & Design (CND) chair which is part of
the Information and Communication Systems section. ICS is one out of four research
sections within the department of Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University
of Technology. The CND chair performs research on the theory of digital switching
systems and telecommunication networks, modelling languages, analysis techniques
and structured design methods. There exists a research cooperation between the
CND chair and the IBM Research Laboratories in Ruschlikon, Switzerland. Within this
framework a research project is ongoing that handles the (software and hardware)
structure, modelling and analysis of network processors.
An adequate performance model has been made of an example network
processor, using the POOSL modelling language and the SHE methodology. The
specification documents of existing (network processor) components have been used
to specify the concept design of the example network processor.
The POOSL model has been extended with performance analysis capabilities
such that the performance questions can be answered. Packet latency is the only
metric that cannot be correctly estimated with the current POOSL model since the
embedded PowerPC has been modelled at a very high abstraction level. The model
including the performance analysis extensions has successfully been validated
against the specification documents.
Simulations have been performed with various parameter settings and the
results have been analyzed and compared with the results that IBM has obtained
from a performance analysis of a SystemC model that they have developed of the
same example network processor. Both models lead to similar performance metric
values in cases where all settings are equal. There where the models differ, the
results are also different.
The project as a whole has resulted in a lot of modelling experience and
feedback to the POOSL team. An adequate POOSL model has been developed, and
it has thus proven to be possible to model a synchronous system like a network
processor with an asynchronous modelling language like POOSL.
Beside optimizing several aspects of the model, future work includes
eliminating the errors that slipped through the validation of the model, developing a
less abstract, more adequate and truthful model of the embedded PowerPC core,
and running simulations without the flow control feature. T~lis will enable a better
comparison of the results for the POOSL and SystemC performance analyses.
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1 Introduction
Context
This master's report is the result of a graduation project that has been carried out
from January 2002 until January 2003 at the Computer Networks & Design (CND)
chair which is part of the Information and Communication Systems section. ICS is
one out of four research sections within the department of Electrical Engineering at
the Eindhoven University of Technology.
The research that is carried out in the CND chair handles the theory of digital
switching systems and telecommunication networks, modelling languages, analysis
techniques and structured design methods. It deals with the structure and
functionality of these systems and networks, and investigates standardization,
modelling, simulation and verification of interfaces and protocols. Queueing and
stagnation problems found in information and communication systems are studied as
well.
A mutual research framework exists between the CND chair and the IBM
Research Laboratories in ZOrich, Switzerland. This research framework tries to
combine existent knowledge on telecommunicaton systems in order to create a
situation of synergy where research can be done more efficiently, leading to mutual
benefits from an academic and an industrial point of view. Within this framework a
research project is ongoing that handles the (software and hardware) structure,
modelling and analysis of a specific type of telecommunication equipment called
network processors.

Network processors
Packet-oriented communication networks internally operate at speeds that reach well
into the Gbps domain for servicing users connected to the network in a reliable way.
The equipment in such a network must receive, process and transmit packets at the
same high wire speeds. The processing consists of switching (at the data layer),
routing (at the network layer) or deep-packet processing (at higher layers). For
bandwith reasons this packet handling is done in hardware.
Packets can be transferred over communication networks through various
protocols. The way in which packet processing and forwarding are done differs per
protocol. One communication network can in general be used with several packet
transfer protocols at the network layer. A different hardware architecture is required
for each supported protocol. Normally routing equipment must be adapted to enable
a different type of packet processing, whenever the protocol used to transfer packets
over the network is changed. A network processor acts as a router with a single,
flexible hardware architecture that can be configured through software to implement a
specific protocol and to change the way in which packets are processed.

Performance modelling
System-level design methods focus on making an executable model of a system.
This model allows the analysis of correctness and performance properties before the
system is implemented with hardware and software components. Nowadays
designers of complex systems like network processors or other system-on-a-chip
solutions cannot afford any more to disregard system-level design methods in the
early design stages. Performance metrics of complex systems cannot be
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mathematically calculated within a reasonable amount of time and thus performance
analysis must be done through simulations of performance models that estimate the
performance metrics values. If performance analysis is only carried out at the end of
the system design when many detailed choices have already been made, it may be
very hard to alter and improve the design if the analysis shows that the required
performance will not be obtained. It is even far worse (if not fatal) if the final hardware
implementation does not show the required performance. To avoid these situations,
performance analysis must be an integral part of the early system design stages
where changes in the design can have a deep impact on the final performance,
otherwise design corrections will result in larger design and development expenses
and a longer time-to-market than necessary.
A part of the mutual research on network processor architectures done by the
CND chair and IBM is formed by a project dealing with an example network
processor consisting of existing components. A performance model of this network
processor has been made by IBM using the SystemC modelling language ([18]),
which consists of a set of library add-ons for the C++ programming language ([17]).
The goal of that project has been to investigate whether a performance model of the
network processor can be made that can accurately estimate values for the different
performance metrics like throughput and packet latencies. Results obtained through
simulations of the performance model can be compared with results measured on the
network processor itself, for the same system context (system and environment
parameters such as the incoming packets' length distribution and the network
processor's internal speeds). If the simulation outcomes are close enough to the
measured performance metric values, the performance model proves to be accurate
enough to estimate the performance of the network processor. In this case the
performance modelling was done on a network processor of which the individual
components had all been developed and produced. However, if one can make an
adequate performance model of a network processor during the early design stages
(using the modelling experience), that model is very useful to assess whether a
hardware implementation of the design would have the required performance. If this
is not the case, the identified design shortcomings have a fair chance of being
corrected within the original time and budget constraints.

POOSL performance modelling
Now that IBM has developed a SystemC performance model of the example network
processor, the CND chair has initiated a project where the purpose is to make an
accurate performance model of the same network processor, using the POOSL
modelling language. POOSL is part of the Software/Hardware Engineering design
methodology which has been developed by the CND chair over the last years. The
SHE methodology forms a design framework based on heuristics that can aid in the
development of an executable POOSL model of a system. In fact the project comes
down to applying the SHE methodology for the design of a network processor.
An important difference between the two modelling languages POOSL and
SystemC is that the latter is a synchronous modelling language whereas POOSL is
based on an asynchronous modelling paradigm. The network processor that is
modelled is at its basis a synchronous system, since all building blocks are
synchronous components, whose actions are triggered by shared clock signals. The
question is whether it is possible to adequately model a complex synchronous
system like a network processor with an asynchronous modelling language like
POOSL.
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Goals
In order to do performance analysis on the example network processor a POOSL
model must be developed that represents an abstraction of the network processor's
functionality. Some components and features will be modelled whereas others are
being left out. The model will be as simple as possible but at the same time the
applied abstractions shall not render an accurate estimation of the system
performance impossible. Once the model is complete, its correctness and adequacy
will be validated based upon a functional description of the network processor.
Experience with performance modelling of a network processor using POOSL
will be gained and advantages and disadvantages will emerge during the process.
The resulting feedback will be very valuable for the continuous system(-level) design
research as it is performed in the CND chair.
Now the model will be extended with performance analysis capabilities for the
purpose of estimating the performance metrics' values. With the completed
performance model simulations can be carried out.
The obtained results shall be analysed and evaluated. They can also be
compared with the results from IBM's SystemC model for the same system context to
find out whether the POOSL model is accurate (assuming that the SystemC model is
accurate). Any differences in the results may be explained after examining the
differences in abstraction level and modelling approach and the inherent differences
between the two used modelling languages.
Furthermore, fundamental differences in modelling with POOSL and SystemC
can be investigated by looking closely at both modelling languages in the context of
the network processor case. Because of insufficient time, the POOSL and SystemC
modelling languages as such were not compared in this master's project.

Overview
The next chapter describes to greater extent the SHE methodology including the
basics of the POOSL modelling language. The functionality of and features found on
the network processor are discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 handles every aspect of
(the development of) the model including the problems that were encountered during
modelling. Chapter 5 describes which and how performance analysis capabilities
were added to the model. Chapter 6 states which simulations were carried out and it
contains an analysis of the results, including a comparison with the results obtained
from IBM's SystemC model. Finally, chapter 7 draws the conclusions of this project.
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2 Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE)
This chapter elaborates on Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE) ([3],[4],[16]). This
design methodology has been used in the project described in this report. SHE
consists of a framework for system-level deslgn during the early stages. It provides a
set of heuristics that aid in developing an executable performance model with the
POOSL modelling language ([1],[2],[15],[16]). This model can be used for assessing
whether chosen system concepts meet specific performance requirements.
Furthermore, tools have been built that facilitate modelling with POOSL in an easy
and convenient way.
Section 2.1 presents the system-level design flow that the SHE methodology
advocates. Section 2.2 gives a short overview of POOSL. Section 2.3 briefly
describes the tools that come with SHE.

2.1 System-level des i9 n
The SHE methodology provides a framework for constructing abstract, executable
models from conceptual design alternatives in the early stages of the design of a
system. These executable models can be used to analyse the (performance)
properties of the conceptual design. The system-level design flow that accompanies
the SHE method is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: system-level design flow for SHE methodology
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Designing a system starts at the highest level by contriving concepts that may realize
the system functionality. In addition, the performance requirements are defined that
should be met by the 'final implementation. In the SHE methodology in principle the
system design concepts are formulated in a structured but informal concept model
with (stereotyped) UML diagrams in order to smoothen the next stage of
formalization, whereas the performance requirements are formulated as questions. In
the specific case of the network processor, the concept model is available through
specification documents ([9],[10],[11],[12],[13]).
Following the formulation stage comes the formalization stage during which
the informal concept model is transformed into an executable model through the use
of the modelling language POOSL. The executable model must be validated with the
concept model to find out whether it is adequate enough to answer the performance
questions, despite any abstractions made in the executable model. Abstraction is
important because details in a final implementation may not be known yet or be
irrelevant for answering the performance questions and are thus left out of the
executable model. The performance questions are formalized with POOSL into
formal properties, which specify performance metrics through mathematical formulas.
In the evaluation stage, the formal properties are evaluated against the
executable model. Since POOSL has a formal (mathematically defined) semantics,
the performance metrics can both be calculated by mathematical computation and
estimated by simulation. The results of the evaluation are used to assess whether the
concept meets the performance requirements. In case not all requirements are met,
the results can be used to take a design decision where the system concepts or the
requirements are changed. These new concepts and/or requirements are the start for
another iteration of the SHE method. The formulation, formalization and evaluation
stages are repeated until the system concepts appear to meet the performance
requirements. From that moment on, the chosen system concepts serve as the
starting point for the detailed design of the individual components in the system.
The subject of this master's report can be considered as the application of the
SHE methodology for the design of a network processor. The difference with the
normal course of events is that this specific case concerns an example network
processor of which the components already exist. The research goal was not to come
up with a good network processor design that meets various performance
requirements, but to find out whether an adequate performance model of the network
processor can be made using POOSL. Nevertheless, this model can aid in the
performance modelling of a newer version of the network processor. An executable
model does not have to be developed from scratch then. Instead, in the first SHE
iteration the existing model can be used as the executable model against w~lich the
performance requirements for the new network processor are evaluated. Based upon
the outcome, design or performance requirement changes can be made and
subsequent SHE iterations done until the performance requirements for the new
network processor are met by the new design concepts.
Chapter 3 describes the network processor for which a performance model
has been developed. This description can be see as the concept model for a network
processor. Chapter 4 deals with the developed POOSL model, which is the
executable model in the SHE context. For reasons mentioned before, there have
been no strict performance requirements that the system design had to meet in this
project, but still it was clear which performance aspects had to be analyzed. These
performance questions are formulated in Chapter 5. It also discusses the formal
properties (definitions of the performance metrics) and the performance extensions
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that were added to the model in order to do performance analysis. Chapter 6 handles
the evaluation stage; it describes the simulations that were carried out and the
analysis of the results. The accuracy of the model is also determined by cornparing
the results with existing results from the SystemC model.

2.2 POOSL
The Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language, or POOSL in short, is the
modelling language used with the SHE system-level design methodology. It is
intended to be used for analyzing complex real-time distributed hardware/software
systems. Because it has a formal semantics (as opposed to e.g. SystemC) in
combination with an unambiguous syntax, with POOSL the meaning of the executed
code is not determined or influenced by an execution engine.
POOSL consists of a process part and a data part. The process part is
founded on a real-time extension of the process algebra CCS. The data part is based
upon the concepts of traditional sequential object-oriented programming languages
like C++.
POOSL is an expressive modelling language, meaning that it can represent a
system in a compact way because it is based on a small set of very powerful
language primitives. Table 1 lists and briefly explains the process statements, Table
2 describes the data expressions.
The time-related behaviour of a system is formalized in the process part. This
part includes the concept of process objects (processes) and clusters. Processes
behave in an asynchronously concurrent way resulting in non-determinism.
Asynchronous concurrency can also occur within a process because of concurrent
activities inside that process. The non-determinism must be resolved by an external
scheduler, contained in the execution tool. A process' behaviour is parametrizable by
initializing instantiation parameters. Encapsulated data objects can be transferred to
other process objects through synchronous message passing over static channels.
Clusters are used to group sets of processes and other clusters together. A
hierarchical structure is the result. Clusters too have instantiation parameters that are
used to initialize the underlying clusters and processes. All processes, clusters and
channels together can be used to describe the architectural structure, topology and
implementation boundaries of a system.
The data part involves data methods, which abstract from the detailed
operations on the (aggregate) data object they belong to. A data method can be
called by sending its name to the data object that contains the method.
Processes, clusters and data objects are instances of process classes, cluster
classes and data classes respectively. Multiple instances of the same class can
coexist in a POOSL model. Each process and cluster class instance has its own
instantiation parameter values. Process and data classes can have subclasses,
which inherit all methods and data elements defined in the super class. The concept
of method overriding can be applied to the subclasses to alter the functionality of a
specific method. Besides, new methods and data elements can be added to the
subclasses.
Both asynchronous concurrency and the selection statement introduce nondeterminism into a POOSL model. This non-determinism is resolved by an external
scheduler that decides the next step in the execution. This resolution of nondeterminism is built into the tools that come with SHE (2.3). The current tools resolve
non-determinism in a uniform probabilistic way.
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Table 1: POOSL process statements
Process statement
x:= E
{ E}
skip
S1; S2
(S1; S2)
if E then S1 else S2 fi
while E do Sod
[E] S
m(E1, E2, .. " Em)(P1, P2, ... , Pn)
I

c!m(E1, E2, .. " Em){Eat}
c?m(P1, P2, .. " pm I Erc){Eat}

sel S1 or .. , or Sn les
par S1 and", and Sn rap
abort S1 with S2
interrupt S1 with S2
delay E

Meaning
assignment
atomic execution
emotY behaviour
sequential composition
Qrouping of multiple statements
if statement - deterministic branchina
repetitive execution of statement S as long as expression E evaluates to true
guarded execution - as long as E evaluates to false, S is not executed; once
S is being executed, the guard disappears
process method abstraction - data expressions Ei are bound to the input
parameters of the called process method m; any method output parameters
are bound to variables Pi available in the current context
message sending - message m is sent to port c; data expressions Ei are sent
along as message parameters; immediately after the communication has
taken place, the optional data expression Eat is atomicallY executed
message reception - message m is received from port c, only if the optional
reception condition Ere evaluates to true; the optional data expression Eat is
atomically executed immediately after the communication has taken place
selection statement - non-deterministic branching
parallel composition
as soon as S2 performs a step, S1 is aborted
as Iona as S2 is executed, S1 is halted
time synchronisation

Table 2: POOSL data expressions
Data expression
x
self
new
x:= E
if Ec then E1else E2 fi
while Ec do E od
E1; E2
E m(E1, E2, ... , Em)

Meaning
variable
reference to the data obiect to which a data method belonas
construction of a new class instance
assianment
if exoression
while expression
sequential composition - the result of the composition is the result of the last
expression in that composition
data method abstraction - data expressions Ei are bound to the input
parameters of the called data method m; the parentheses can be omitted in
the case where there are no parameters

2.3 Tools
SHE provides two tools to facilitate an efficient application of POOSL for performance
modelling.

2.3.1 SHEsim
The first tool that comes with SHE is called SHEsim. It provides a partially graphic
environment to aid in the formalization of a concept model through the incremental
construction of an executable POOSL model. The process and cluster class
instances present in the model are shown in a diagram. SHEsim can execute POOSL
models through interactive simulations that can be used for validation purposes.
Messages that are communicated between processes and/or clusters become visible
on screen. Besides. a so-called interaction diagram can be presented. It is a
message sequence chart that has a timeline on one scale and the various cluster and
process class instances on the other scale. showing the messages that have been
communicated in the model. Interaction diagrams are very useful for validating the
model with signal sequence charts from the concept model.
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2.3.2 Rotalumis
Rotalumis is a high-speed tool for executing large POOSL models and it is meant to
be used in the evaluation stage. Rotalumis outputs limited information on the
simulation progress on screen, such as the simulation run time and the simulated
model time. Results of performance metric calculations can be written to files.
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3 Network processor
The examined example network processor (from now on referred to as 'the network
processor'), which is based on [5],[13], is a system-on-a-chip solution that bene'fits
from the CoreConnect technology ([8]). This technology provides three buses for
interconnecting cores, library macros and custom logic. These three buses are the
Processor Local Bus, the On-Chip Peripheral Bus and the Device Control Register
Bus. In Figure 2 a general CoreConnect interconnection diagram is given.
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Figure 2: CoreConnect interconnection diagram

The main architecture of the network processor is given in section 3.1, together with
a description of how this architecture enables packet processing and forwarding.
Section 3.2 describes the separate components such as buses and logic cores.

3.1 Architecture
The top-level architecture of the network processor is depicted in Figure 3. It consists
of an embedded PowerPC core ([6],[9]) in combination with Intellectual Property
cores from the Blue Logic cores program ([7]). These cores communicate with each
other over the three afore-mentioned CoreConnect buses. The network processor
can be divided into a compute part for high-speed packet processing and a peripheral
part that serves as the interface with the network environment.
The compute part is formed by the high-performance Processor Local Bus
(PLB). Next to the standard OPB-to-PLB and PLB-to-OPB bridges it hosts a
PowerPC processor core together with on-chip SRAM memory, an SDRAM controller
accessing off-chip SDRAM memory, and a Memory Access Layer (MAL) core.
Beside the afore-mentioned two bridges the peripheral part contains the lowerperformance On-Chip Peripheral Bus hosting the MAL together with up to 32
Ethernet communication macros (EMACs). Within each part communication between
the connected components takes place via the buses. The MAL serves as a
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specialised bridge between the two parts. The relatively low-speed daisy-chained
Oevice Control Register (OCR) bus is used during startup and reconfigure
procedures to exchange configuration and status information between the PowerPC
processor core and the other on-chip macros.
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Figure 3: network processor architecture

The OCR bus and the components' configuration processes will not be explained any
further in this report. For the performance analysis it is assumed that the network
processor is up and running and that there is no need to reconfigure any
components. Therefore, the OCR bus will not be included in the POOSL performance
model either. The standard bridges between the PLS and OPS buses allow the
PowerPC core to access the EMACs to configure them and to receive and send
interrupts. Like the OCR bus, these bridge do not have to be included in the
performance model (but the interrupts are still modelled) and therefore they are not
described in this report. Without the OCR bus and the bridges, the network
processor's simpli'fied top-level architecture can also be drawn as in Figure 4. T~lis is
the architectural representation of the network processor as it has been used for the
performance modelling with POOSL.

Packet transfer
Each EMAC is connected to an Ethernet collision domain through an ingress and an
egress port. These ports form the data link layer interface to the network
environment. Packets entering the network processor through an ingress Ethernet
port are buffered in the EMAC connected to that link. From there they are transferred
through the network processor to the SORAM memory to be processed by the
PowerPC. The updated packets are then transferred back to the EMAC that
corresponds to the packets' destination address. In that EMAC they are buffered
before they are transmitted onto the Ethernet medium through the egress port.
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Figure 4: simplified network processor architecture

Inside the EMAC a received packet is logically split into several parts called data
segments. The first data segment is transferred from the EMAC over the OPS on to
the MAL. The MAL buffers the data segment and forwards it over the PLS to the
SDRAM memory, which is controlled by the SDRAM controller. Then all remaining
data segments of the packet are transferred from the EMAC in the same way until the
entire packet resides in the SDRAM memory. Information about the packets'
positions in the SDRAM memory is stored in the on-chip SRAM memory.
Once a packet is in the SDRAM memory, available for processing, the
PowerPC accesses the SDRAM memory and reads the necessary packet
information. During header or deep-packet processing the egress port of the network
processor is determined for the packet and the packet can be updated in the SDRAM
memory. The information on the packet is updated in the SRAM memory. The packet
is now ready to be transferred towards the network environment.
In the SDRAM memory the packet is logically split into data segments again.
The first data segment is retrieved by the MAL over the PLS, buffered and forwarded
over the OPS to the EMAC connected to the egress port calculated for the involved
packet. The data segment is buffered in the EMAC. All remaining data segments are
then handled in the same way. From the EMAC buffer the packet is transmitted onto
the connected Ethernet link, leaving the network processor through the egress port.

3.2 Components
This section describes in detail the architecture and functionality of the various
components forming the network processor as shown in Figure 4. The OPS is
described in 3.2.1, the PLS in 3.2.2, the EMAC is discussed in 3.2.3, section 3.2.4
deals with the SDRAM controller, 3.2.5 with the SRAM memory, the PowerPC is the
subject of section 3.2.6 and finally 3.2.7 handles the MAL. It should be mentioned
that this section leaves out issues that are not of big relevance to the performance
modelling, like some error conditions and interrupt handling procedures.
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3.2.1 On-Chip Periphera I Bus (OPB)
The OPS ([10]) is part of the CoreConnect technology. It is a fully synchronous bus
that hosts lower-performance peripherals. The OPS has a 32-bit address bus and a
32-bit data bus and runs at a frequency of 66.5, 100 or 133 MHz. It cannot run at a
frequency higher than the PLS, and if the OPS frequency differs from the PLS
frequency, the ratio between the two must be an integer value.
Only master peripherals can make a request to the OPS to get access to the
bus, slaves cannot. The OPS supports multiple masters. The OPS can host bridges
between the OPS and PLS to enable data transfers by PLS masters to and from OPS
slaves (see Figure 2 where the PLS-to-OPS bridge is a master on the OPS and
where the OPS-to-PLS bridge is a slave on the OPS). An implementation of the OPS
is depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: implementation of the OPB

Arbitration
When a master wants to transfer data to or from a slave it must issue a request
signal to the OPS arbiter. Since the OPS supports multiple masters, several masters
can request control of the bus at the same time. In order to prevent collisions on the
bus, the OPS arbiter grants the bus to only one master at a time. The OPS arbiter
decides upon which master's request to grant, e.g. in a round-robin manner to ensure
that each master can get a share of the available bandwith. The OPS arbiter issues a
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grant signal to the selected master. This arbitration process takes place within a
single cycle.
The OPS arbiter can only arbitrate during specific cycles. It must wait until an
ongoing data transfer is (almost) complete before it can grant the bus to another
master. If the bus is idle (no data transfer is in progress), arbitration will take place in
the same cycle during which a master's request is issued. The OPS arbiter will then
choose between all masters that issued a request in that same cycle and grant the
bus to one of them. If a request is issued in a cycle where a data transfer is already
going on, the OPS arbiter waits until the last cycle of that data transfer and will then
arbitrate between all masters that have issued a request by then. This type of
arbitration is called overlapped arbitration since the arbitration overlaps the last cycle
of the ongoing data transfer. If overlapped arbitration would not be possible,
arbitration could only occur after the ongoing data transfer has ended, resulting in
one idle cycle on the bus. This would imply a waste of the available data transfer
bandwith. Overlapped arbitration enables data transfers to occur without such 'dead'
cycles in between.

Data transfer
Once a master has received a grant signal from the OPS arbiter, it can start the data
transfer in the next cycle. It does so by placing its address information on its output
together with other signals that indicate for example whether the request is for a read
or write transfer. The master also asserts its select signal which is forwarded to the
slaves. This select signal enables the address information and accompanying signals
to be copied from the master onto the OPS and become visible to the attached
slaves. Once the slaves sample an asserted select signal, they compare their own
address with the address that is on the address bus. If there is a match (if the
address range is properly assigned only one slave should find a match), that slave
should respond so that the data transfer can be completed.
If the request was for a write transfer, the master will also place its data on the
data bus. If the slave has a 1-cycle latency, it will latch the data in the same clock
cycle during which the select signal was asserted, otherwise the data will reside on
the data bus for a longer period. In the same cycle where the slave latches the data,
it sends a data transfer acknowledgement back to the bus. This indicates the last
cycle for the current data transfer. Since this acknowledgement is immediately
forwarded to the master currently controlling the bus, this master now knows that it
must no longer drive the data on the bus after the end of the current cycle. The
master deasserts its select signal at that same moment and the current data transfer
is now finished. See Figure 6 for a signal sequence chart of two consecutive OPS
write transfers. In this example the slave has a 1-cycle latency. Overlapped
arbitration is applied in clock cycle 2, once the arbiter sees an asserted data transfer
acknowledgement signal.
If the request was for a read transfer, the addressed slave will place its data on
the data bus after a specified amount of cycles. If the slave has a 1-cycle latency it is
capable of placing the requested data on the bus in the same clock cycle during
which the select signal was asserted. To indicate that it will have placed the data on
the bus by the end of the current cycle, the slave sends a transfer acknowledgement
back to the bus. This acknowledgement is again immediately forwarded to the
master, wl"lich now knows that by the end of the current cycle it must latch the data
that are on the bus at that time. After latching the data, the master deasserts its
select signal, releasing the address bus and accompanying signals. This concludes
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the current data transfer. A signal sequence chart of two consecutive OPS read
transfers is depicted in Figure 7, where the slave has a 2-cycle latency. Overlapped
arbitration occurs in cycle 3 in this example.
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Retry operation
In case the slave cannot perform the requested transfer at the time that the select
signal is asserted by the master, the slave will respond by asserting its retry signal
instead of the transfer acknowledgement signal. The OPS arbiter sees the retry
signal and forwards it to the active master. This master deasserts its select signal in
the following cycle. The OPS arbiter will now rearbitrate the bus. The primary goal of
the retry feature is to enable the resolution of a deadlock situation.
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Figure 8: OPB retry feature

Figure 8 shows the use of the retry feature in an example. Master 1 requests a read
transfer from the slave and master 2 at the same time requests a write transfer to the
same address in the same slave. Master 1 must read the data that are written by
master 2. In case the OPS arbiter first grants the request from the reading master in
cycle 1, the slave does not have the requested data to its disposal and therefore
cannot perform the requested read operation. If the OPS did not have a retry
mechanism, a deadlock would be the result by now. In reality the slave will assert its
retry signal in cycle 2 and the OPS arbiter will rearbitrate in cycle 3. To prevent the
continued existence of the deadlock situation, master 1 must not assert its request
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signal in the cycle following the retry signal. This ensures that the OPS arbiter does
not grant the same deadlocking read request over and over again. The writing master
will gain control over the bus in cycle 4. The data are written to the slave after wl"lich
the OPS arbiter arbitrates again and master 1 can now read the intended data from
the slave.

Arbitration timeout
Suppose that a master has issued a request to the OPS arbiter for a read data
transfer. Once the request has been granted, the master asserts its select signal in
the following cycle. For some reason, the addressed slave has to wait for a very long
time before it can place the requested data on the data bus. During this time no data
are transferred over the OPS even though other masters may have requested access
to the OPS too. The resulting waste of data bandwith (which can also occur during
write data transfers) can be limited by the timeout construction that is built into the
OPS. Sixteen cycles after the master has asserted its select signal a timeout signal is
sent to the master if the slave has not sent a transfer acknowledgement by that time.
This timeout signal indicates to the master that the slave did not respond in time. In
the next cycle this master must deassert its select signal so that the slave also knows
that the transfer has ended because of a timeout event. If the slave's transfer
acknowledgement occurs in the same cycle as the timeout, the timeout signal is
ignored by the master and the transfer is completed in a normal way. If a slave
asserts its retry signal in the same cycle where the timeout occurs, the timeout
should be ignored by the master. A slave can suppress the timeout functionality in
the OPS arbiter by asserting its timeout suppress signal within 16 cycles from the
assertion of the select signal by the master. It signals to the OPS arbiter that the data
transfer will be delayed for an extended period of time. Upon reception of this signal
the OPS arbiter disables its timeout counter and thus will not assert the timeout
signal after 16 cycles. The slave will ultimately send a transfer acknowledgement as
soon as it can complete the requested operation, preventing a deadlock situation.
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Bus locking
If a master requests multiple data transfers in a row, this sequence of transfers would
normally be interrupted by other masters' data transfers in case of a round-robin
arbitration scheme, if any of those masters issued a request in the meantime. To
prevent other masters from breaking in on the transfer sequence originating from one
master, this master can assert its busLock signal once it has asserted its select
signal. This busLock signal locks the bus arbitration. The OPB arbiter will not
arbitrate until the master has deasserted the signal again. Access to the bus is
blocked for all other masters as long as the active master keeps the busLock signal
asserted. For each subsequent data transfer the master will still issue a request to
the OPB arbiter but now it can be sure that it is granted control of the bus in the next
cycle. The OPB arbiter does not arbitrate in any way; it merely issues a grant signal
to the locking master as soon as its request is received. The master will deassert the
busLock signal at last during the final cycle of the last data transfer in the sequence.
The OPB arbiter notices the deassertion of the busLock signal and will perform
overlapped arbitration again. See Figure 9 for a signal sequence chart for data
transfers using a locked OPB. In this example master 1 locks the bus so that the
request from master 2 is not granted before master 1 unlocks the bus by deasserting
its busLock signal, even if master 2 has a higher priority than master 1.
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Bus parking
The OPS features bus parking. If no requests are pending during an arbitration cycle,
the OPS arbiter will grant control of the bus to a fixed master. That master then does
not have to issue a request to the OPS arbiter if it wants to initiate a data transfer. It
can start the transfer immediately by placing the address information and
accompanying signals on its outputs and asserting its select signal and by placing the
data on the data bus (in case of a write operation). This wayan arbitration cycle is
not needed before the data transfer starts. If another master wants to access the bus
if the bus is parked on one master, it must issue a request and the OPS arbiter will
arbitrate, granting control of the bus to the requesting master. TI"lis master then can
start the data transfer in the next cycle as usual. See Figure 10 for an example of bus
parking. Only the master on which the bus is parked has the advantage of starting
data transfers immediately. For this reason the system designer should configure the
OPS arbiter to park on that master where the system benefits most.
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3.2.2 Processor Local Bus (PLB)
The PLB ([11]) is part of the CoreConnect technology too. It is a high-performance,
fully synchronous bus that hosts high-speed cores. The PLB runs at a frequency of
100 Mhz (in that case the OPB also runs at 100 MHz) or at 133 MHz (then the OPB
can run at 66.5 MHz). It has a 64-bit address bus and two data buses: a 128-bit read
data bus and a 128-bit write data bus. On the PLB, master devices can initiate a data
transfer whereas slaves do not possess this capability. The PLB can host up to 16
masters, all connected to the PLB through separate physical connections. The slaves
that are on the PLB are connected to the PLB through a shared bus interface.
Therefore in theory an unlimited amount of slaves can be attached to the PLB. Refer
to Figure 11 for a diagram of the PLB and its interface.
Since there can be multiple masters connected to the PLB, arbitration has to
occur to make sure that no two masters access the same data bus at the same time.
Since there are two separate data buses, arbitration has to occur for both buses. To
understand how arbitration takes place on the PLB, first an understanding of PLB
data transactions must be gained.
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PLB transactions
A PLB transaction can be divided into one ADDRESS CYCLE and one or more DATA CYCLES
(see Figure 12). These cycles do not equal PLB clock cycles; in fact an address cycle
and a data cycle can last several PLB clock cycles.
Address
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Data
Cycle

Request
Phase

Address
Transfer Phase

Address
Acknowledge Phase

Data
Transfer Phase

Data
Acknowledge Phase

Figure 12: PLB transaction

Throughout the rest of this report it is assumed that the PLB is implemented such that
the minimum address cycle and data cycle length equals one PLB clock cycle, Le. all
phases of the address cycle can occur in a single PLB clock cycle and all phases of
the data cycle can occur in a single PLB clock cycle. If a transaction contains only
one data cycle and if that data cycle fUlly overlaps the address cycle, the PLB
transaction can be performed within one PLB clock cycle. If the shared address bus
to the slaves or the involved data bus is still in use when the master initiates a data
transfer or if the slave cannot handle single-cycle transfers, the transaction will take
longer.
A transaction is initiated when a master drives its address information and
other transfer qualifier signals (indicating for instance whether the request is for a
read or a write transfer) onto the interface with the PLB. This indicates a request for
PLB access and starts the request phase of the address cycle. The PLB arbiter will
arbitrate as soon as possible.
Once the PLB arbiter has granted control of the bus to the requesting master,
the address transfer phase has begun. In t~lis phase, the master's address
information and transfer qualifier signals are forwarded onto the shared slave
interface by the PLB arbiter.
The slave that finds a match with the address that is now on the shared slave
interface will respond with an address acknowledgement, indicating that it has
latched the address and accompanying transfer qualifier signals. This defines the
address acknowledge phase. If for some reason the slave is not able to handle the
granted request it sends the PLB arbiter a rearbitrate signal instead of an address
acknowledgement, which causes the PLB arbiter to arbitrate again in the next clock
cycle.
Not before the PLB clock cycle during which the slave has issued its address
acknowledgement may the master place its data on the PLB write data bus. Not
before two PLB clock cycles after the address acknowledgement may the addressed
slave place data on the PLB read data bus. This happens in the data transfer phase
of the data cycle. The time that passes before the data are actually transferred
depends on the responsiveness of the slave.
Once the slave is ready to either latch the data on the PLB write data bus or to
place its data on the PLB read data bus by the end of the current PLB clock cycle, it
will send a data transfer acknowledgement back to the PLB arbiter, defining the data
acknowledge phase of the data cycle. The PLB arbiter in turn forwards this signal to
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the active master that now knows that it should sample the data off the PLB read
data bus or that it can stop driving its data on the PLB write data bus at the end of the
current PLB clock cycle. In one data cycle only 128 bits of information can be
transferred, which equals the width of either of the PLB data buses.

Completion of transactions
One PLB transaction can concern a single individual data transfer or a burst of
individual data transfers relating to consecutive addresses within a slave. A burst
transaction will be performed if more data must be transferred than can be handled in
a single individual data transfer. There are as many data cycles in a burst as there
are individual data transfers. Thus each individual data transfer ends with a data
acknowledgement. These data acknowledgements obviously cannot be used to
determine when a burst transaction is complete. For that purpose the slave uses the
wrComp or rdComp signal.
To indicate the completion of a (normal or burst) write transaction, the slave
asserts its wrComp signal during the last PLB clock cycle belonging to the data
transfer or in a subsequent cycle. The PLB arbiter rearbitrates and possibly grants a
new write request in the PLB clock cycle following the wrComp signal. If the slave is
fast enough to enable a single-cycle write transaction, the wrComp signal may be
asserted in that PLB clock cycle, see Figure 13. The PLB_PA Valid signal is used to
indicate to the slaves that valid address information and transfer qualifiers are on the
shared bus and the slaves should check if the address matches their own. This signal
therefore indicates the beginning of the address transfer phase in an address cycle.
The PLB arbiter deasserts this signal again upon reception of an address
acknowledgement from the slave.
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The rdComp signal is asserted by the slave to indicate that a (normal or burst) read
transaction is either complete or will be completed by the end of the next PLB clock
cycle. The PLB arbiter will rearbitrate and grant a new read request in the same PLB
clock cycle where the rdComp signal is asserted. Whenever possible, the slave
should assert rdComp as soon as possible to enable rearbitration even before the
data of the current transaction are being transferred. See the example in Figure 14
where the slave delays for 2 PLB clock cycles after PLB_PA Valid is asserted before it
places its data on the bus.
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Burst transactions
In Figure 15 a write burst transaction, terminated by the master, is depicted. As long
as the master has its wrBurst signal asserted, the slave knows that it should fetch
additional data off the PLB write data bus. The slave in this example has a 1-cycle
write delay for sequential data transfers in the burst (those in cycles 2, 3 and 4). For
this reason, the data bus can be fully utilised from cycle 1 to cycle 4. In PLB clock
cycle 4, during which the master deasserts its wrBurst signal, the slave asserts the
wrComp signal. In cycle 5 rearbitration can occur for another write transaction on the
PLB and new data can be transferred from cycle 5 on, causing no idle cycles on the
write data bus in between data transactions.
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Figure 16 shows a read burst transaction terminated by the master, again assuming
a 2-cycle read delay by the slave for the first access by a master. The sequential
read delay for the slave equals one cycle. For this reason, the master can read data
from the slave in each PLB clock cycle from the first data transfer on (in cycle 3) until
the last (in cycle 6). This would not have been the case if the sequential read delay
would have been larger. In cycle 6, the master deasserts its rdBurst signal and in
cycle 7 the slave asserts its rdComp signal. Rearbitration for the read data bus can
occur from cycle 7 on, and assuming that all slaves have a 2-cycle first read delay,
the read data bus can be used again from cycle 9 on. Because of this first read delay,
the read data bus cannot be used during two cycles after a burst transaction. To
overcome this performance drawback, the technique of fixed-length burst
transactions can be used.
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Figure 16: master-terminated read burst transaction

With a fixed-length (read or write) burst transaction the master informs the slave
during the address transfer phase of the address cycle about the number of individual
data transfers that the burst transaction will contain. Therefore both the master and
the slave know exactly when they should stop transferring additional data. For a
fixed-length write burst transaction the signal sequence chart would look the same as
that for a normal write burst transaction, which was shown in Figure 15. The signal
sequence chart for a fixed-length read burst transaction consisting of four individual
data transfers is given in Figure 17. The slave now knows w~lich is the last individual
data transfer and it asserts rdComp one cycle earlier (in cycle 5) such that in that
cycle rearbitration can occur for a next read transaction that can make use of the
read data bus from cycle 7 on. As opposed to a standard read burst transaction, with
a fixed-length read burst no idle cycles are necessary on the read data bus.
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Masters capable of handling burst transfers with more than four individual data
transfers have a so-called PLB master latency timer. This is a programmable downcounter that keeps track of the number of individual data transfers in a burst. At the
beginning of each burst it is automatically initialized to the programmed value which
represents the maximum allowed number of individual data transfers in a burst. If
other requests with the same or a higher priority are waiting to be granted when the
latency timer reaches zero, the master must end the burst and rearbitration will occur
on the PLB. This procedure guarantees a maximum data latency for all PLB masters.
Masters that can perform read and write bursts simultaneously can have two
separate latency timers, one for read bursts and the other for write bursts.
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Figure 17: fixed-length read burst transaction

Bus locking
On the PLB masters have the possibility to use bus locking to prevent that the PLB
arbiter grants requests from other masters, whatever their priority is. With bus locking
a master has the whole PLB available for its own use. If a master wants to lock the
bus, it asserts its busLock signal in the same clock cycle during which it issues a
request to the PLB arbiter. The busLock signal must remain asserted until the PLB
arbiter has granted the request and received an address acknowledgement from the
slave. The PLB arbiter will only grant a request for a locked transaction once both the
read and write data buses are available. The PLB will remain locked until the master
deasserts the busLock signal. In the next clock cycle the PLB arbiter will arbitrate
again.
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Address pipelining
Because the address bus and both data buses are not connected in any way,
address cycles can overlap read or write data cycles, and a read data cycle can
overlap a write data cycle. For this reason, different masters can have access to the
three buses of the PLB at the same time: one master can be involved in a read data
cycle, the second in a write data cycle while a third master can be waiting for a
slave's address acknowledgement. Even if a previous read transaction is not
complete yet, a new read transaction can already be address-acknowledged by the
slave (even by the same slave that was addressed in the previous read transaction).
The same holds for a write transaction. The address cycle latency for a new data
transaction is hidden from the data buses when a data cycle of a previous request is
going on. This feature is called PLB address pipelining. Throughout the remainder of
this report 2-deep pipelining is assumed, meaning that for each data bus two
requests can be handled at a time, one primary and the other pipelined (secondary).
This implies that up to four different data transactions can be handled at a time on the
PLB: a primary read, a secondary read, a primary write and a secondary write
transaction. Figure 18 gives an example of primary and secondary transactions on
both the read and the write data bus. Since there is just one address bus, the
Address Transfer Phase for transaction 8 can only start after the Address
Acknowledge Phase for transaction 7 has finished.
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Figure 18: PLB address pipelining

When the PLB arbiter has arbitrated and decided upon which request should enter
the address transfer phase of the address cycle, the arbiter checks whether an
uncompleted previous transaction is making use of the corresponding data bus. If this
is not the case, the new transaction can start immediately and the request is
classified as being a primary request. The arbiter indicates so to the slaves by
asserting the PA Valid (Primary Address Valid) signal. Slaves sample this signal and
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upon assertion will check if the address on the address bus matches their own. The
matching slave will then handle the transaction as described earlier.
If the corresponding data bus is still in use by a previous transaction the PLB
arbiter decides that the request is a secondary request and indicates t~lis to the
slaves through the SA Valid (Secondary Address Valid) signal. Just like the PAValid
signal, the SA Valid signal indicates the beginning of the address transfer phase of an
address cycle. Slaves capable of handling pipelined transactions will sample this
signal (slaves that cannot, simply ignore it and wait until the request becomes a
primary request) and upon assertion check if the address matches their own. The
slave that finds such a match will respond with an address acknowledgement and the
PLB arbiter can rearbitrate and proceed with another address cycle. If the ongoing
transaction completes before the slave sends an address acknowledgement, the PLB
arbiter deasserts the SA Valid signal and instead asserts the PA Valid signal (for a
read transaction in the same cycle where the previous transaction completed; for a
write transaction in the following cycle) since the request then becomes a primary
request. This time, the PAValid signal does not signal the beginning of the address
transfer phase, merely a change in the address pipeline. Now the transaction
proceeds as before. See Figure 19 for an example.
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Figure 19: secondary write transaction becomes primary write transaction

If the request is still a secondary request when the address acknowledgement is
sent, the slave waits for a signal from the PLB arbiter before entering the first data
cycle. The PLB arbiter now manages an ongoing primary and an addressacknowledged secondary request for that data bus and will not allow another request
for access to that data bus to enter the address transfer phase of the address cycle.
The only way out of this situation is to wait for the ongoing data transaction to
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complete. When this happens, the primary transaction has ended and the secondary
request now becomes a primary request. Now the PLB arbiter may rearbitrate and
handle another request for access to the corresponding bus, which will become a
secondary request. The PLB arbiter must indicate to the waiting slave that it can now
handle the data transfer. It does so by asserting the rdPrim (Read Primary) or wrPrim
(Write Primary) signal in the same cycle where the rdComp or wrComp signal is
asserted. For read transactions, the slave may only place its data on the read data
bus in the second PLB clock cycle after the rdPrim signal was asserted. Data are
placed on the write data bus in the cycle following the assertion of the wrComp
signal. See Figure 20 for a corresponding signal sequence chart of a secondary write
transaction acknowledged before the ongoing transaction is complete.
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Figure 20: secondary write transaction acknowledged as such

Arbitration
Now that PLB transactions and address pipelining have been described, the actual
arbitration procedure on the PLB can be explained. As was described earlier,
masters that need access to the read or write data bus issue a request to the PLB
arbiter. Arbitration occurs to make sure that at most one transaction can be active on
a bus at a time, preventing data collisions. Following the arbitration, the request is
granted which means that the slave address (and transfer qualifier signals) is
forwarded to the slaves, using the address bus of the PLB. Since the PLB has only
got one address bus, only one request may be granted at a time. The granting of a
next request must wait until the address cycle of the previous transaction is over.
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Arbitration can occur within a single PLB clock cycle and in that same cycle the
master's request is also granted. This implies that the arbitration itself can also only
occur after the address cycle of a previous transaction is over.
Although the read and write data bus are completely independent, the
arbitration for one data bus may affect the arbitration for the other data bus. Consider
an example where one master issues a request for a write transaction and at the
same time another master requests a read transaction. Because only one request
can be granted at a time by the PLB arbiter, the other request has to wait until the
first request has been address-acknowledged by the slave although the data bus for
the second request may have been free from the moment the request was made.
Figure 21 shows this behaviour.

Even in clock cycles where arbitration may occur and where new requests are
present, the PLB arbiter cannot always grant the request. This is because the PLB
arbiter uses 2-deep pipelining and can only handle two read and two write
transactions at a time. If there are already a primary and a secondary transaction for
a data bus, the PLB arbiter cannot grant a new request for that bus. Arbitration
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occurs again when the primary transaction has finished: for a read transaction in the
same clock cycle where the slave asserted its rdComp signal and for a write
transaction in the clock cycle following the assertion of the wrComp signal.
Once arbitration can occur and a request that can be granted is present, the
arbiter will pick a request from all available requests that can be granted at that
moment. The PLB arbiter uses an arbitration scheme that can take several aspects
into account. Requests made by PLB masters have a certain priority that is one out of
four levels. 1 This priority is indicated by the master during the assertion of the request
signal. Requests with a higher priority should be granted before those with a lower
priority. To guarantee access to a data bus in case all masters make requests with
the same priority, a round-robin scheme per level of priority can be used. Besides,
the arbiter may try to alternate between granting read and write requests on a regular
basis when both types of requests are present with the same priority. This could
prevent large periods of idle time and an increasing number of requests for one data
bus while the other data bus is highly utilised and requests with the same priority are
served almost immediately. Such a situation would imply a (temporary) unbalance in
the request times for read and write requests with the same priority.

3.2.3 Ethernet Media Ace e 55 Controller (EMAC)
A functional decomposition of an EMAC ([12],[13]) in its network processor
configuration is depicted in Figure 22. Each EMAC is connected via an ingress and
an egress port to an Ethernet link with a bandwith of 10, 100 or 1000 Mbps. On the
other side an EMAC interfaces with the OPB to transfer data to and from the MAL.
EMACs do not implement the OPB retry operation. EMACs are guaranteed to
respond to a MAL transfer request over the OPB within 16 clock cycles, therefore
they do not implement the bus timeout counter suppress functionality. Moreover there
are some side-band signals 2 between an EMAC and the MAL whose function will be
explained later on.
An EMAC consists of two separate parts: the receive (Rx) part and the
transmit (Tx) part, which are both connected to their own FIFO queue. These parts
act in a concurrent way, but they can influence each other's activity. Only one of the
two parts can be active on the OPB at a time. The same holds for the Ethernet link if
it is in half-duplex mode. In the remainder of this report it is assumed that all Ethernet
collision domains are formed by full-duplex links and that therefore the Rx and Tx
part can access the Ethernet link simultaneously.

Channels
The Rx and Tx parts of each EMAC in the network processor only transfer packets
originating from a single ingress port (for Rx) or leaving through a single egress port
(for Tx). Since the MAL too has separate hardware for all ingress and egress ports
present in the network processor each packet follows a specific receive path and a
specific transmit path through the network processor. These paths are called
channels. So the network processor has a receive channel related to ingress port 1,
one related to ingress port 2, etc. Likewise there are transmit channels related to
egress port 1, to egress port 2, etc. The Rx and Tx parts of an EMAC are therefore
also referred to as the EMAC Rx and Tx channels.
Only two priority levels are modelled on the PLB, being 'low' and 'urgent'.
Side-band signals are additional signals that do not belong to the standard interface (in this case the standard
OPB interface).
1

2
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Figure 22: EMAC in the network processor configuration

Packets in the form of Ethernet frames enter a network processor's Rx channel
through the ingress port of an EMAC and they leave a network processor's Tx
channel later on through the egress port of (in general) another EMAC. Packets
arrive at an ingress port with an idle time in between that is at least the minimum
inter-frame time 3 . The distribution of the idle time between the packets is determined
by both the packet inter-arrival time distribution and the packet length distribution.

Receive FIFO queue
In the Rx part, the EMAC has a FIFO queue implemented in SRAM memory, with a
configurable size of up to 4 kS. Incoming packets are buffered in this queue. Two
configurable queue fill levels are used in deciding when and with what priority a
packet's data segment should be transferred over the OPS towards the SDRAM
memory (see Figure 23). These fill levels are called Low Water Mark and High Water
Mark.

As determined by the IEEE 802.1 Ethernet standard, the minimum inter-frame gap (the idle time) on the medium
is 96 bit times or Ethernet cycles.

3
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Figure 23: Rx FIFO queue

It's evident that the High Water Mark must not be set to a smaller value than the Low
Water Mark. The Low Water Mark must be set to a value that is equal to or larger
than the maximum data segment size, when measured in the same unit (e.g. bytes or
EMAC queue entries). If for example the maximum data segment size is 8 EMAC
queue entries and the Low Water Mark equals 4 EMAC queue entries the EMAC
could initiate a data segment transfer while only half of the data segment is present in
the queue. Such a situation would cause unnecessary delays during the transfer.

Receive flow control
Seside determining the need for and the priority of a data segment transfer, the Low
and High Water Marks are also used for flow control in the network. Each time when
the queue is filled up to the High Water Mark level when a new packet is received
from the Ethernet medium, a so-called control (or pause) frame is sent back over that
Ethernet link to the previous-hop network entity that is in fact the direct packet
source. These control frames command that source to pause the transmission of
packets for a time indicated by the control frame's contents.

Receive packet transfer
An EMAC serves as a slave 011 the OPS whereas the MAL serves as a master on the
OPS. Since only masters can initiate a data transfer on the OPS, an EMAC Rx
channel initiating a data segment transfer for storage in the SDRAM memory does
not initiate the transfer over the OPS itself. Via the side-band signals a request with
the calculated priority is sent from the Rx channel to the MAL, which should then
access that Rx channel for receiving a data segment over the OPS.
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Since the first request is for the first data segment of the packet, the Rx
channel expects the MAL to write a control halfword 4 over the OPS into the Rx
channel. This control information originates from the PowerPC and it contains
protocol-speci'f1c information that is needed by the Rx channel to correctly forward the
packet to the rest of the network processor. Once the control information has been
written, the MAL will access the OPS again to request the Rx channel to place the
first data segment on the OPS. Once the MAL has fetched and buffered this data
segment and then stored it in the SDRAM memory, the Rx channel checks if there
are any data segments of the same packet left in the Rx queue. As long as this is the
case, the Rx channel will again request (with a recalculated priority) the MAL to
receive an additional data segment over the OPS, but this time no control information
is written into the Rx channel. The Rx channel informs the MAL when the last data
segment is transferred.
Once all data segments belonging to the packet have been stored in the
SDRAM memory, the Rx channel calculates a status halfword that can be used by
the PowerPC to check if the packet transfer has succeeded. The Rx channel uses
the side-band signals again to request the MAL to get this status halfword over the
OPS. The status halfword transfer ends the packet's transfer over the Rx channel.
The MAL notifies the EMAC Rx channel, which is now ready to start the transfer of
another packet.

Transmit FIFO queue
An EMAC Tx channel has a FIFO queue in SRAM memory, with a configurable size
of up to 2 kS. In a Tx channel there are two configurable queue fill levels comparable
to those in a Rx channel, but now they are called Transmit Low Request and
Transmit Urgent Request (see Figure 24). They are used to decide when and with
what priority a side-band request must be made to the MAL to retrieve a data
segment from the SDRAM memory to the requesting EMAC.
• No request is sent as long as the number of vacant entries in the queue is less
than or equal to Transmit Low Request.
• A request with low priority is issued as soon as the number of vacant entries is
larger than Transmit Low Request.
• An urgent-priority request is sent in case the number of vacant entries is larger
than Transmit Urgent Request and the packet is already being transmitted onto
the Ethernet link.
Here too it is evident that the Transmit Urgent Request value must not be smaller
than the Transmit Low Request value. The Transmit Low Request value must be at
least equal to the number of queue entries occupied by a maximum-size data
segment minus one. If for example a maximum-size data segment occupies 8 queue
entries, Transmit Low Request must be set to at least 7, otherwise the queue might
not be large enough to hold the entire data segment.

4

A word is defined in this report as a data entity of four bytes or 32 bits.
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A third configurable Tx queue fill level is the Transmit Request Threshold. It is used
to determine whether the EMAC Tx channel can start transmitting the contents of the
queue onto the Ethernet medium. As soon as the number of occupied queue entries
is equal to the Transmit Request Threshold, the EMAC will start the transmission of a
packet, even if the MAL has not transferred the packet's last data segment to the
EMAC yet. Also if the entire packet has been retrieved from the SDRAM memory to
the EMAC Tx queue, the packet's transmission onto the Ethernet medium will be
initiated, regardless of the queue's fill level.
The value of the Transmit Request Threshold can be set to 8, 16, 24 or 32
queue entries. If the wrong value is chosen, a deadlock scenario can occur where no
packet will be retrieved from the SDRAM memory to the EMAC any more and no
packet will be transmitted onto the Ethernet link any more (see Figure 25). In order to
avoid such conditions the sum of Transmit Request Threshold and Transmit Low
Request must be smaller than the size of the Tx queue when measured in the same
unit (bytes or queue entries).

Transmit flow control
Whereas a Rx channel can initiate the transmission of a control frame to a previoushop network node in order to pause the reception of incoming packets, the same
EMAC can also receive control frames originating from other, next-hop network
nodes that are meant to slow down its transmission of packets onto the Ethernet
medium. When a control frame is received, the Tx part of the EMAC finishes the
current packet transmission. It then delays the transmission of the next packet for the
amount of time indicated by the control frame's contents. If another control frame is
received during that time, the remaining pause time is overwritten with the contents of
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the new control frame. Received control frames do not affect the transmission of a
control frame as initiated by the Rx channel.
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Figure 25: transmit deadlock scenario

Transmit packet transfer
An EMAC Tx channel operates in one of two different modes, depending on how it is
configured.
• In the Single Packet mode, the EMAC is notified by an interrupt from the
PowerPC as soon as a packet has been processed and its contents have been
updated in the SDRAM memory. The Tx channel will then immediately request
MAL service to transfer the packet to the EMAC Tx queue from where it can be
transmitted onto the Ethernet link. In this mode the Tx channel will only request
MAL service if a packet is ready to be transferred over the channel.
• In the Multiple Packet mode, the Tx channel will request MAL service for the next
packet as soon as the previous packet's transfer has been completed, which is
indicated to the Tx channel by the MAL. In this mode the Tx channel will also
request MAL service even if it is not sure that a packet is ready for transfer over
the channel.
After the Tx channel has requested MAL service with a certain priority via the sideband signals, it expects the MAL to write a control halfword over the OPS since the
request is for the first data segment of the packet. The data in this control halfword
have been written by the PowerPC, just like it does for EMACs' Rx channels. Now
the MAL will try to get the first data segment from the SDRAM memory. If these data
are not yet present (w~lich can be the case for the Multiple Packet mode or after an
error occurred), the MAL informs the Tx channel and ends its service to this channel.
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It is up to the MAL and EMAC device drivers to handle this error situation correctly
(which can simply be to let the Tx channel request MAL service again). If the data
segment can be read from the SDRAM memory, the MAL will store it in its data
segment buffer and then forward it over the OPB to the EMAC Tx channel where it
will be buffered until enough packet bytes have been transferred to the queue to start
transmitting the packet onto the Ethernet medium. As long as the MAL has not
indicated that a transferred data segment contained the last byte of the packet, the
Tx channel will request MAL service again with a recalculated priority.
Once the final data segment of the packet has been transferred to the EMAC
Tx queue, the Tx channel will calculate a status halfword that can be used by the
PowerPC to analyse the packet transfer. The channel will request MAL service to
read this status halfword over the OPB. Once the MAL has transferred the status
halfword, the packet's transfer through the network processor has ended. The MAL
notifies the EMAC Tx channel, which can now request MAL service for another
packet.

3.2.4 SDRAM Controller
The on-chip SDRAM controller (described in [13]) is a bus slave device attached to
the PLB with a 128-bit read and write data bus. On the memory interface side, up to
two banks of off-chip SDRAM memory can be attached. This SDRAM memory is
used to buffer packets received over the network processor's Rx channels and
packets ready for transmission over the network processor's Tx channels. The
interface between the controller and the SDRAM memory is 32 bits wide. PLB master
devices write their data to or read data from the SDRAM controller, which handles the
physical data transfer to and from the SDRAM memory.

Memory structure
For each Rx and Tx channel present in the network processor, the SDRAM memory
has place for a limited number of data blocks called BUFFERS. The buffers' size can be
initialized and remains 'fixed thereafter. AlthoUgh the size of Rx buffers can be set to
a different value than that of Tx buffers, it is assumed in this report that all buffers in
the network processor have the same size. Each buffer is referred to by one BUFFER
DESCRIPTOR in the SRAM memory.

Access pipelining
The SDRAM controller can store up to three PLB accesses. These are an active read
access, an active write access and a read-or-write queued access. The active
accesses are the next accesses that will occur externally. After the active access of
the same type (read or write) has finished, the queued access becomes an active
access. An active access can be a primary or a secondary PLB access. The queued
access is always a secondary PLB access. The SDRAM controller can always accept
a primary PLB access since it cannot already have an active access of the same type
stored at that time. The SDRAM controller may not be able to accept a secondary
PLB access in case its queued position and active position of the same type are
already filled. The SDRAM controller will then respond to the PLB access by
asserting its rearbitrate signal, commanding the PLB arbiter to rearbitrate.
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Data transfers
Data transfers to and from the SDRAM memory occur by writing data to or reading
data from the SDRAM controller over the 128-bit wide data buses. The SDRAM
controller contains a data buffer that it uses for two purposes:
• temporarily storing data received over the PLB write data bus. The SDRAM
controller knows which of those bytes to write to the SDRAM memory and which
to discard.
• temporarily storing data read from the SDRAM memory. The SDRAM controller
will transmit all those bytes over the PLB read data bus.
Normally, the write burst mode on the PLB can only be used for writing data at the full
bus width, which equals 128 bits or 16 bytes. This is because in write burst mode all
bytes of the data bus are written to a slave device. If any of those 16 bytes do not
contain valid data, they could overwrite valid data already present in the slave with
meaningless data, which can cause errors. Therefore, if a PLB master device wants
to write less than 16 bytes to a slave, the burst mode cannot be used. When reading
data from a slave, burst mode can be used for all transfers including those of less
than 16 bytes. This is because the requesting master knows which bytes it has
requested, it simply discards the other bytes read from the slave.
Since the SDRAM controller has a data buffer where the data that are
transferred over the PLB write data bus are stored before writing them to the SDRAM
memory, burst transfers can be used even when they contain individual bus transfers
of less than 16 bytes. For each individual transfer in the burst, the SDRAM controller
will receive all 16 bytes, of which some may contain meaningless data. These 16
bytes are stored in the data buffer. The SDRAM controller knows which bytes should
not be written to the SDRAM memory and it discards them, the other bytes are
written to the SDRAM memory. In brief: all data transfers to and from the SDRAM
memory can be accomplished by writing those data to or reading those data from the
SDRAM controller in burst mode.

Data refreshing
The SDRAM controller can refresh the contents of an SDRAM bank by executing an
auto-refresh sequence which issues two refresh commands to that SDRAM module
after it has been precharged.
The SDRAM controller can also command all SDRAM modules at once to
enter self-refresh mode. The SDRAM modules use their own internal timer to refresh
the memory contents. This mode is primarily meant for periods of memory inactivity
and it saves power.
Both auto-refresh and self-refresh modes hand the refresh control to the
operating system. The third refresh method does not require the SDRAM controller
driver to intervene. In Periodic Refresh mode, the contents of the entire memory are
automatically refreshed periodically. In this mode, the SDRAM controller uses a builtin countdown timer at PLB clock speed that automatically reloads at O. If the counter
gets to 0 the SDRAM controller waits until the current command has completed. It
then precharges the SDRAM memory and executes two auto-refresh sequences for
the selected SDRAM module. The initial and reload value for the counter is derived
from the SDRAM memory's refresh specification and represents the number of PLB
cycles required to meet this specification.
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3.2.5 SRAM Memory
Memory structure
The on-c~lip SRAM memory, connected to the PLB as a 32-bit slave device, is IJsed
for keeping information about how and where packets are stored in the SDRAM
memory. For each Rx and Tx channel present in the network processor, the SRAM
memory holds a circular queue with a configurable length of up to 256 entries. The
entries in such a circular queue are called BUFFER DESCRIPTORS. The data units in the
SDRAM memory that are used for storing packet data are called buffers. Each buffer
descriptor in the SRAM memory corresponds to and refers to exactly one buffer in
the SDRAM memory (see Figure 26). Therefore the number of buffer descriptors
equals the number of buffers, both per channel and in the entire system.

Buffer descriptor structure
A buffer descriptor has a size of 8 bytes (see Figure 27). The first 2 bytes form the
STATUS/CONTROL field. This field holds data used by the MAL for buffer descriptor
processing and data related to the EMAC belonging to the same channel as the
buffer descriptor.
• For Rx channels the MAL-related bits tell for instance whether this buffer
descriptor refers to an empty or used buffer in the SDRAM memory; whether it is
the last on the circular queue; whether it refers to the first buffer for the current
packet and whether it refers to the last buffer for the current packet.
For Tx channels, these MAL-related bits tell for instance whether the buffer that is
referred to by this buffer descriptor holds data ready for transmission; whether the
buffer descriptor is the last on the circular queue and whether it refers to the last
buffer for the current packet.
• The EMAC-related data part can be generated by the PowerPC software for
controlling the EMAC or can contain status information generated by the EMAC to
be processed by the software. Only the first buffer descriptor for a packet holds
valid control information whereas only the last buffer descriptor for a packet can
hold valid status information.
The LENGTH field takes twelve bits of a buffer descriptor's second halfword and it tells
how many packet bytes are stored in the referred buffer. The second word of a buffer
descriptor holds the SDRAM memory address of the referred buffer.
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3.2.6 PowerPC440 Embedded Processor Core
The PowerPC440 processor core ([6],[9]) that is embedded in the example network
processor chip is a member of the PowerPC400 family. It runs at a nominal
frequency of 555 MHz. The core has a 2-way superscalar design and contains three
execution pipelines. It adopts dynamic branch prediction and out-of order issue,
execution and completion. This high-performance, flexible processor core is typically
used in combination with the CoreConnect technology where it is connected to the
high-performance Processor Local Bus.
In the network processor environment the processor core runs the device
drivers for the various components and it handles the packet processing, being either
header or deep-packet processing. When an EMAC Rx channel requests MAL
service to transfer the first data segment of a packet, the PowerPC has already
written the control halfword of the first buffer descriptor for the packet with MAL- and
EMAC-related data.
After the entire packet has been stored in the SDRAM memory, the MAL Rx
channel handler notifies the PowerPC through an interrupt that a new packet is in the
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SDRAM memory, ready to be processed. The PowerPC can learn about the packet
transfer from the EMAC Rx channel by reading the status halfword in the last buffer
descriptor for the packet, which was written by that Rx channel. The PowerPC now
reads the packet's header over the PLB, and (part of) its payload in the case of deep
packet processing. The egress port for the packet is determined and the packet's
header (plus perhaps the payload) is updated in the SDRAM memory. Since the
packet is now ready to be transferred towards the EMAC corresponding to the
calculated egress port, the PowerPC points the right amount of vacant Tx buffer
descriptors to the packet and fills them with the correct length field value and MALrelated data. It copies these from the Rx buffer descriptors that were referring to the
packet but that are now set by the PowerPC to point to empty buffers in the SDRAM
memory and therefore now get the vacant status. The PowerPC writes a new control
halfword into the first Tx buffer descriptor. After the entire packet has been
transferred into the correct EMAC Tx queue, that Tx channel will ask the MAL to read
its status halfword which will be written into the status/control 'field of the packet's last
buffer descriptor. The PowerPC may read that buffer descriptor and analyse the
status halfword to learn about the packet's transfer.

3.2.7 Memory Access La yer (MAL)
The MAL (see [13]) provides an interface for transferring data between (in general)
different packet-oriented communication protocols in a system where the overall
traffic rates are moderate. T~lis interface is identical for all communication macros
and it hides from them the buffer descriptor memory structure that lies behind. The
MAL is not intended to replace low-latency, high-throughput DMA controllers serving
a small number of channels.
In the network processor, the MAL serves as an intermediate layer between
the packet-oriented EMACs and the buffer descriptor memory structure implemented
in the on-chip SRAM and off-chip SDRAM memories. The MAL is shared and used
by all communication macros present in the network processor (the EMACs) to
access and handle the buffer descriptor memory structure. The MAL is not directly
aware of the EMACs, the MAL handles the individual channels that are present in the
network processor.
As mentioned in section 3.1, packets stream from an Ethernet link into the
corresponding EMAC Rx queue. Once a packet is ready to be transferred through the
network processor to be processed by the PowerPC, it is logically split into data
segments in the EMAC Rx queue. All data segments belonging to the packet are
sequentially transferred through the MAL over a Rx channel to the SDRAM memory
where they fill one or more consecutive buffers. Once all the packet's bytes are in the
SDRAM memory, the packet is considered as an entity that is stored in one or
several Buffers but that does not contain any data segments. After it has been
processed by the PowerPC and its contents have been updated in the SDRAM
memory, it is again logically split into data segments. These are all sequentially
transferred through the MAL again, this time over a Tx channel, and they fill the
EMAC Tx queue. In this queue, the packet's bytes are considered to belong to a
single packet bit stream that has to be transmitted onto the Ethernet medium.
All data segments of a packet except the last have the same size, which is the
maximum size of a data segment. The size of the last data segment equals the
packet length modulo the maximum data segment size. The maximum size of a data
segment is determined by the configurable MAL BURST LENGTH and can be 2, 4, 8 or 16
words (8, 16, 32 or 64 bytes). An example of how a packet is decomposed into
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several data segments in an EMAC Rx queue is given in Figure 28. Notice that one
entry in an EMAC queue contains 8 bytes. In this example the MAL burst length
equals 16 words (64 bytes). Therefore, a 224-byte packet is split into four data
segments of which three contain 64 bytes, and the last contains 224 modulo(64) = 32
bytes.This example can also be used to show how several data segments recombine
into one packet stream in an EMAC Tx queue.

1_22....1i-....lI-....ll_9....131_19....11-....1I-....1I-....1I-....1I-....1I-....11_29....11_12....11-....l1-....I1-....I1-....I-....I-....I1_65....11_64....1i-....lI-....lI-....l-....l-....l-....l.....,j'I-~

J

data segment 4

~

)
data segment 3

~

)
data segment

\

2

)
data segment 1

Figure 28: packet segmentation
MAL burst length equals 16 words or 64 bytes

All buffers in the SDRAM memory holding data belonging to the same packet are
completely filled, except the last which has an occupancy equal to the packet length
modulo the size of a buffer. The first data segment for a packet is always written to
the SDRAM memory starting at the first byte of a buffer. Subsequent data segments
for the same packet are written directly after the previous data segment, if possible in
the same buffer. Since the Buffer size is in general unequal to the maximum data
segment size, there is no one-to-one relation between data segments and buffers.
Look at Figure 29 to see how data segments and buffers coexist in the SDRAM
memory. The packet from Figure 28 is again used as an example. The buffer size is
set to 48 bytes. The fill level of the packet's last buffer therefore equals 224
modulo(48) = 32 bytes. In this example the next received packet will be stored in the
SDRAM memory starting at the beginning of buffer 6 which is the next free buffer.
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Figure 29: data segments and Buffers in SDRAM memory
MAL burst length equals 64 bytes
Buffer size equals 48 bytes
packet data are shown in grey

Interface and components
An overview of the interface and components of the MAL is depicted in Figure 30,
assuming two EMACs are present in the network processor. It can be seen that the
MAL interface consists of the PLS and OPS bus interfaces plus a number of sideband signals between the EMACs and the MAL that are not part of the OPS
standard. These side-band signals are synchronous with the OPS clock.
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Figure 30: MAL interface and components
assuming 2 EMACs thus 2 Rx channel handlers and 2 Tx channel handlers

The MAL contains different hardware parts that are used for a different number of
channels. These components will be discussed hereafter.
• Common hardware used for all channels (PLB MASTER, PLB ACCESS ARBITER, OPB
MASTER,

•

OPB

ACCESS ARBITER).

Hardware specific to the group of Rx channels (RX

CHANNELS ARBITER,

Rx

COMMON

CHANNELS ARBITER,

Tx

COMMON

CHANNEL LOGIC).

•

Hardware specific to the group of Tx channels (TX
CHANNEL LOGIC).

•

Separate hardware for each channel (Rx CHANNEL HANDLERS and Tx CHANNEL HANDLERS).

Channels arbiters
In the MAL only one Rx channel can be active at a time, so arbitration has to occur
between those Rx channels that have requested MAL service. This is what happens
inside the Rx CHANNELS ARBITER. Via the side-band signals it can receive requests from
the Rx channels. These requests are either for data transfer or for status read. The
priority for a request can in general be one of the three levels low, high and urgent. 5
The arbiter adopts a round-robin scheme per priority level for arbitrating between the
available Rx channel requests (see Figure 31). If there are urgent-priority requests
available, the arbiter will pick one of them based on a round-robin arbitration scheme.
If there are no urgent-priority requests, the arbiter checks if there are any high
5 An EMAC Rx channel only uses the low and urgent level of priority to request MAL service.
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requests. If tllis is the case, it picks one of those on a round-robin basis. If the only
requests available are low requests, one of them is chosen, again on a round-robin
basis. For each priority level, the arbiter remembers which Rx channel was serviced
latest and a subsequent arbitration on that level starts by inspecting the next
channel's request slot for that level. This implies that if Rx channel i requests MAL
service, no other Rx channel on that priority level can get service twice before
channel i is serviced. This arbitration between Rx channels takes two OPS cycles.
Once a Rx channel has been picked, the Rx channels arbiter commands the
corresponding Rx CHANNEL HANDLER to handle the request. Until the Rx channel handler
is done, the Rx channels arbiter will not activate another Rx channel.

Urgent

High

Low

Rx channels

Figure 31: arbitration within a group of Rx channels

The Tx CHANNELS HANDLER operates in an analogous way. It ensures that only one Tx
channel can be active at a time in the MAL. Via the side-band signals it receives
requests for MAL service (data transfer or status read) from Tx channels. Again, the
accompanying priority can in general be low, high or urgent. 6 The Tx CHANNELS ARBITER
chooses among the available requests in a per-level round-robin way. It then tells the
corresponding Tx channel handler to start handling the request and waits until this
channel is done before rearbitrating.

Receive channel handlers
If a Rx channel handler is activated by the Rx channels arbiter it gets a priority that is
the same that was used by the EMAC Rx channel when requesting MAL service.
Depending on the request type, the Rx channel handler will now either transfer a data
segment from the corresponding EMAC Rx channel to the SDRAM memory or read
the status information from that channel. For both actions, the Rx channel handler
must use both the PLS and the OPS. For all bus operations it makes use of the Rx
COMMON CHANNEL LOGIC, which accesses the buses through the PLB MASTER and OPB
MASTER.

A Rx channel handler keeps information on the state of the channel and on the
buffer descriptors for the channel, residing in a circular queue in the SRAM memory.
It knows for instance whether or not the first data segment for a packet has been
Just like an EMAC Rx channel, an EMAC Tx channel only uses the low and urgent level of priority to request
MAL service.
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transferred. The Rx channel handler also has a data segment buffer where data
segments received over the OPB are stored before they are forwarded over the PLB
to the SDRAM memory. Besides it has a pointer to the buffer descriptors for the
corresponding channel. Only when an entire data segment has been moved into the
SDRAM memory and the Rx channel handler indicates to the Rx channels arbiter
that it has finished its service to the EMAC Rx channel, that channel can make
another request for MAL service.

Data segment transfer over OPB
When a Rx channel handler is activated via a data segment transfer request, it will
check if the data segment is the first for the current packet. If this is the case, the Rx
channel handler will first tell the Rx common channel logic to read the next buffer
descriptor for this channel from the SRAM memory. The corresponding PLB burst
consists of two individual single-word transfers since the SRAM memory is a 32-bit
component. From this buffer descriptor the address of the corresponding buffer in the
SDRAM memory is extracted and stored. The control halfword that was filled before
by the PowerPC is analysed. The MAL-related data are stored and the EMAC-related
data sent on to the EMAC Rx channel over the OPB.
From this point on, the Rx channel handler does the same as it does for
subsequent data segment transfers. It accesses the EMAC Rx channel to receive a
data segment and store it in the data segment buffer. The Rx channel indicates to the
Rx channel handler whether the data segment is the last of the packet. For non-final
data segments, the Rx channel handler expects the number of individual OPB word
transfers to be equal to the maximum number of words in a data segment. For the
last data segment, the Rx channel notifies the MAL when the last data word is
transferred over the OPB and how many valid bytes this last word contains (see
Figure 28). Now the entire data segment is in the Rx channel handler's data segment
buffer from where it can be forwarded to the SDRAM memory.
Data segment transfer over PLB
The Rx channel handler now instructs the Rx common channel logic to forward the
data segment via one or more PLB bursts to the SDRAM. The first data segment of a
packet is written starting at the address that was read before from the 'first buffer
descriptor for the packet. Subsequent data segments are written directly after the
previous data segment. To be able to write the correct buffer length into a buffer
descriptor, and to tell at what buffer byte the previous data segment ended, the Rx
channel handler remembers how many bytes it has written to the buffer up till now
and how many empty bytes there are left in that buffer.
Whenever the current buffer reaches its capacity during a data segment
transfer, the Rx channel handler must switch to the next buffer (see Figure 29). It will
halt the forwarding of any bytes remaining in its data segment buffer, which means
the end of the current PLB burst data transfer. The Rx channel handler updates the
length field of the current buffer descriptor over the PLB with the number of bytes that
it has written to the buffer (which equals the buffer's size) and then it reads the next
buffer descriptor. The Rx channel handler stores the new buffer's address and
continues with the data segment forwarding to that buffer via another PLB burst.
When the last data segment of the packet has been forwarded to the SDRAM
memory, the Rx channel handler updates the length field of the last used buffer
descriptor over the PLB with the number of packet bytes that were written to the last
buffer for the packet. This number is in general less than the buffer's size.
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By inspecting the MAL-related part of the status/control field, a Rx channel
handler can find out that a buffer descriptor that it has just read over the PLB is in
use. In this situation, the referred buffer can not be used yet to store new packet data
since it still contains packet data that were received earlier and that still have to be
processed by the PowerPC. The Rx channel handler will instruct the Rx common
channel logic to stop further activity for the current channel. The Rx channels arbiter
is told to rearbitrate and continue with other Rx channels that have requested MAL
service. After a while the original Rx channel handler will be activated again by the
arbiter. The Rx channel handler will again instruct the Rx common channel logic to
read the same buffer descriptor as before. This procedure will continue until the
buffer descriptor is not in use any more. At that time the referred buffer is free and the
Rx channel handler will continue to transfer the bytes that are left in its data segment
buffer to the SDRAM memory.

Status halfword transfer
After all data segments for a packet have been written to the SDRAM memory, the
EMAC Rx channel will make a request for status read, and the Rx channels arbiter
will activate the corresponding Rx channel handler some time thereafter, which will
then access the EMAC Rx channel over the OPB to read the status halfword. The
status/control field of the last buffer descriptor for the packet is then updated over the
PLB with this status information, which then can be analysed by the PowerPC. Now
the entire packet transfer from EMAC to SDRAM memory is complete and the MAL
notifies the PowerPC that a packet is ready to be processed. It also notifies the
EMAC Rx channel which can now request MAL service again to start transferring
another packet through the network processor.

Transmit channel handlers
A Tx channel handler's functionality is analogous to that of a Rx channel handler.
When a Tx channel handler is activated by the Tx channels arbiter, it gets a priority
that is equal to the priority used by the Tx channel to request MAL service, being
either low or urgent. The request could have been for data segment transfer or status
read. For both, OPB and PLB transfers are needed. For all bus transfers, the Tx
channel handler instructs the Tx COMMON CHANNEL logic to perform the bus operations.
This logic calls upon the OPB bus master and the PLB bus master to handle the
actual bus accesses.
A Tx channel handler keeps information about the channel state and the buffer
descriptors for the channel. It knows for instance if the 'first data segment for a packet
has already been transferred over the Tx channel. It has a data segment buffer to
store data segments read from the SDRAM memory, before they are forwarded over
the OPB to the EMAC Tx channel. A Tx channel handler also keeps a pointer to the
SRAM memory, more specifically to the circular buffer descriptor queue for the
channel. Only when an entire data segment has been moved into the EMAC Tx
queue and the Tx channel handler indicates to the Tx channels arbiter that it has
finished its service to the EMAC Tx channel, that channel can make another request
for MAL service.

Data segment transfer over PLa
If the MAL service requested by the EMAC Tx channel concerns a data segment
transfer from the SDRAM memory to the EMAC Tx queue, the Tx channel handler
checks whether a data segment has been transferred previously for the same packet.
If this is not the case, The Tx channel handler will first instruct the Tx common
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channel logic to read the next buffer descriptor for the channel from the SRAM
memory, using the pointer to the circular buffer descriptor queue. The buffer's
address in the SDRAM memory is extracted and stored for later use. The MALrelated control bits of the buffer descriptor are analysed and stored in the Tx channel
handler too, for instance it is checked whether this buffer descriptor refers to the final
buffer for the current packet. The number of bytes that were written to the
corresponding buffer is read from the length field (see Figure 27). Since all buffers
but the last containing data of the same packet are completely filled, this value will be
equal to the buffer size except if it is the last buffer descriptor for the packet (see
Figure 29). The Tx channel handler instructs the Tx common channel logic to forward
the EMAC-related bits in the buffer descriptor over the OPB to the EMAC Tx channel
where they are needed to correctly carry out the packet's transmission.
Now the actual data segment transfer takes place, in the same way as it is
done for subsequent data segment transfer requests. Recall that all data segments
but the last one belonging to the same packet will have the maximum size (which
equals the MAL burst length, either 2,4, 8 or 16 words). The Tx channel handler will
read the data segment from the SDRAM memory (pointed to by the buffer's address
that was extracted from the buffer descriptor) via a PLB burst and temporarily store it
in its data segment buffer. Whenever the Tx channel handler has read all bytes from
a buffer that is not the last for the packet, it must switch to the next buffer. The
current PLB data burst ends and the Tx channel handler updates the buffer
descriptor for the current buffer over the PLB to indicate that the referred buffer is
now empty. Then it reads the next buffer descriptor via a PLB burst consisting of two
individual word transfers. The Tx channel handler stores the buffer's SDRAM
memory address. Now it continues the data segment transfer by reading from the
new buffer via another PLB burst. After the Tx channel handler has read all data from
the packet's final buffer, it updates the corresponding buffer descriptor in the SRAM
memory to indicate that it is not in use any more.
If the Tx handler notices that a buffer descriptor that it has read over the PLB
is vacant and thus refers to an empty buffer in the SDRAM memory two things can be
going on, each requiring a different solution.
• First, this situation can occur if the EMAC Tx channel is configured to the Multiple
Packet mode. It is the first buffer descriptor for the packet that is vacant. The Tx
channel handler informs the EMAC Tx channel that no packet is available yet for
transmission over the channel and it will end its service to the Tx channel. The Tx
channels arbiter is informed about this and it will rearbitrate. The EMAC Tx
channel may request MAL service for the same data segment again. When the Tx
channel handler is activated once more, it will read the same buffer descriptor
over the PLB again. This procedure continues until (part of) a packet is in the
SDRAM memory for this Tx channel and the first buffer descriptor for the packet is
ready for use.
• Secondly, this situation might occur for a buffer descriptor that is not the 'first for
the packet. This is regarded as an error by the Tx channel handler. It ends its
service to the Tx channel and it sends an interrupt to the MAL device driver that
may thus find out what has gone wrong.

Data segment transfer over OPB
When a complete data segment is located in the Tx channel handler's data segment
buffer, it is ready to be transferred towards the corresponding EMAC Tx queue from
where the packet data will be transmitted onto the Ethernet medium. The Tx channel
handler instructs the Tx common channel logic to handle the write operation over the
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OPS, carried out by the OPS master. For all but the final data segment, as many
words are written over the OPS into the EMAC Tx queue as indicated by the MAL
burst length. For the final data segment of a packet, the MAL indicates to the EMAC
Tx channel when the final word is transferred over the OPS and how many bytes in
this word belong to the packet and thus should be placed on the EMAC Tx queue.

Status halfword transfer
When all data segments of a packet have been written into the EMAC Tx queue, that
Tx channel will request the MAL to read the status halfword it has calculated. The Tx
channel handler will read it over the OPS from the EMAC Tx channel and will then
access the PLS to update the status/control field of the packet's final buffer descriptor
with this status halfword. The PowerPC can now read and analyse this information.
After this buffer descriptor has been updated the EMAC Tx channel is notified that
the packet transfer has been completed. The Tx channel may now request MAL
service to transfer another packet's data.
Bus masters
The MAL is a master device on the PLS and OPS. The PLS master and OPS master
components implement this master functionality. They access the slave devices on
the corresponding buses and are shared between the Rx and Tx common channel
logic, which are in turn used by the Rx and Tx channel handlers. All packets' data
enter and leave the MAL through the OPS master or PLS master. The OPS master
contains the OPS interface signals like request, select and xferack. The PLS master
interfaces to the PLS through the standard signals like request, grant, addrAck,
rdComp and wrComp. When a channel handler accesses the PLS master (through
the common channel logic), one PLS overhead cycle is added before the actual
transfer is initiated on the PLS, and one cycle is added after the transfer is finished.
When a channel handler accesses the OPS master (through the common channel
logic), one OPS overhead cycle is added before the OPS transfer starts and one
cycle is added once that transfer is finished. In case the OPS and PLS bus
frequencies are not the same, both the OPS master and the PLS master add another
overhead cycle because of the OPS/PLS synchronization mechanism.

Bus access arbiters
At one time at most one Rx channel handler and one Tx channel handler can be
active. If there is only one, no problems arise when that channel handler wants to
access a bus, the common channel logic instructs the bus master to read or write
data over the bus. In case there are two active channel handlers with the same
priority there is no sharing issue if the Rx channel handler needs PLS access while
the Tx channel handler needs access to the OPS or vice versa. When both channel
handlers need to access the same bus or have a different priority the OPB ACCESS
ARBITER and the PLB ACCESS ARBITER come into play.
The functionality of both bus access arbiters is the same. If both channel
handlers have the same priority, a bus access arbiter arbitrates using a round-robin
arbitration scheme. If the priorities are different, the arbiter allows the channel
handler that has the higher priority to access the required bus through the
corresponding bus master. The channel handler having the lower priority is not
granted any bus access until the higher-priority channel handler has finished all its
bus accesses (on the PLS and OPS) belonging to the corresponding EMAC
channel's request for MAL service. This way, the channel handler that has the higher
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priority never has to wait for the one with the lower priority when it needs to access a
bus, except maybe in the case where the lower-priority channel handler accesses a
bus at the moment that the higher-priority channel handler is activated. Then the
lower-priority channel handler will finish its current data transfer before it holds its
remaining bus transfers and the higher-priority channel handler is allowed access to
that bus.
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4 POOSL model
This chapter handles the POOSL model that has been developed and that is the
executable model in the context of the SHE methodology, and the formalization of the
concept model. The POOSL model that is described in this chapter represents an
abstraction of the network processor's functionality. It does not contain any
performance analysis capabilities needed to calculate performance metric values.
The applied performance extensions are discussed in the next chapter.
All aspects of modelling the network processor are described in this chapter.
Note that not the entire code is explained, because of its size. Instead, the most
interesting parts or the parts where errors would arise are handled. In section 4.1 the
attention areas are mentioned that have been taken into account while modelling. In
order to execute a system's model, inputs must be applied to the model and its
outputs must go somewhere. This is the reason why the network processor's
environment has been modelled, it is presented in section 4.2. The network
processor model itself is described in section 4.3. The architecture and functionality
of both the top level and the separate model components are explained. Modelling
alternatives are mentioned in combination with a motivation for the choices that were
made. Problems encountered during the modelling process are described and the
solutions to them explained. Section 4.4 describes the validation of the developed
POOSL model. Section 4.5 concludes this chapter with some final remarks on
concurrency in POOSL.

4.1 Attention areas during modelling
This section describes modelling aspects that were paid explicit attention during the
modelling process. Some of these apply to modelling in general, others specifically to
modelling with POOSL.

4.1.1 Comprehensibility
One objective for the project has been to make the network processor model as neat
and readible as possible, which serves two purposes. Beside the fact that it makes
modelling and validating easier, the long-term advantage is that communicating the
model to people who have not been involved in the modelling process becomes a lot
easier. A comprehensible model can be achieved by:
• using aggregate data objects to hide individual data objects and by using
encapsulated data methods to hide from the process code the detailed operations
performed on these objects.
• using separate process methods for reusable process code (possibly
parametrized).
• using clusters to group together processes (visible in SHEsim) that are physically
or logically related.
• giving data objects, data methods and process methods intuitive, descriptive
names.
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Naming conventions
Furthermore properties like a consistent use of upper-case and lower-case in
identifiers can ease the understanding of the model code. The following naming
conventions were adopted:
• process method names start with a lower-case letter.
• variable names start with an upper-case letter.
• instantiation parameter names are completely written in upper-case.
• non-standard data class names are completely written in upper-case.
• the terms get, put, read, write, receive, transmit, retrieve and store are used in
process method names in a consistent way. This terminology is shown in Figure
32 as far as packet data transfers are involved. Seen from the EMACs and the
MAL, receiving means obtaining packet data from an entity closer to or in the
network environment. Transmitting means forwarding packet data in the direction
of the network environment. Storing means forwarding packet data in the direction
of the SDRAM controller and memory. Retrieving means obtaining packet data
from an entity that is closer to the SDRAM memory. The use of read and write is
trivial. The terms get and put are used in method names that model the transfer of
information other than packet data. Get is used for information that is obtained
from another entity, put is used for forwarding information to another entity.
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Figure 32: terminology for process methods

4.1.2 Abstraction
A very important aspect of modelling is abstraction. Through abstraction details that
are not relevant for performance analysis or details that are not known yet at the
early stages of system design can be left out of the model. Without abstraction a
model would become far too elaborate and too slow for execution to conveniently do
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performance analysis. The amount of abstraction that is used for the network
processor as a whole and for the different components therefore depends on the
performance questions that have to be answered. As was mentioned in the
introduction, the model must be kept as simple as possible but at the same time the
applied abstractions should not make an accurate estimation of the system's
performance impossible.
Some features have been modelled although in the end they are not used in
the model. The first reason for this is that one of the goals of this research project has
been to find out how well a network processor can be modelled with POOSL and as
such each modelled feature provides more insight and experience, which are both
very valuable. Secondly, features were modelled because the original goal was to
develop a system model that would exploit these features. Since the developed
model is in some aspects not as comprehensive as was originally planned, some
features are left unexploited. Although it might seem that modelling effort has been
wasted on those features, they might still be valuable in the context of the first reason
mentioned above. Moreover, in case of future expansions of the model these
features don't have to be modelled any more. They are ready to be used.

4.1.3 Parallel decompos ition
If the POOSL model would comprise only one process entitled 'Network Processor',
this would be a very large process with numerous process methods and data objects.
Such a model would be very difficult to develop and debug since it is very hard to see
which methods make calls to each other and which (groups of) methods are largely
independent. It would be extremely hard to oversee such a model.
For these reasons it is necessary to use parallel decomposition. For all
modelled behaviour a well-founded choice should be made about where and on
which level to apply parallel decomposition. Code that speci'fies largely independent
behaviour may be placed in parallel methods wit~lin the same process, or in different
processes (which act in parallel by definition). In the first case the methods that
specify the concurrent activities can communicate through shared data objects
belonging to the process. In the second case, the different processes can
communicate by sending messages over static channels via the technique of
synchronous message passing that is used in POOSL. Perhaps unnecessary to point
out, notice that these (POOSL) channels are something completely different from the
Rx and Tx channels present in the network processor.

4.1.4 Model time
Model time and real system time are not the same time. In a POOSL model, time can
only advance because of the presence of delay statements. Without them, time
would be 0 forever and very little could be said about system performance. A delay
statement speci'fies a certain amount of model time that has to pass before the next
statement can be executed. Although time in POOSL is dense (meaning that time
can have any positive real-numbered value), time has to advance in discrete steps,
however small they may be. In a POOSL model, activity such as communication and
data computation can only occur at these fixed points in time. Nowhere in the
network processor model is it desirable that time advances by a value smaller than
the duration of a clock cycle in the real system. The model would become overly
detailed and complicated and it would be very hard to see what is going on.
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In most components in the model, timing is not even closely related to
individual clock cycles, but instead triggered by events like the reception of the head
of a packet. In these cases, the synchronous behaviour that is based on clock cycles
is modelled in an asynchronous way. This is where the strength of the asynchronous
modelling paradigm adopted by POOSL is well exploited.
In some modelled components, the level of abstraction is not so high and the
smallest advances in time are related to a single clock cycle in the network processor
and are equally long. The minimal time used in delay statements throughout the
model thus equals the real system's clock cycle time. In the real network processor
time advances continuously and signals have a certain value at each moment in time.
Clock signals are used to determine when signals (must) have reached a steady
value and can thus be sampled and evaluated and as a consequence internal data
can be recalculated and new output signal values can be asserted. Nevertheless,
clock signals do not place any restriction upon when in a clock cycle data and signal
values may change and how they may ripple through hardware. The components
with a lower abstraction level are in fact modelled as synchronous components (with
equally-spaced time points at minimal distance) whereas the represented clock
cycles internally show asynchronous behaviour. This idea is in conflict with the
asynchronous modelling paradigm in POOSL, and this project has shown that most
modelling problems occur exactly for these components where asynchronous
behaviour is modelled as being synchronous, while making use of an asynchronous
modelling language.
The relation between network processor time and model time for components
with a low abstraction level is depicted in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: network processor time versus model time

The activity occurring at a single time point in the model represents activity occurring
in the real network processor in the 'neighbourhood' of that moment in time.
Experience with modelling some features of the network processor (like OPS bus
parking) has taught that it can matter which activities occurring in a single clock cycle
are modelled to occur together at one time point and which activities occurring in the
same clock cycle are modelled to occur together at the next time point. It could for
instance well be that the sampling of a signal early in a clock cycle is modelled in the
same time point as an internal data update in the middle of that clock cycle and a
signal assertion towards the end of that cycle. This situation is depicted in Figure 33
in orange for time point 1. But it might also be that activity at a time point represents
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only the signal assertion at the end of a clock cycle and the sampling of a signal early
in the next cycle and a consequent internal data update in the middle of that next
cycle. This situation is depicted in orange for time point 2 in Figure 33.
In the network processor model the unit of time represents one nanosecond.
With an OPB bus frequency of 100 MHz for example, the minimal gap between two
time points is 10 ns and thus 10 time units. A model clock of 250,000.00 would
indicate that 250 Jls and in the example 25,000 OPB cycles have passed since the
start of the execution. A time unit corresponding to one clock cycle was also possible
but it would imply that if the clock frequency changes, the length of the time unit in
(nano)seconds also changes. That is not convenient for comparison of performance
analysis results for different system settings. Moreover, the PLB and OPB can run at
different clock frequencies so it might not be clear which clock cycle is taken as a
time unit. Because of this, it is more intuitive to read the time that has passed in
(nano)seconds than in clock cycles.

4.2 Network environ ment
This section describes the network environment that has been modelled. Its purpose
is to feed packets to the network processor model and to accept packets leaving the
network processor model.
The NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT cluster contains instantiation parameters
that are inherited by the underlying processes. A change in the parameter settings for
any of those processes can conveniently be made by altering the instantiation
parameters for the cluster as a whole.

4.2.1 Abstractions
Packets arriving at the network processor on an Ethernet link consist of a header and
a payload. Depending on the protocol used, the header can specify the type of
packet, the packet's length, its source and destination addresses, the demanded
quality of service and a number of other things. For the performance questions that
have to be answered it is not necessary to know which part is used for the header
and which for the payload, nor is it necessary to know the source address. Other
aspects as the type of packet and the demanded quality of service are not included in
the model. This does not mean that they are not important for getting reliable
simulation results, but since they are unknown they cannot be taken into account.
Sending a packet to the network processor is modelled by sending a message
representing the head of the packet, with the length of the packet as a parameter.
The network processor model sends a message back to the network environment to
indicate when the tail of the packet has been received. Receiving a packet that
leaves the network processor is modelled by receiving a message representing the
head of the packet, and subsequently receiving another message representing the
tail of the packet, with the packet's length again as message parameter.
The network environment model can also accept control frames (see 3.2.3)
from Rx EMACs in the network processor model in order to investigate the influence
of flow control on the performance of the network processor.

4.2.2 Architecture
In the top-level view in SHEsim the network environment model (the
NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT cluster class instance) coexists next to the network
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processor model (the NP cluster class instance), as can be seen in Figure 34. The
cluster class NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT is depicted in Figure 35.
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Figure 34: network environment and network processor clusters
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Figure 35: cluster class NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT

Per EMAC in the network processor the NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT cluster class
has one instance SOURCE of the PHYS_SOURCE process class and one instance
DESTINATION of the PHYS_DESTINATION process class. All SOURCE processes
are combined into a process multiple and the same holds for the DESTINATION
processes. Because of this, only two channels exist between the
NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT and NP cluster class instances. Each message sent
over a channel must either have a different name or contain a unique identifier. For
reasons of scalability the second option has been chosen. The SOURCE and
DESTINATION processes are given the same unique number as the EMAC Rx and
Tx channels in the NP model and this unique number is used in each message.
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SOURCEs are numbered 1, 2, and so on, DESTINATIONs are numbered 33 and up.
The receiving parties use the technique of conditional message reception to make
sure that the message is communicated to the right place.

4.2.3 Components
In this
subsection
the
two
process
PHYS_DESTINATION are discussed.

classes

PHYS_SOURCE

and

4.2.3.1 PHYS_SOURCE
ThroUghout the model each packet is assigned a unique identification number by the
PHYS_SOURCE processes. It is only intended to easily see a packet's route through
the network processor.

Instantiation parameters
•

CHANNEL ID

This integer indicates to which EMAC Rx channel the SOURCE process is
related. All SOURCE processes are assigned consecutive values in the range [1,
32], beginning at 1.
•

INPUT TRACE

If a trace 'file is used to determine the packet length values, this string specifies
the name of the trace file. Two trace files are available, provided by IBM and
named OSU_trace.txt and FAR_trace.txt.
•

LINE SPEED

This real-valued parameter represents the line speed of the Ethernet link over
which packets are sent to the network processor model. The unit is Mbps.
•

INTER- FRAME - GAP

With this integer the length of the inter frame gap on the Ethernet link can be set,
in number of bit times. Throughout the project this value has been fixed at 96,
being the minimal inter frame gap length according to the Ethernet standard.
•

PACKET DESTINATION

This integer specifies over which Tx channel a packet must be transmitted in the
network processor. The value must be equal to the CHANNEL_ID value of a
DESTINATION process and therefore ranges from 33 to 64.
•

PACKET LENGTH

If no trace file is used to determine the packet length values, a single packet
length is used for all packets sent to the related EMAC Rx channel and this
parameter is then used to specify the packets' length in bytes. It must be in the
range [64, 1500].
•

•

PARAM- SETTINGS - FILE
This string variable specifies the name of the file to which all parameter settings of
the SOURCE process are written when the model is executed.
RESULTS DIR

This string variable sets the directory for all output files.
•

USE TRACE

This boolean variable determines whether a trace file should be used to
determine the length of the packets. If it is set to true, the PACKET_LENGTH
parameter is discarded, otherwise the PACKET_LENGTH parameter is used to
determine the packets' length.
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Modelled behaviour
Execution starts with the process method phys_sourceOO, of which the code is
depicted in Figure 36. It first makes an initialization call and then starts two
concurrent activities, defined by the tail-recursive methods sendPacketsOO and
handlePausesOO.

phys_source () ()
ini t () () ;

par
sendPackets () ()
and
handlePauses () ()

rap.

Figure 36: initial process method phys_source()()

Each time after sendPacketsOO has sent a packet and the inter frame gap has
passed, a check is made to see whether a control frame has been received. If this is
the case, the sending of next packets has to wait for a time specified by the control
frame. Otherwise, the next packet is sent immediately. This could all have been done
in a sequential way by using only one process method, but because it is not known
when control frames arrive, a parallel process was defined that can receive them at
all times. When a control frame is received, this is remembered by handlePausesOO
via a shared variable Should Pause encapsulated in PhysSource. To prevent
sendPacketsOO from becoming active while handlePausesOO is pausing because of
a control frame, the process methods use another shared variable encapsulated in
PhysSource called SendOrPause to signal to each other when a packet may be sent
and when a check should be made for a received control frame. The packets'
destinations can be set per PHYS_SOURCE process but they can be overridden by
the PowerPC model.
If it appears that a control frame has been received during a check by
handlePausesOO, a call to delayAtLeastPauseTimeOO is made. This process delays
further activity for at least the time specified in the control frame, and when another
control frame is received during this delay the remaining wait time is overwritten with
the new control frame's time value. After the delay, it clears the ShouldPause
variable. When the ·now control feature was modelled it was not clear whether these
'overlapping' control frames could be sent. Therefore the PHYS_SOURCE process
class supports the reception of subsequent control frames during the execution of the
delay for the previous control frame. Later on it turned out that the EMACs do not
send overlapping control frames, so the feature is not used in the model but it is still
present.
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4.2.3.2 PHYS_DESTINA TlON

Instantiation parameters
•

CHANNEL ID:

This integer indicates to which EMAC Tx channel the DESTINATION process is
related. All DESTINATION processes are assigned consecutive values in the
range [33, 64], beginning at 33.
•

LINE SPEED

A real-valued parameter that is used to set the line speed of the Ethernet link in
Mbps to the corresponding EMAC Tx channel.
•

INTER- FRAME - GAP
This integer is used to determine the duration in bit times of the inter frame gap on
the Ethemet link. Just as with the SOURCE process class, the value has been
fixed at 96, which is the minimal inter frame gap length.

•

PARAM- SETTINGS - FILE
This string determines the name of the file to wl"lich the parameter settings are
written when the model is executed.

•

RESULTS DIR

This string tells the directory where all output files are written.

Modelled behaviour
The process method phys_destinationOO is started upon execution of the POOSL
model. Figure 37 gives the code for this method.

phys_destination() ()
init () () ;
pullPackets() ().

Figure 37: initial process method phys_destination()()

After the initializing method initOO has calculated the Ethernet bit or cycle time and
communicated this value to the corresponding EMAC Tx channel, a call to the tailrecursive process method pullPacketsOO is made. No concurrent activity is defined
because on the output side of the network processor model no flow control is used.
The pullPacketsOO method simply waits for a message indicating the begin of a
packet that is transmitted to the network environment. Next, it waits until the EMAC
Tx channel signals the end of the packet transmission. Upon reception of the packet,
pullPacketsOO waits for the inter frame gap to pass before it is ready to receive
another packet from the network processor model.

4.3 Network processor
This section describes the POOSL model of the network processor. It represents an
abstraction of the network processor's functionality. The model described here does
not contain any performance analysis extensions.
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It is interesting to note that interrupt or abort statements have nowhere been
used in the model. Most of the times where their use would make sense at first sight,
it proved unfeasible after closer inspection. The reason is that behaviour that must be
interrupted (or aborted) is often modelled as a repeating sequence of statements,
where each sequence represents one aggregate activity. The behaviour may only be
interrupted (or aborted) at the end of each sequence, otherwise errors will occur.
Since the POOSL interrupt and abort statements can interrupt the execution of a
repeating sequence at any statement within each sequence, they cannot be used.
As an example, transferring one packet from an EMAC to the MAL involves
transferring a number of data segments. Sending one data segment is modelled with
many lines of POOSL code. Consider the situation where EMAC 1 is involved in a
low-priority packet transfer to the MAL. If EMAC 2 now requests MAL service for a
packet transfer with a higher priority, the transfer of data segments from EMAC 1 to
the MAL must be interrupted. But the interrupt may only take place after the ongoing
data segment transfer is finished, otherwise EMAC 1 and the MAL would both hold
part of the same data segment when EMAC 2 starts being served and this would
result in an error. Consequently the interruption of the behaviour of EMAC 1 and the
MAL cannot be modelled with a POOSL interrupt statement but has to be done via a
different construction.
The values of all instantiation parameters that determine model properties are
immediately written to a common file upon execution of the model. The filename can
be specified by setting an instantiation parameter PARAM_SETTINGS_FILE in the
NP cluster. The output directory for all files can be set with parameter
RESULTS_OIR.

4.3.1 Abstractions
As was already mentioned in section 3.1, two component types that exist in the
physical network processor have been left out of the top level of the POOSL model:
• The first component that has been left out is the OCR bus. This bus is used to
pass configuration signals from the PowerPC to the various on-chip components
and to pass status signals the other way. With this bus these components can be
configured during system power-up or anytime thereafter. Since for the
performance analysis the network processor is assumed to be up and running
smoothly in a fixed configuration, this bus does not have to be accounted for in
the performance model.
• The second component type that has been left out of the performance model is
formed by the bridge cores that are between the PLB and the OPB. These
bridges allow the PowerPC to access the OPB slaves (the EMACs) to configure
them and to receive or send interrupts without using the MAL. The configuration
functionality is not modelled at all for the same reasons that hold for the OCR bus.
The interrupts that are communicated between the PowerPC and the EMACs can
easily be modelled directly and therefore no bridge component exists in the
performance model.
The remaining components, shown in Figure 4, have found their way into the POOSL
model.
The two POOSL channels between the network processor cluster and the
network environment cluster are the only POOSL channels that pass complete
packets as such. Inside the network processor cluster, the passed messages
represent smaller data units like words because a complete packet is too course to
accurately model features like bus arbitration inside the MAL between Rx and Tx
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channels. These and other internal abstractions are discussed in more detail in
section 4.3.3.

4.3.2 Architecture
The top-level architecture of the network processor model is depicted in Figure 38. All
network processor components presented in Figure 4 are modelled as a separate
process or cluster. This approach makes a simple analogy and comparison possible
between the network processor and its model. On tl1is level, all processes and
clusters have the same name as the classes of which they are instances.
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The EMACs in the network processor are modelled as a cluster multiple. All POOSL
channels connected to the EMACs are shared channels. All messages passed over
the direct POOSL channels between the MAL and the EMACs have as a parameter
the number of the network processor channel for wl1ich they are intended. POOSL
channel sharing has been chosen for reasons of scalability. When the number of
EMACs in the network processor is changed, the architecture of the model does not
have to be modified. Moreover, with more than two EMACs modelled as separate
clusters, the vast amount of EMAC-related POOSL channels would only blur the
view.
Both the buses in the system have been modelled with less abstractions than
the other components. This was done to be able to investigate the difference in
performance for various settings of features that are closely related to the clock cycle
level, like overlapped arbitration on the OPB and address pipelining on the PLB. In
order to easily see what is going on during execution of the model in SHEsim, the
different bus-related messages are passed over their own POOSL channels. The
OPB model has separate request, grant, select, xferack and data channels, where
those connected to the EMACs are shared. The OPB interface to the MAL and to the
EMACs is different since the MAL is modelled as (the only) master on the OPB and
the EMACs as slaves. The PLB has separate request, grant, info, addrack, comp,
read and write channels. Those to the SRAM and SDRAMC models are shared,
except for the info channel that is only connected to the SRAM process. The MAL is
the only master modelled on the PLB whereas the SRAM and SDRAMC are
modelled as PLB slaves.
The side-band signals that exist in the network processor between the MAL
and the EMACs are modelled with messages passing four separate POOSL
channels between the MAL and EMACs so these channels are side-band channels in
the model too. Moreover, a POOSL channel is included between the EMACs and the
PowerPC440 model. T~lis channel is used for modelling the interrupt signals between
the PowerPC and the EMACs, which in the network processor are passed over the
unmodelled bridges between the PLB and OPB.
The PowerPC model is very abstract and it is not modelled as a master on the
PLB. No packet data are passed over the PLB to and from the PowerPC in the
model. The four different messages between the PowerPC and the MAL (e.g. for
synchronization of packet processing) pass a single POOSL channel. Beside the
channels to the MAL and the EMACs the PowerPC model also has a POOSL
channel to the SRAM model, which is used for Buffer Descriptor manipulations.

4.3.3 Components
The next pages handle all components in the network processor model in more
detail. The abstractions made are discussed and explained, the architecture inside
the clusters is explained and the processes and the behaviour that they model are
described. In addition, the problems that were encountered during modelling are
illustrated and the choice for a solution is explained.
For all parameter settings that have to be varied in the simulations, the NP
cluster class itself contains instantiation parameters that are inherited by the
underlying clusters and processes. This makes it easy to change simulation settings
for the entire model from one place, namely the NP cluster's instantiation expressions
editor window.
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4.3.3.1 EMAC
The EMAC cluster class is shown in Figure 39. It consists of an instance RECEIVE of
process class EMAC_RX and an instance TRANSMIT of the EMAC_TX process
class. All EMAC cluster class instances in the network processor model are awarded
a unique number in the range [1, 32], starting at 1. Both the RECEIVE and the
TRANSMIT processes have a unique identification number that corresponds to the
number of the network processor channel to which they belong. The 10 number for
the RECEIVE process equals the EMAC cluster's 10 number; 32 is added to get the
TRANSMIT process' 10 number. The interface between the EMAC and the MAL is
formed by three POOSL channels that are shared between the RECEIVE and
TRANSMIT processes, where receiving parties make use of the conditional message
reception technique.
The RECEIVE process has a separate POOSL channel source to receive
packets from the network environment. This channel is shared with all other EMACs'
RECEIVE processes. Besides, it has two POOSL channels to the MAL called rxreq
and rxnotify which are used for modelling the Rx side-band signals in the network
processor. The TRANSMIT process has a separate POOSL channel destination to
the network environment over which packets are transmitted to the network
environment. In addition two channels named txreq and txmalnotify model the sideband connections between the EMAC Tx channel and the MAL. The txppcnotify
channel is used for exchanging (synchronizing) information about packet and buffer
descriptor processing by the PowerPC.
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Figure 39: cluster class EMAC

The SystemC model of the network processor that has been developed by IBM uses
various priority level for requests. The POOSL model does allow requests to have a
low or an urgent priority level, depending on the state of the EMAC Rx or Tx channel,
but the EMAC model is not capable of altering the priority level of a request once it
has been granted, since this is believed to occur only rarely in the network processor
and thus this feature will not have a significant influence on the performance analysis
results.

4.3.3.2 EMAC_RX
The process class EMAC_RX models the behaviour of the Rx channel in an EMAC,
including the Rx FIFO queue. This queue is modelled through a POOSL queue
object. A queue entry is eight bytes wide whereas data are removed from the queue
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in groups of four bytes. This means that a queue entry is still in use even when the
first four bytes have been removed. For the performance analysis it is necessary to
calculate the number of queue entries that are in use at a time. A simple counter that
keeps track of the number of occupied words in the queue does not give the correct
number in half of all cases and that is why the choice for a queue object was made.
The EMAC_RX process class does not use an aggregate data segment object
or one data segment message to model the transfer of a data segment over the OPB.
Instead messages are used that model the transfer of a single word. Not only is this
approach more accurate when it comes to measuring the occupancy of the EMAC Tx
FIFO queue (an EMAC queue entry is still in use when it only contains one word); it
also enables gaining more insight in the operation and influence of OPB features like
overlapped arbitration and bus parking.
In the SystemC model that IBM has developed an infinite FIFO queue is used
in the EMAC Rx channels. This guarantees that packets can always arrive at the
EMAC over the Ethernet link. The SystemC model also does not feature Low and
High Water Marks and for that reason also cannot implement flow control.

Instantiation parameters
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

CHANNEL ID
This integer uniquely identifies the (Rx) channel in the model. Its value is in the
range [1, 32].
FLOW CONTROL
This Boolean variable indicates whether flow control must be used for the Rx
channel. If it is set to true, the pause value indicated in control frames is copied
from the PAUSE_TIMER_VALUE parameter.
HIGH- WATER- MARK
If the number of occupied entries in the Rx FIFO queue is at least equal to the
value of this integer, a request for service with urgent priority may be made to the
MAL.
LOW- WATER- MARK
If the number of occupied entries in the Rx FIFO queue is at least equal to the
value of this parameter but lower than the HIGH_WATER_MARK value, a lowpriority request may be made to the MAL. If the number of occupied entries is less
than this value, no request for service may be made unless the queue holds the
last part of a packet.
OPB WIDTH
This integer indicates the width of the OPB in bytes and thus equals 4.
PAUSE- TIMER- VALUE
If flow control is used, this value is used in a control frame. It determines how long
the transfer of another packet to the EMAC_RX process class instance is
interrupted. It has to be a multiple of 512 Ethernet bit times, where the
multiplicating number can be any integer value up to 65535. In t~lis project the
pause time is set fixed to 128*512 bit times.
PARAM SETTINGS FILE
RESULTS DIR
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Modelled behaviour
Execution starts with the emac_rxOO process, of which the code is written in Figure
40. It begins with an initialization where the width of the Rx FIFO queue is set to 8
bytes and its size to 4096 bytes. Besides, the aggregate data object Rx is initialized,
the instantiation parameter values are written to file and the cycle time of the
connected Ethernet link is received in a separate message from the corresponding
SOURCE in the network environment.
Then three concurrent activities defined by the tail-recursive methods
receivePackets, analyzeQueue and storePackets are started. The reception of
packets over the Ethernet link into the FIFO queue and the storing of packets from
the queue into the SDRAM memory have been modelled with separate methods
since they occur in a rather independent way.

ini t () () ;
par
receivePackets() ()
and
analyzeQueue () ()
and
storePackets () ()
rap.

Figure 40: initial process method emac_rxOO

The receivePackets method receives a message from the network environment
indicating the start of the packet transfer. This message has the packet length as
parameter. If this length is too small (smaller than 64 bytes; the trace files even
contain packet length values of 0 bytes) the value is set to the minimal packet length
of 64 bytes. Now the number of Rx FIFO queue entries that will be occupied by the
packet is calculated, along with the number of bytes for the last entry. Per 8 bytes (or
possibly less for the last queue entry) a delay is followed by the occupation of one
FIFO queue entry. This models the time it takes for those 8 bytes to arrive at the Rx
channel over the connected Ethernet link and the queue getting 'filled. After the
reception of the entire packet is modelled, the method sends a message back to the
network environment to indicate that the packet has been stored in the queue. It now
waits until the queue has been analyzed (by the analyzeQueue method) and if it is
needed a control frame is sent back to the corresponding SOURCE in the network
environment. In each queue entry that holds packet data, the destination (Tx)
channel for that packet is written as well as the original packet length, information
about whether the entry holds the last data for the packet and if so how many of the
eight bytes in that entry are occupied by packet data.
The analyzeQueue method waits until the previous analysis of the queue is no
longer valid (as indicated by the shared variable AnalysisValid inside Rx) via a
guarded statement and then immediately performs another analysis. The analysis
involves calculating whether a control frame should be transmitted and calculating
the priority level of a request for MAL service (set to "idle" in case no request should
be made). The analysis of the queue has been modelled with a separate method
because the parallel methods receivePackets and storePackets use the results of the
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analysis and both can change the validity of the results. Then a separate method is
the easiest way to guarantee that the analysis occurs immediately when the previous
one is no longer valid. The shared object AnalysisValid is used to prevent either
method from using invalid analysis results.
The third concurrent activity is specified by the method storePackets. For each
received packet it requests MAL service to forward the various data segments of the
packet to the SDRAM memory controller. For each individual data segment the
method waits until analysis of the queue shows that MAL service must be requested.
The request is made by passing a message to the MAL with the priority level and the
designation "data" as parameters. Before the first data segment of a packet is
transferred over the OPB, a control halfword is received from the MAL. The method
storeDataSegment handles the transfer of a single data segment over the OPB.
Since the OPB is only four bytes wide whereas the EMAC FIFO queue is eight bytes
wide, the transfer of a data segment occurs in portions of four bytes that are read
from the queue and placed on the OPB data bus. The variable FifoEntryWord inside
Rx keeps track of which part of the queue entry is to be forwarded next. For the
transfer of each word a select message is received from the OPB, with an indication
whether it is for the last word of a data segment. At the same time point, the data are
placed on the OPB and a xferack message is sent to the OPB. The transfer of data is
modelled with a data message called ncpacketdata that is passed over the opbdata
POOSL channel between the EMAC and the OPB. It contains the destination channel
as a parameter. If the remaining packet data in the FI FO queue are not enough to
transfer a full-sized data segment, another parameter in the data message is used to
indicate to the MAL when the last word of the data segment is transferred. After all
data segments of the packet have been transferred, the status halfword is assumed
to be available immediately and storePackets requests the MAL to read the status
halfword over the OPB. This request message has a low priority level and it has the
designation "status" as a parameter. The transfer of the status halfword is modelled
with a message called rx_status, which is also passed over the opbdata channel.
Before forwarding the next packet, storePackets awaits a message named
packettransfercomplete from the MAL indicating that the packet transfer is
completed. This is the case once the status halfword has been written by the MAL
over the PLB in the last Buffer Descriptor for the packet.

4.3.3.3 EMAC_ TX
The EMAC_TX process class models the behaviour of the Tx channel of an EMAC,
including the Tx FIFO queue. For similar reasons as with the Rx FIFO queue, the Tx
FIFO queue is modelled with a POOSL queue object.

Instantiation parameters
•

•

CHANNEL ID
Its use is the same as for EMAC_RX cluster class instances, but now the value
lies in the range [33, 64].
TRANSMIT_LOW_REQUEST
When the number of vacant Tx FIFO queue entries is more than this value, a
request may be made for MAL service with a low priority.
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TRANSMIT_URGENT_REQUEST
An urgent-priority request for MAL service can be made if the number of vacant
entries in the Tx FIFO queue is more than the value of this parameter and the
transmission of the packet onto the Ethernet link has started before the last data
of the packet have been received into the queue.
TRANSMIT_REQUEST_THRESHOLD
If the number of occupied queue entries is at least equal to this parameter's value
or if the final packet data have already been written into the queue, the
transmission of the next packet onto the Ethernet medium may start.
PARAM SETTINGS FILE
RESULTS DIR

Modelled behaviour
The initial method for the EMAC_TX process class is emac_txOO. In the initializating
method initOO the width of the EMAC Tx FIFO queue (8 bytes) and its size (2048
bytes) are set and the parameter settings for the process class instance are written to
file. Afterwards, four concurrent activities are initiated by parallel calls to the tailrecursive methods getPpcNotificationsOO, retrievePacketsOO, analyzeQueueOO and
transmitPacketsOO. The code for the initial method is shown in Figure 41 .
emac tx() ()
ini t () () ;
par
getPpcNotifications() ()
and
retrievePackets() ()
and
analyzeQueue () ()
and
transmitPackets() ()
rap.

Figure 41: initial process method emac_tx()()

The method getPpcNotificationsOO waits for a message packetreadyfortx coming
from the PowerPC. This message indicates to the EMAC Tx channel that the
PowerPC has processed another packet and written the correct information in the Tx
Suffer Descriptors in the SRAM memory so that the packet is now ready for
transmission onto the Ethernet medium. The number of packets waiting in the
SDRAM memory for transmission is stored inside the aggregate instance variable Tx.
This is a separate method because the notification occurs indepently from the
ongoing processes inside the EMAC Tx channel.
The retrievePacketsOO method waits via a guard until one or more packets are
waiting in the SDRAM memory, ready for transmission, as indicated by the shared
counter inside Tx. The behaviour that is modelled with this approach is the Single
Packet mode for EMAC Tx channels that was described in section 3.2.3. It then
makes a call to retrieveDataSegmentsOO which, over the OPS, receives all data
segments of the next packet originating from the SDRAM memory controller. As long
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as the last data segment has not been received, retrieveDataSegmentsOO waits until
the FIFO queue's analysis allows another request for MAL service to be made. It then
sends the request with parameters "data" and the calculated priority level over the
side-band channel txreq between the EMAC and the MAL. Before the first data
segment is retrieved, a control halfword is received from the MAL over the OPB.
Then retrieveDataSegmentOO is called to actually transfer a data segment from the
MAL into the Tx FIFO queue. This method receives select messages from the OPB
as long as more packet data can fill the current data segment. It then waits for the
incoming data message tx_packetdata on the opbdata channel, modelling at most 4
bytes of packet data. These data are written into a FIFO queue entry, which can hold
eight bytes. If the packet data form the first four bytes of a queue entry, they are
stored and only later on inserted in the queue as one entry that then also holds the
next four bytes received. In case the first four bytes of a queue entry contain the last
packet data, these bytes are the only bytes in the last queue entry for the packet and
they are written into the queue immediately upon reception. After the packet data
reception (at the same time point) retrieveDataSegmentOO responds to the OPB with
a xferack message. Each data message holds the packet's destination channel (to be
used for validation purposes) as a parameter as well as a parameter to indicate
whether the data are the last for the current packet. If that is the case, this data
segment is also the last data segment for the packet. For the last FIFO queue entry
for the packet a variable in the aggregate queue entry object indicates that it contains
the packet's last byte(s). After all data segments for the packet have been written into
the FIFO queue, inside Tx the shared counter for waiting packets in the SDRAM
memory is decremented. A call to putStatusOO is made to request the MAL to read
the status halfword from the EMAC Tx channel. The request message has the
designation "status" and a low priority indication as parameters. As soon as the select
message is received from the OPB, a message named tx_status is passed to the
OPB over the opbdata channel, followed at the same time point by a transfer
acknowledgement message. Again it is assumed that this halfword becomes
available as soon as the last data segment for the packet has been received. Method
retrievePacketsOO
then
waits
for
a
notification
message
named
packettransfercomplete coming in over the side-band channel txmalnotify. This
message indicates that the status halfword was written into the (now empty) final
Buffer Descriptor for the packet and that the packet transfer is complete. This is when
the retrieval of the next packet can begin.
The method analyzeQueueOO acts each time when the FIFO queue must be
analyzed again. This is indicated by the variable AnalysisValid inside the shared
aggregate object Tx. In the analysis the priority level for a possible request is
calculated along with the need to start the transmission of another packet onto the
Ethernet link as indicated by the variable ShouldTransmit, also encapsulated in Tx.
When the analysis is done, analyzeQueueOO indicates so by setting AnalysisValid.
As was the reason for the EMAC_RX cluster class, here too the analysis is modelled
in a method of its own. It is the simplest way to do immediate queue analysis once
the previous results are no longer valid, without the chance of parallel methods using
outdated analysis results.
The transmission of the packets onto the Ethernet medium is also modelled as
a separate activity. The method transmitPacketsOO waits via a guard until analysis of
the Tx FIFO queue shows that queue data may be transmitted, as indicated by
ShouldTransmit. The variable TransmissionStarted inside Tx, needed for correct
queue analysis, is then set. The EMAC Tx channel passes a message packetbegin to
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the corresponding DESTINATION process in the network environment to indicate the
start of the transmission. Notice that this communication can only occur after at least
the minimal inter frame gap length has passed on the corresponding Ethernet
medium since the transmission of the previous packet. Then transmitPacketsOO
delays execution for a while to model the time it takes to transmit the packet onto the
Ethernet link. Next, the transmitted packet data are removed from the FIFO queue.
After the last delay statement is executed, a message packetend is sent to the
network environment to model the end of the packet transmission onto the Ethernet
medium, and the variable TransmissionStarted is reset. Separate methods are used
to model the behaviour described by transmitPacketsOO and retrievePacketsOO
because the retrieval of packets from the SDRAM memory and the transmission of
packets onto the Ethernet link are highly independent.

4.3.3.4 OPB
The OPB cluster class consists of three processes. One of them is the process
ARBITER, which models the arbitration on the OPB. The second process is called
LOGIC and it passes select and transfer acknowledgement messages between the
master, the slaves and the ARBITER. The last process DATA_BUS models the 32-bit
wide data bus. In the model the MAL is the only master and the various EMACs are
all slaves on the OPB. A SHEsim picture of the OPB cluster class is given in Figure
42.
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Figure 42: cluster class OPB

The OPB cluster class incorporates the features of overlapped arbitration and bus
parking, where the master that is parked on is of course the MAL. The bus parking
feature can be turned on and off in the model. The arbitration timeout feature is not
modelled as the EMACs will always respond immediately when they are selected.
Bus locking is not modelled either because only one master is modelled that can
access the OPB, making bus locking superfluous. The OPB retry feature is
completely left out too because deadlocking scenarios with respect to the EMACs do
not occur in the network processor. The only OPB master in the model reads from
and writes to each EMAC in a well-defined order.
When bus parking is not used in the OPB model, the MAL has to send a
request message to the ARBITER process to initiate a data transfer. After arbitration,
the ARBITER sends back a grant message to the MAL. A select message with the
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EMAC channel ID number as a parameter is then sent by the MAL to the process
LOGIC from where it is forwarded to the addressed slave. Once the slave has
received this message it either accepts the data message from the DATA_BUS or it
sends a data message of its own to the data bus. At the same time where the data
message is communicated, the slave must send a transfer acknowledgement
message over the OPB which is forwarded to the OPB arbiter and the MAL by the
LOGIC process. This indicates the end of the data transfer. In case bus parking is
used in the model, the MAL will not send a request message for the first data transfer
in a sequence but instead start directly with the select message. In case the master
wants to make sequential data transfers, it must send a request message for each
successive transfer to the OPB arbiter at the same time point where the arbiter has
received the xferack message 'from the slave via the OPB logic.
The level of abstraction used in the OPB cluster class is low. Each clock cycle
during which the OPB is involved in a data transfer is modelled with one time point.
This implies that each data message that is passed over the DATA_BUS represents
at most 4 bytes of data. The low level of abstraction is used to be able to show the
influence and functionality of features like overlapped arbitration and bus parking.
The correctness of bus parking in the model has shown to depend on the
various messages that occur at the same time point. If the request, grant and select
messages are modelled at the same time point, a standard data transfer on the OPB
without bus parking looks as in Figure 43. The MAL initiates the data transfer at time
point 0 by sending a request message. At the same time point, it receives the grant
message from the OPB ARBITER. The MAL immediately responds with a select
message at the same time point. The data transfer delay determined by the EMAC is
modelled in the EMAC cluster. After the delay has passed, the EMAC responds by
placing the data on the data bus or reading the data off the data bus and at the same
time point sending a transfer acknowledgement message to the OPB. To summarize,
the data transfer is initiated at time point 0 and finishes at time point 1.
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Figure 43: OPB data transfer with wrong messages at the same time point, OPB without bus parking

In case bus parking is used, the data transfer looks like it is depicted in Figure 44.
Some time before time point 0, the bus is parked on the MAL through a grant
message. The MAL again initiates the data transfer at time point 0, but it can
immediately send the select message to the EMAC. Again, the EMAC delays for the
specified time before responding with the transfer acknowledgement message.
Immediately thereafter, the bus is parked on the MAL again. In short, the data
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transfer is initiated at time point 0 and finishes at time point 1. In comparison with the
case without bus parking, it can be seen that there is no benefit from using bus
parking when the data transfer is modelled this way.
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Figure 44: OPB data transfer with wrong messages at the same time point, OPB with bus parking

It was found that the reason lies in the fact that the request and the select message
are modelled at the same time point. For bus parking to be bene'f!cial, these
messages should be one time point apart. This reflection has led to the data transfer
model as given in Figure 45. After the MAL has initiated the data transfer at time
point 0 via the request message, the grant message is sent by the ARBITER at the
same time point. Now the MAL delays for one time point before sending the select
message. The EMAC now must delay for one time point less than specified since the
MAL has already delayed for one time point. After the delay modelled in the EMAC
(which can equal 0 in case of a single-cycle OPB data transfer) the slave responds
with a transfer acknowledgement. The data transfer is again initiated at time point 0
and ends at time point 1.
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If now the OPS uses bus parking, a data transfer will go as in Figure 46. Somewhere
before time point 0 the bus is parked on the MAL via a grant message. At time point
0, the MAL initiates the data transfer by immediately sending the select message to
the slave. After the (smaller) delay modelled in the EMAC, this slave responds with
the transfer acknowledgement message before the bus is parked on the MAL again.
Notice that in this case the data transfer is initiated at time point 0 and ends at time
point 0 as well and thus the advantage of bus parking is also present in the model if
an OPS data transfer is modelled this way.
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Figure 46: OPB data transfer with correct messages at the same time point, OPB with bus parking

The correctness of overlapped arbitration in the model depends on how the
arbitration procedure is implemented. In reality, the OPS in the network processor
waits for the assertion of the transfer acknowledgement signal at the end of a clock
cycle, and then in the same clock cycle checks the value of the master's request
signal. If it is asserted at that time, the OPS applies overlapped arbitration, otherwise
not. In the model, if the MAL makes a request for a successive data transfer, this
message can occur at the same time point as the transfer acknowledgement. This
models the situation in the network processor where a request is made in the same
clock cycle as the transfer acknowledgement is sampled asserted and thus
overlapped arbitration should occur. Since in the model the reception of the request
and the transfer acknowledgement messages are handled by two parallel methods,
the resulting non-determinism allows that first the reception of the transfer
acknowledgement message is executed and then, at the same time point, the
reception of the request message. In this case, the OPS arbitration process will
notice the received request and apply overlapped arbitration. This case is depicted in
Figure 47.
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Figure 47: external scheduling causing overlapped arbitration

If however the external scheduler decides that first the transfer acknowledgement
message is received before the request message is received, the request message
has not been received at the moment during execution where the transfer
acknowledgement is received. Consequently, overlapped arbitration may not be
applied if arbitration on the OPB is modelled in the wrong way. This false absence of
overlapped arbitration, caused by the interleaved concurrency adopted by POOSL,
is shown in Figure 48.
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Figure 48: external scheduling causing false absence of overlapped arbitration

It is interesting to note that delay statements are not used in the OPB model. The
delays that occur during data transfers are caused by the master and slave models.
The master is responsible for a delay between the request and the select message.
The slave may delay between the select message and the xferack message,
depending upon its responsiveness.

4.3.3.5 OPB_ARBITER
The process ARBITER is an instance of process class OPB_ARBITER. This process
class models the behaviour of the OPB arbiter. The behaviour includes the arbitration
between in general multiple masters (which in this model comes down to checking
whether a request from the MAL has been received), the granting of the bus to one of
them at a time and the sampling of the transfer acknowledgement signal to know
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when overlapped arbitration can start. The OPB_ARBITER process class is also
responsible for bus parking.

Instantiation parameters
•

BUS PARKING

With this Boolean parameter the model user can specify whether bus parking
should be used or not.
•

OPB_FREQUENCY

This real-valued instantiation parameter determines the frequency of the OPB in
MHz. It should be set to 66.5 or 100.
•
•

OPB WIDTH
PARAM SETTINGS FILE

•

RESULTS DIR

Modelled behaviour
The initial process method is named opb_arbiterOO. It makes a call to initOO, a
method that defines an aggregate data object called OpbArbiter and writes the
process' parameter settings to file. OpbArbiter is used as instance variable and is
shared between all process methods. Further, opb_arbiterOO starts three concurrent
by
the
tail-recursive
methods
getRequestsOO,
activities
defined
getXferAckMessagesOO and arbitrateOO.
Method getRequestsOO receives a request message from the MAL over the
req channel. Upon reception it atomically sets the variable MalRequestAvailable
inside OpbArbiter to indicate that a request has been received. Then it waits for the
communication of the next request message.
The method getXferAckMessagesOO waits for the communication of a data
transfer acknowledgement message xferack over the arb_xferack channel and upon
reception atomically sets the variable XferAckStatus. This indicates to the
arbitrationOO method that a transfer acknowledgement was sent by the slave.
opb_arbiter() ()

init () () ;
par
getRequests(} ()

and
getXferAckMessages() ()

and
arbitrate () ()
rap.

Figure 49: initial process method opb_arbiterOO

The third method arbitrateOO is shown in Figure 50. Assume first that bus parking is
used. Then only the first part of the if statement is followed, where arbitrateOO sends
a grant message to the MAL over the grant channel. This indicates to the MAL that it
now controls the OPB. The MalRequestAvailable variable is atomically cleared since
the request is no longer valid. It waits until it notices via the shared variable
XferAckStatus that the slave has responded to the data transfer with a transfer
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acknowledgement. Notice that only one grant message is sent to the MAL even if the
bus is parked on the MAL for several clock cycles. The arbitrateOO method knows
that the current data transfer is now complete and the bus must be parked on the
MAL again. Therefore a recursive call to itself is made.

arbi trate () ()

if (BUS_PARKING = true) I (OpbArbiter hasMalRequest) then
Grant!grant
{OpbArbiter removeMalRequest};
[OpbArbiter xferAck]
OpbArbiter setNoXferAck;
arbitrate () ()
else
[OpbArbiter hasMalRequest]
arbi trate () ()
fi.

Figure 50: process method arbitrateOO

If the MAL does not immediately make another request, overlapped arbitration should
not be modelled. Instead, via a grant message the bus is parked on the MAL which
can now start another data transfer without a request message again. If the MAL
does want to initiate a successive data transfer, it must send a request message and
overlapped arbitration should be modelled. Even when the execution of the if
condition is scheduled before the reception of the request message (at the same time
point), arbitrateOO still takes the first branch of the if statement and issues a grant
signal to the MAL. The MAL is modelled to send its request message before it
receives the grant message for that request and it thereby imposes upon the OPS
that before arbitrateOO can communicate its grant message, getRequestsOO has
received the request and MalRequestAvailable is set. For this reason,
MalRequestAvailable is guaranteed to be set when the clearing of
MalRequestAvailable is executed atomically after the grant message is sent, and
thus nothing goes wrong.
Now assume that bus parking is not used. When the model execution is
started, the method notices that no request has been received yet and thus executes
the second part of the if statement. It waits until a request message is received from
the MAL and then makes a recursive call to itself. Now the first part of the if
statement is executed. At the same time point where the MAL request was received
by getRequestsOO, a grant message is sent to the MAL, w~lich selects an EMAC
over the OPS (this select message is not visible to the arbitrateOO method). The
slave will ultimately respond with a transfer acknowledgement message. The
arbitrateOO process will notice that the slave has sent this message through the
shared variable XferAckStatus, which guards the continuation of the method. Once
the guard evaluates to true, XferAckStatus is cleared because the data transfer is
over. A recursive call to itself is made by arbitrateOO.
If the MAL does not make another request for a subsequent data transfer,
overlapped arbitration should not be modelled. This is indeed the case since
arbitrateOO now waits until -after some clock cycles- the reception of another request
is indicated. If however a request for a subsequent data transfer is made by the MAL
at the same time point of the xferack message, overlapped arbitration must be
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modelled. This is the case, no matter whether the evaluation of the if condition or the
reception of the request at the same time point is scheduled to be executed first. In
the first case, the second if-branche is executed and as soon as the request is
indicated (occurring at the same time point), after another recursive call the request is
granted at the same time point. In the second case, the first if-branche is executed
and the request is granted straightaway.

4.3.3.60PB_LOGIC
Modelled behaviour
The process class OPB_LOGIC (of which LOGIC in Figure 42 is an instance) models
the forwarding of select messages from MAL to EMACs and the forwarding of
transfer acknowledgement messages from EMAC to MAL and OPB ARBITER. The
code of its initial method is given in Figure 51.

par
routeSelect () ()
and
routeXferAck () ()
rap.

Figure 51: initial process method opb_logic()()

Two concurrent activities are defined by tail-recursive methods routeSelectOO and
routeXferAckOO. Method routeSelectOO receives a select message from the master
over channel m_sel and immediately sends it on to the slaves over channel s_sel.
Method routeXferAckOO models the reception of a transfer acknowledgement
message xferack from a slave, the forwarding of it to the master and the notification
of the ARBITER process so that (overlapped) arbitration can take place again. The
code of routeXferAckOO is depicted in Figure 52. The xferack message is received
from the slave, and then first forwarded to the master before the ARBITER process is
notified of the reception. This order is used to guarantee that overlapped arbitration
occurs in the correct way. If the MAL wants to handle a successive data transfer and
thus overlapped arbitration should occur on the OPB, the MAL is guaranteed to send
a request message to the ARBITER process before (at the same time point) it
receives the xferack message from the LOGIC process, and thus also before the
ARBITER process is notified that xferack has been received. The ARBITER process
thus first receives a new request and only thereafter (at the same time point) sees the
xferack message and as a result overlapped arbitration is applied correctly.

routeXferAck () ()
S_XferAck?xferack;
M_XferAck!xferack;
Arbiter XferAck!xferack;
routeXferAck() () .

Figure 52: process method routeXferAck()()
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To show that the MAL sends a new request message before it receives the xferack
message, Figure 53 depicts a simplified piece of code from a method in process
MAL_OPB_MASTER inside the MAL, implementing the OPB master functionality.
Bus parking capabilities are left out of this simpli'fied code. At the start of the transfer
sequence a request message is sent to the OPB arbiter. The MAL waits until it
receives a grant message and then starts accessing the slave, receives the data and
checks if this word was the last for the transfer sequence. If not, it sends a new
request before it receives the xferack message. It then waits for the grant message
and continues with the next data transfer. If the received word was the last in the
transfer sequence, no new request message is sent, just the xferack message is
received and the transfer sequence is completed.
MustTransferAnotherWord .- true;
OpbReq!request;
[OpbGranted]
delay OpbCycleTime
while MustTransferAnotherWord do
OpbSel!select(Channel) ;
OpbGranted := false;
OpbData?rx-packetdata(ThisIsLastWord) ;
if ThisIsLastWord then
MustTransferAnotherWord .- false;
OpbXferAck?xferack;
else
OpbReq!request;
OpbXferAck?xferack;
[OpbGranted]
delay OpbCycleTime
fi
od.

Figure 53: simplified MAL code modelling OPB master functionality

In early versions of the model the ARBITER and LOGIC processes were combined in
a single process. Overlapped arbitration was not modelled correctly at that stage in
the project. The code for both arbitrateOO and routeXferAckOO was different than in
the final version of the model. The original method arbitrateOO is depicted in Figure
54.

arbitrate () ()
if (BUS_PARKING = true) I (OpbArbiter hasMalRequest) then
Grant!grant
{OpbArbiter removeMalRequest};
[OpbArbiter xferAck]
OpbArbiter setNoXferAck;
arbitrate() ()
else /* no MAL request has been received in this cycle - go to next cycle */
delay OPB_CYCLE_TlME;
arbitrate () ()

fi.
Figure 54: original (faulty) process method arbitrate()()
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Consider the case where bus parking is not used. When the reception of a transfer
acknowledgement message and the reception of a new request occur at the same
time point, because of the non-determinism any of the two parallel reception
statements can be executed first. In case the reception of the request message is
executed first, the ARBITER notices the presence of a new request once the xferack
message is received, and it applies overlapped arbitration by immediately granting
the bus to the master. If however the external scheduler chooses to execute the
reception of the transfer acknowledgement before the reception of the request
message for the successive data transfer, the second branch of the if statement is
executed and now the ARBITER waits for one clock cycle on the OPB until it checks
again whether a request message has been received. The grant message is sent to
the MAL one time point later than it should be. Although the request message is sent
at the same time point as the xferack message, overlapped arbitration is not applied
where it should be.

routeXferAck() ()
S_XferAck?xferack;
Arbiter_XferAcklxferack;
M_XferAcklxferack;
routeXferAck() () .

Figure 55: original (faulty) process method routeXferAck()()

Although also in the original version the MAL was guaranteed to send the request
message for a successive data transfer before it received the xferack message from
the slave, the xferack message could still arrive at the ARBITER earlier than the
receive message. This has to do with the original order in the routeXferAckOO
method which is shown in Figure 55. A received xferack message is first forwarded to
the ARBITER before it is passed on to the MAL, which by then has already sent a
new request message. Now suppose that the non-determinism is resolved in such a
way
that
first
S XferAck?xferack
is
executed,
then
Arbiter_XferAck!xferack, then the reception of the new request by the
ARBITER and then M XferAck! xferack. In this case the MAL first sends a
request message before receiving the xferack message, but the ARBITER first
receives the xferack message and only then the request message.
The problem with modelling overlapped arbitration has been solved in two
independent ways. The change in the code for the routeXferAckOO method presents
a solution on its own, and so does the change in the code for the arbitrateOO method.
The first solution involves changing the order in which the xferack message is
forwarded. The second solution, which was found thereafter, involves changing the
code of the arbitrateOO method. Although one solution suffices, both are included in
the final model in order to easily explain both of them. Moreover, the two solutions do
not hamper each other and can thus coexist.

4.3.3.70PB_DATA_BUS
The cluster class OPB_DATA_BUS models the transfer of data over the 32-bit wide
OPB data bus. Although this behaviour could easily have been modelled inside the
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LOGIC process, it is modelled as a separate process to keep the analogy with the
network processor's arc~litecture running.

Modelled behaviour
OPB_DATA_BUS contains only one tail-recursive method named dataBusOO. It can
receive messages modelling a control halfword from the MAL and forward them to
the EMACs; it can receive messages modelling a status halfword from the EMACs
and forward them to the MAL; and it can receive and forward messages modelling
packet data, from EMAC to MAL for Rx channels and from MAL to EMAC for Tx
channels. A 5el statement is used to execute one of these possible actions.

4.3.3.8 MAL
The network processor contains a cluster that models the behaviour of the MAL. The
SHEsim view of the cluster class MAL is depicted in Figure 56 below.
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Figure 56: cluster class MAL

All POOSL channels in the cluster class are shared by either all Rx channels, all Tx
channels or both. Per Rx channel that is present in the model there is a
corresponding process called RX_HANDLER in the MAL cluster. A RX_HANDLER
process models together in one process the functionality of the EMAC Rx channel
handler and the Rx common channel logic as they are shown in Figure 30. For each
Tx channel there is a separate process TX_HANDLER, which contains the
functionality of the corresponding EMAC Tx channel handler and the Tx common
channel logic that are depicted in Figure 30 too. A channel handler process handles
the transfer of the control halfword, data segments and the status halfword through
the MAL. These data are stored inside a queue object in the channel handler. This
queue will never contain more bytes than the maximum possible length of a data
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segment, which is 16 bytes. Tl"lis queue has a width of one word, which makes it
easy to measure the occupancy in words. In case a control or status halfword resides
in the queue, it occupies a single queue entry.
The RX_HANDLER and TX_HANDLER processes are identified by an
instantiation parameter that equals the number of the corresponding Rx or Tx
channel. Messages originating from or sent to the channel handler processes carry
this identification number as a message parameter whenever ambiguity could arise.
The PLB_MASTER process models the MAL's master functionality on the
PLB. The OPB_MASTER process models the MAL's master functionality on the
OPB.
The RX_ARBITER process performs the arbitration between requests
originating from the various EMAC Rx channels. The TX_ARBITER performs the
same arbitration for the EMAC Tx channels' requests. Both channel arbitration
processes are instances of the same process class MAL_CHANNEL_ARBITER.
The MAL_PLB_ARBITER process divides access opportunities to the
PLB_MASTER process and thus to the PLB amongst the active RX_HANDLER and
TX_HANDLER processes to prevent that both access the PLB at the same time. The
purpose of the MAL_OPB_ARBITER is analoguous, this process prevents OPB
access collisions. Moreover, these processes guarantee that if there is an active
channel handler with an urgent priority, no low-priority channel handler is granted
access to any bus. Both bus arbitration processes are instances of the process class
MAL_BUS_ARBITER.
The interface between the channel handler processes and each of both bus
master processes is modelled as two separate POOSL channels, one for the Rx
channels and one for the Tx channels (rxplbmaster and txplbmaster for the
PLB_MASTER; rxopbmaster and txopbmaster for the OPB_MASTER). By inspecting
in SHEsim over which POOSL channel messages are passed, it can easily be
deduced whether a bus is accessed by a Rx or Tx channel.
An EMAC channel either makes a request for the transfer of a data segment or
for reading the status halfword. Once the corresponding channel arbiter inside the
MAL has arbitrated and picked a specific request, it sends a message to the
corresponding channel handler to indicate that it can start handling the EMAC
request. For a data segment transfer request, when the channel handler notices that
this request is the first for the current packet, a control halfword must be written to the
EMAC first. The channel handler will in that case read the next buffer descriptor
(which is the first for the current packet) over the PLB and forward the control
halfword over the OPB. The data segment itself is transferred subsequently.
Over the PLB packet data are transferred as messages rx_packetdata or
tx_packetdata that represent 4-word units, corresponding to four entries in a channel
handler queue. Over the OPB packet data are received from EMAC Rx channels and
sent to EMAC Tx channels as identically named messages, representing words,
relating to a single entry in a channel handler queue. After the data segment transfer
is completed, the channel handler will indicate to the RX_ARBITER or TX_ARBITER
that it is finished and it waits for a next request from the EMAC channel and the
activation message from the arbiter. Finally, the request will be for a status halfword
transfer. The MAL channel handler reads this halfword over the OPB and stores the
information in the last buffer descriptor for the packet in the SRAM memory.
The channel handlers are given the same priority as the request that was sent
by the corresponding EMAC channel. The activity of a low-priority Rx channel
handler can be interrupted by the handling of a Rx channel request with urgent
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priority. The same holds for Tx channel handlers. This behaviour is modelled inside
the RX_ARBITER and TX_ARBITER. Moreover, if any channel handler with urgent
priority is active in the MAL, no channel handler with low priority can access the PLB
or the OPB. This is controlled by the MAL_PLB_ARBITER and MAL_OPB_ARBITER.
The MAL model cannot handle priority updates for requests from EMAC channels.
This feature has been left out for the EMAC process does not have it either.

4.3.3.9 MAL_CHANNEL_ARBITER
The processes RX_ARBITER and TX_ARBITER are both instances of the process
class MAL_CHANNEL_ARBITER. This process class takes care of the arbitration
process between Rx channels or between Tx channels once MAL service requests
have been received from the EMACs. Arbitration occurs in a round-robin manner per
level of priority. Upon arbitration, the process class instance sends a message to the
corresponding channel handler process, indicating the channel handler's number, the
priority of the channel's request ("low" or "urgent") and the type of request ("data" or
"status"). Once the channel handler has handled the request, the channel arbitration
process is informed via a message. The activation of another channel handler is
delayed for a time corresponding to two OPB clock cycles in order to mimic the
channel arbitration delay.
It must be possible to interrupt the handling of a low-priority request from an
EMAC channel with the handling of an urgent-priority request from another EMAC
channel. For this reason, the channel arbitration process receives a message from
the active low-priority channel handler whenever it is at a point where the service to
the EMAC channel can be interrupted. Upon reception of such a message, the
channel arbitration process checks whether any urgent requests have been received
and if so informs the active channel to suspend its activity until further notice.
The channel arbitration process delays the execution for two OPB clock cycles
to mimic the channel arbitration delay, before instructing the next channel handler
corresponding to an urgent request to service its EMAC channel. The channel
arbitration process will eventually receive a message from the urgent channel handler
stating that it is done servicing the EMAC channel. This process is repeated until no
more urgent requests are available. At that time the channel arbitration process
delays for another two OPB clock cycles and then instructs the original channel
handler to continue its activity.

Instantiation parameters
•

GROUP NAME

This string has possible values "rx" and "tx" and it indicates whether the process
class instance is used as Rx or Tx channel arbiter. This has to do with the fact
that in the model Rx channels are numbered 1 to 32 and Tx channels 33 to 64 but
a channel arbiter process has only 32 positions to store the priority and type of
received requests.
•

NUM- GROUP- CHANNELS

This integer-valued parameter specifies the number of Rx channels (if
is set to "rx") or the number of Tx channels (if GROUP_NAME is set to
"tx") present in the model. This number is used for the round-robin arbitration
procedure.

GROUP_NAME
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OPB_FREQUENCY
The real-valued instantiation parameter OPB FREQUENCY is used to set the
frequency of the OPS in MHz, used to delay for the correct amount of time after
each arbitration.

Modelled behaviour
The initial method executed is called maLchanneLarbiterOO. The initialization
method
initOO
declares
a
shared
object
ChannelArbiter
of type
MAL_CHANNEL_ARSITER_DATA. Next, three concurrent activities are started,
defined by the tail-recursive methods getRequestsOO, arbitrateOO and
handleRequestsOO. The code of maLchanneLarbiterOO is depicted in Figure 57.

init () () ;
par
getRequests () ()
and
arbitrate () ()
and
handleRequests() ()
rap.

Figure 57: initial process method mal_channel_arbiterOO

The reception of MAL service requests modelled as messages named request
coming from the EMAC channels is handled by the method getRequestsOO. Upon
reception, it places the request priority and type information in the 32-position array
and clears a shared variable ArbitrationValid inside ChannelArbiter through a call to
data method requestsChangedO, indicating that the outcome of the previous
arbitration is no longer valid. Since it is not known at what moments the requests will
arrive, the reception is modelled as a separate activity.
The arbitration among the received requests for MAL service is modelled with
the arbitrateOO method. Whenever the shared variable ArbitrationValid indicates that
the arbitration result is no longer valid, the channel arbitration process will arbitrate
again and indicate in ChannelArbiter which request should be handled next and
ArbitrationValid will be set. Since arbitration results can become invalid when a new
request is received or when a request has been handled, and in both cases
rearbitration has to occur rightaway, the arbitration has been modelled as a separate,
concurrent activity.
The actual selection and following MAL service are controlled by the method
handleRequestsOO. It starts by delaying for a time corresponding to two OPS clock
cycles, mimicing the arbitration delay. Then it waits until the arbitration result
indicates that a request for service is present. The method handleRequestOO
atomically reads the EMAC channel number and request type and priority from the
ChannelArbiter object, removes the request information from the array and clears
ArbitrationValid. It then sends a message named action to the channel handler, with
the channel number and request type and priority as message parameters. The
receiving channel handler is now active and will start the service to that EMAC
channel. The method endOrlnterruptRequestOO will eventually receive a message
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named actionready from the channel handler, indicating the end of the service to the
EMAC channel. The method handleRequestsOO then makes a call to itself and will
control the handling of a next request. Another message urgentrequestsfirst can also
be received by endOrlnterruptRequestOO from the active channel handler in case it
has a low priority. All received urgent requests will first be handled before a message
continue is sent to allow the low-priority channel handler to proceed with its service.

4.3.3.10 MAL_RX_HANDLER
There are as many RX_HANDLER processes present in the MAL model as there are
Rx channels in the network processor model. The RX_HANDLER processes are
instances of the process class MAL_RX_HANDLER. They handle the transfer of
packet data, control and status halfwords between the corresponding EMAC channel,
SRAM and SDRAM Controller, for a specific Rx channel present in the network
processor model. A RX_HANDLER process is aware of the buffer descriptor memory
structure that is modelled in the SRAM process. Whenever the current buffer in the
(unmodelled, off-chip) SDRAM memory is full, the RX_HANDLER will switch to the
next buffer descriptor so that the next buffer can be filled with packet data. In case a
buffer descriptor, read from the SRAM model, indicates that the corresponding buffer
is still in use, the RX_HANDLER will back off and wait until the RX_ARBITER allows
it to continue its activity. It will then read the same buffer descriptor from the SRAM
process again and repeat these steps until the buffer is no longer in use. Only then
will the RX_HANDLER continue writing packet data towards the SDRAM Controller.
In addition, the RX_HANDLER process indicates to the PowerPC model when a
packet is completely written to the SDRAM buffers, ready to be processed.

Instantiation parameters
•

CHANNEL ID

This integer in the range [1, 32] uniquely relates the RX_HANDLER process to
one Rx channel in the model.
•

MAX- DATA- SEGMENT - SIZE

This integer determines the maximum size in bytes of data segments transferred
between EMAC Rx channels and the SDRAM Controller model. It can have
values 8, 16, 32 and 64.
•
•

OPB WIDTH
PLB WIDTH

This integer specifies the width of the PLB data buses in bytes, and equals 16.
•

SDRAMC- BUFFER- SIZE

This instantiation parameter specifies the size in bytes of the buffers in the offchip SDRAM memory, accessed through the SDRAM Controller.
•
•

RESULTS DIR
PARAM SETTINGS FILE

Modelled behaviour
The initial method in the MAL_RX_HANDLER process class, called upon execution
of the model, is maLrx_handlerOO. Its code is shown in Figure 58.
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init () () ;
serviceEmac() ().

Figure 58: initial process method maUx_handlerOO

There is no need for concurrent activities at the top-level of the process class since
the handling of one packet will never overlap the handling of the next packet.
Moreover, the order in which the control halfword, packet data and status halfword
are transferred is fixed for all packets. The process class therefore only models
detem"linistic behaviour.
The method initOO is responsible for writing the instantiation parameter
settings to file and for initializing a shared object RxHandler, which is of data type
MAL_RX_HANDLER_DATA. This aggregate object contains a queue object that
models the data segment queue. Then a call is made to the tail-recursive method
serviceEmacOO, of which the code is given in Figure 59.

serviceEmac() ()
I
Channel
Priority, Type

: Integer;
: String

RxArbiter?action(Channel, Type, Priority
MalPlbArbiterlactive(Priority) ;
MalOpbArbiterlactive(Priority) ;
RxHandler setPriority(Priority);

I

Channel

CHANNEL_ID);

if Type = "data" then
if RxHandler startOfPacket then
getInitialBufferDescriptor() ();
if RxHandler getPriority 1= "urgent" then
serviceUrgentEmacsFirst() () fi;
putControl() ();
if RxHandler get Priority l= "urgent" then
serviceUrgentEmacsFirst() () fi;
RxHandler setNoPacketStart
fi;
receiveDatasegment() ();
if RxHandler getPriority != "urgent" then serviceUrgentEmacsFirst() () fi;
storeDataSegment() ();
else
getStatus () () ;
if RxHandler get Priority l= "urgent" then serviceUrgentEmacsFirst() () fi;
putFinalBufferDescriptor() () ;
notifyPPC () () ;
notifyEmac () () ;
RxHandler setPacketStart
fi;
RxHandler setPriority("idle");
MalPlbArbiterlinactive;
MalOpbArbiterlinactive;
RxArbiter1 actionready;
serviceEmac() () .

Figure 59: process method serviceEmacOO
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The method starts with waiting for a message action from the RX_ARBITER process,
which indicates that arbitration between all EMAC Rx requests has taken place.
Message parameters include the type and priority of the request. Upon reception of
this message, this RX_HANDLER is now active and it informs both bus arbitration
processes of this fact, indicating the priority of the Rx channel.
Depending on the type of the request that is being serviced, serviceEmacOO
either transfers a data segment or the status halfword. In case of a data segment
transfer, the RX_HANDLER first checks whether other data segments have already
been transferred for this packet. If this is not the case, it makes a call to
getlnitialBufferDescriptorOO to read the initial buffer descriptor over the PLB from the
SRAM model and store the embedded control halfword in the data segment queue.
Next, putControlOO is called to write the control halfword from the queue over the
OPB into the EMAC Rx channel. Then serviceEmacOO continues where it would start
the transfer of subsequent data segments. It calls receiveDataSegmentOO to read a
data segment over the OPB and place it in the data segment queue, using the value
of the instantiation parameter MAX_DATA_SEGMENT_SIZE. Finally, the data
segment is written from the queue to the SDRAM Controller process over the PLB,
via a call to storeDataSegmentOO. Whenever the RX_HANDLER notices that the
buffer in the SDRAM memory is full and more segment data must be written, it
switches to the next buffer by a call to method switchBufferDescriptorOO. This
method updates the first word of the current buffer descriptor in the SRAM model,
indicating that the buffer descriptor is not the last for the packet, that it is now pointing
to a used buffer, and that that buffer is completely filled. Then the method calculates
the index of the next buffer descriptor in the buffer descriptor array in the SRAM
model. It reads this buffer descriptor over the PLB and then storeDataSegmentOO
continues writing the data segment into the new buffer.
The PowerPC model needs the packet's destination address for correct packet
forwarding. However, it does not read actual packet data from the SDRAM Controller
over the PLB so it cannot read the destination address from the SDRAM Controller
model. Because the PowerPC model can read information from the SRAM model.
this is where the packet destination address is stored, inside each buffer descriptor
referring to the packet.
In case of a status halfword transfer, getStatusOO will read the status halfword
from the EMAC Rx channel over the OPB and store it in the data segment queue.
The method putFinalBufferDescriptorOO is then called to update the final buffer
descriptor for the packet, to have it indicate that it is indeed the last for the packet,
that it points to a used buffer and how many bytes of packet data are stored in the
buffer. A call is made to notifyPPCOO, which sends a message packetavailable to the
PowerPC model so that it can start processing the packet. At the same time point, a
message packettransfercomplete is sent to the EMAC Rx channel, which can then
make another request for service to the MAL.
Before each bus access, the RX_HANDLER model makes a request to the
corresponding bus arbitration process and awaits a grant message before instructing
the corresponding bus master process to access the bus. Once the bus transaction is
completed, the bus arbitration process is informed through a message done.
Once the EMAC Rx request has been completely handled, serviceEmacOO
sends messages to both bus arbitration processes to indicate that the Rx channel
handler is no longer active. Finally, it tells the RX_ARBITER that it has 'finished its
service to the EMAC channel. It makes a recursive call to itself and the next request
from the same EMAC Rx channel can be handled.
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For low-priority EMAC Rx requests, a RX_HANDLER's service can be
interrupted at fixed points by other RX_HANDLERs servicing urgent-priority EMAC
Rx requests. At these points, a call to serviceUrgentEmacsFirstOO is made. This
method inquires at the RX_ARBITER process whether urgent requests have been
received. If this is the case, the Rx channel handler will receive a hold message,
ultimately followed by a continue message. In the meantime, all urgent EMAC Rx
requests have been serviced by other RX_HANDLERs.

4.3.3.11 MAL_ TX_HANDLER
The functionality of the TX_HANDLER models in the MAL model is comparable to
that of the RX_HANDLER models. Whereas the RX_HANDLERs belong to the
different Rx channels in the network processor model, all Tx channels have a
TX_HANDLER process inside the MAL model. These processes are instances of the
process class MAL_TX_HANDLER. They take care of transferring control halfwords
and packet data towards a specific EMAC Tx channel and status halfwords from that
EMAC Tx channel. The Tx channel handlers too are aware of the buffer descriptor
memory structure and will switch to the next buffer whenever the current buffer has
been completely read and more packet data must be transferred towards the EMAC.
After the PowerPC has processed a packet that is destined for a specific Tx
channel, the corresponding EMAC Tx channel is notified with a message and this
EMAC Tx channel will then send a request message to the Tx channel arbiter inside
the MAL model. By the time the Tx channel handler is instructed to fetch the packet
data from the SDRAM Controller. the packet is guaranteed to be available for
transmission. Therefore. the Tx channel handlers themselves don't need to
synchronize their behaviour with the PowerPC and thus they do not receive a
notification when a packet has been processed.
Instantiatio~

•

parameters

CHANNEL ID

This integer relates the TX_HANDLER process to a unique Tx channel in the
network processor model. Its value ranges from 33 to 64.
•

MAX- DATA- SEGMENT - SIZE

This integer determines the maximum size in bytes of a data segment transferred
through the TX_HANDLER. Possible values are 8, 16, 32 and 64.
•

OPB WIDTH

•

PLB WIDTH

•
•

RESULTS DIR
PARAM SETTINGS FILE

Modelled behaviour
The code of the initial process method for the MAL_TX_HANDLER process class is
shown in Figure 60. The method initOO declares and initializes an aggregate data
object TxHandler of type MAL_TX_HANDLER_DATA and writes the instantiation
parameter settings to 'file. Next, using the par statement, two concurrent activities are
defined by methods serviceEmacOO and respondToPpcOO.
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init()();
par
serviceEmac () ()
and
respondToPpc() ()
rap.

Figure 60: initial process method maUx_handler()()

After packet processing, the PowerPC model turns the Rx buffer descriptors related
to the packet into Tx buffer descriptors in the SRAM model. In order to find out at
which index in the buffer descriptor array for the involved Tx channel the first buffer
descriptor for the packet must be written, the PowerPC communicates with the
corresponding TX_HANDLER. This is where the information about the next free
buffer descriptor is kept. The method respondToPpcOO informs the PowerPC model
of the index of the next free buffer descriptor, the PowerPC then moves all buffer
descriptors from the Rx to the Tx side in the SRAM model and informs the
TX_HANDLER of the new next free buffer descriptor index. This behaviour is
modelled as a concurrent activity since the communication with the PowerPC is not
related to the activity inside the TX_HANDLER. In retrospect, it would have been
easier to have a 64-entry array inside the PowerPC model that keeps track of the
next free buffer descriptor indices for all Rx and Tx channels present. This would
save a concurrent activity in the TX_HANDLERs, one POOSL channel between the
PowerPC and TX_HANDLER models as well as three messages being passed
between them per processed packet.
The POOSL code for serviceEmacOO is given in Figure 61. The structure is
analoguous to that of the corresponding method belonging to the RX_HANDLER
processes as was shown in Figure 59. The method awaits a message from the
TX_ARBITER process indicating that the Tx channel handler can begin its service to
the EMAC Tx channel. First both bus arbitration processes are informed of the fact
that the Tx channel handler is now active and of the priority of the Tx channel. In
case of a request for a data segment transfer, serviceEmacOO reads the first buffer
descriptor for the packet and writes the control halfword to the EMAC Tx channel for
the first data segment followed by the data segment itself. For subsequent data
segment transfer requests for the same packet, only the data segments themselves
are transferred. Whenever the current buffer has been completely read through the
SDRAM Controller and more packet data are available from the next buffer, the
TX_HANDLER closes the current buffer descriptor and switches to the next.
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serviceEmac () ()

I

Channel
Priority, Type

: Integer;
: String

TxArbiter?action (Channel , Type, Priority I Channel
MalPlbArbiterlactive(Priority) ;
MalOpbArbiterlactive(Priority);
TxHandler setPriority(Priority);

CHANNEL_ID);

if Type = "data" then
if TxHandler startOfPacket then
getInitialBufferDescriptor() ();
if TxHandler getPriority != "urgent" then
serviceUrgentErnacsFirst() () fi;
putControl() ();
if TxHandler getPriority != "urgent" then
serviceurgentErnacsFirst() () fi;
TxHandler setNoPacketStart
fi;
retrieveDataSegrnent() ();
if TxHandler getPriority 1= "urgent" then serviceUrgentErnacsFirst () () fi;
transrnitDataSegrnent() ()
else
getStatus () () ;
if TxHandler getPriority ! = "urgent" then serviceUrgentErnacsFirst () () fi;
putFinalBufferDescriptor() ();
notifyErnac () () ;
TxHandler set PacketS tart
fii

TxHandler setPriority("idle");
MalPlbArbiter!inactive;
MalOpbArbiter!inactive;
TxArbiterJactionready;
serviceErnac() ().

Figure 61: process method serviceEmacOO

If the EMAC request is for a status halfword transfer, it is read from the EMAC Tx
channel and updated in the last buffer descriptor for the packet in the SRAM model.
With a message packettransfercomplete, the fact that the packet transfer is finished
is now communicated to the EMAC Tx channel via a call to method notifyEmacOO.
The EMAC Tx channel can now make requests to the MAL for the next packet as
soon as one is available for transmission in the SDRAM memory.
The TX_HANDLER model requests access to a bus from the corresponding
bus arbitration process whenever a bus transaction must be performed. It awaits the
grant message before it instructs the corresponding bus master process to access
the bus. The completion of the bus transaction is communicated to the bus arbitration
process with a message done.
Once the EMAC Tx request has been completely handled, serviceEmacOO
sends messages to both bus arbitration processes to indicate that the Tx channel
handler is no longer active. Finally, it tells the TX_ARBITER that it has finished its
service to the EMAC channel. It makes a recursive call to itself and the next request
from the same EMAC Tx channel can be handled.
Like it is the case for RX_HANDLERs, low-priority service provided by a
TX_HANDLER can be interrupted at fixed points by the handling of urgent requests
from other EMAC Tx channels by their respective TX_HANDLERs. The method
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serviceUrgentEmacsFirstOO is responsible for handling all urgent Tx requests before
the interrupted TX_HANDLER may continue its service.

4.3.3.12 MAL_OPB_MASTER
The purpose of the OPS_MASTER process inside the MAL cluster is to model the
master functionality of the MAL on the OPS. It can receive messages from the
channel handler processes telling it to handle a bus transaction. The data that are
passed over the OPS are communicated with either a RX_HANDLER or a
TX_HANDLER before writing them to or after reading them from an EMAC channel.
Since the OPS model has a low level of abstraction, the OPS_MASTER process
handles OPS transfers on the same level of abstraction. This means that it reads and
writes data from and to the OPS model and from and to the channel handlers via
messages representing separate words. The OPS_MASTER process is an instance
of the process class MAL_OPS_MASTER.

Instantiation parameters
•

OPB_FREQUENCY

•

PLB_FREQUENCY

This real-valued parameter determines the frequency of the PLS in MHz.

Modelled behaviour
The initial method of the process class MAL_OPS_MASTER is maLopb_masterOO.
The method initOO is called first, initializing the Soolean variable OpbGranted to false
and the real-valued variable OpbCycleTime. The latter is used as a constant whereas
the first is used as a shared variable to communicate the reception of OPS grant
messages. Next, two concurrent activities are defined by methods
handleOpbTransfersOO and getGrantMessagesOO, which are called via a par
statement. As the names suggest, handleOpbTransfersOO handles the transactions
on the OPS by communicating with the OPS model as ordered by the channel
handlers, and getGrantMessagesOO receives the OPS grant messages. The moment
of reception of the OPS grant messages, and especially the first one, depends on
whether the OPS uses bus parking. For this reason it is more convenient to model
the reception of the grant messages as a separate, concurrent activity. The code of
maLopb_masterOO is shown in Figure 62.

init () ();
par
handleOpbTransfers() ()
and
getGrantMessages() ()
rap.

Figure 62: initial process method mal_opb_master()()
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The method getGrantMessages waits for the communication of a message grant
coming from the OPS model over the POOSL channel opb_grant in Figure 38. Upon
reception, it atomically sets OpbGranted to true and recursively calls itself.
The method handleOpbTransfersOO consists of one 5el statement allowing a
non-deterministic choice between the communication of several messages
originating from the RX_HANDLERs (named putcontrol, receivedatasegment and
getstatus) and from the TX_HANDLERs (messages putcontro/, transmitdatasegment
and getstatus). After the reception of a message, handleOpbTransfersOO delays for a
time equivalent to a single OPS clock cycle if the OPS and PLS frequencies are not
identical, modelling the synchronization delay. In all cases the actual OPS
transactions are surrounded by a delay of one OPS clock cycle before and a delay of
one OPS clock cycle after the transaction.
To examine one method deeper, shown in Figure 63 is the code of
rxReceiveDataSegmentOO, which is executed after the reception of the message
receivedatasegment from a Rx channel handler. First three variables are initialized.
The variable SurstCounter is used to guarantee that the number of transferred words
over the OPS does not exceed the maximum data segment length. In case the OPS
is not parked on the MAL, the OPS_MASTER sends a request message to the OPS,
more specific to the arbitration process inside the OPS model. As soon as a grant
message is received, the shared variable OpbGranted is set to true and the guarded
delay statement can be executed, this is the delay as shown in Figure 45.
Next, as long as an additional word of packet data has to be received over the
OPS, the OPS_MASTER sends a message select to the OPS model, which is
forwarded to the correct EMAC Rx channel. This message carries a parameter that
indicates to the EMAC whether the requested word is the last for the current data
segment. The shared variable OpbGranted is set to false to indicate that the OPS is
not yet granted to any master for a subsequent data transaction. The packet data are
received from the EMAC Rx channel, modelled by the message rx_packetdata. The
EMAC Rx channel indicates with a message parameter whether this word carries the
last data for the current packet. If this is the case or if the word is the last for the
current data segment, no more words must be transferred in this OPS transaction.
The transfer acknowledgement message from the slave is received over the OPS
and the received packet data are forwarded to the active Rx channel handler. This is
the end of the OPS transaction.
In case the received word is not the last for the packet and not the last for the
current data segment, SurstCounter is incremented and, to make sure that
overlapped arbitration is applied correctly, the request for the next word is
communicated to the OPS arbitration process before the transfer acknowledgement
belonging to the current word is received. The received packet data are forwarded to
the active Rx channel handler. Upon reception of the next grant message, a new
delay statement is executed before the next select message can be sent to the OPS
model.
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rxReceiveDataSegment(Channel, RxMalBurstLength: Integer) ()
I
GetNextMalWord, LastWordOfSegment, LastPacketWord
BurstCounter, Destination, PacketNumber, WordBytes

Boolean;
Integer

GetNextMalWord := true;
BurstCounter := 1;
LastWordOfSegment := false;
if OpbGranted = false then
OpbReqlrequest;
[OpbGranted]
delay OpbCycleTime
fi;
while GetNextMalWord do
if BurstCounter = RxMalBurstLength then LastWordOfSegment := true fi;
OpbSel !select (Channel, LastWordOfSegment);
OpbGranted := false;
OpbData?rx-packetdata(PacketNumber, Destination,
WordBytes, LastPacketWord);
if LastPacketWord I (BurstCounter = RxMalBurstLength) then
GetNextMalWord := false;
OpbXferAck?xferack;
RxHandlers lrx-packetdata (PacketNumber, Destination,
WordBytes, LastPacketWord)
else
BurstCounter := BurstCounter + 1;
OpbReq!request;
OpbXferAck?xferack;
RxHandlers lrx-packetdata (PacketNumber, Destination,
WordBytes, LastPacketWord);
[OpbGranted]
delay OpbCycleTime
fi
od.

Figure 63: process method rxReceiveDataSegment()()

4.3.3.13 MAL_PLB_MASTER
The PLB_MASTER process, an instance of the process class MAL_PLB_MASTER,
models the MAL's master functionality on the PLB. It accesses the bus upon
reception of a message from either a RX_HANDLER or a TX_HANDLER. Any data
received over the PLB are subsequently forwarded to the involved channel handler
process. Data that must be written over the PLB are 'first received from the involved
channel handler process. Packet data are transferred over the PLB to and from the
SDRAM Controller process. Data related to buffer descriptors are transferred to and
from the SRAM model. The PLB_MASTER does not implement the PLB master
latency timer feature.

Instantiation parameters
•

OPB_FREQUENCY

•
•

PLB_FREQUENCY
PLB WIDTH
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Modelled behaviour
Figure 64 gives the code for the initial method mal_plb_masterOO. After the
initializing method initOO, the tail-recursive method serviceRequestsOO is called. This
method consists of a single sel statement allowing different communications with the
channel handlers to take place. Messages named getbufferdescriptor, storeinbuffer
and putbufferdescriptorfirstword can be received from the Rx channel handler
processes. The Tx channel handlers can send messages getbufferdescriptor,
retrievefrombuffer and putbufferdescriptorfirstword to the PLB_MASTER process.
Upon reception of these messages, serviceRequestsOO delays for a time
corresponding to a single PLB clock cycle in case the PLB and OPB frequencies are
not the same. In all cases, the actual bus transaction is preceeded and followed by a
delay of one PLB clock cycle. After the final delay, serviceRequestsOO sends a
message done to the involved channel handler and recursively makes a call to itself.

init()();
serviceRequests{) ().

Figure 64: initial process method mal_plb_masterOO

As an example, given in Figure 65 is the code of the method rxStoreI nBufferOO,
which is called after the reception of the message storeinbuffer from a Rx channel
handler, with the number of bytes that have to be written over the PLB as a message
parameter named NumBytes. Since all packet data in a data segment that belong to
the same SDRAM memory buffer are communicated with the SDRAM Controller
process in a single transaction, rxStorelnBuffer calculates from NumBytes the
number of individual PLB transfers in the write transaction. Next, a request is sent to
the PLB cluster, after which a grant message will be received, indicating to the
PLB_MASTER process whether the request is primary or secondary on the PLB. If
the request is primary, an address acknowledgement message will be received via
the PLB from the SDRAM Controller. If the request is secondary, two situations can
occur. In the first, by the time the address acknowledgement message is received,
the primary write transaction on the PLB has not yet finished. Ultimately, a message
wrprim is received, indicating that the ongoing primary transaction has completed and
that the secondary, address-acknowledged request can now be handled. In the
second situation, the ongoing primary write transaction finishes first, as indicated by
the message wrsectoprim. This message tells the PLB_MASTER that the request is
now a primary request on the PLB and an address acknowledgement message will
be received thereafter.
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rxStoreInBuffer (Priority: String; NumBytes: Integer) ()

I

BeatBytes, BurstLength, BurstCounter
Integer;
MasterName, PrimOrSec, ReadOrWrite, SlaveName : String I

BurstCounter := 0;
BurstLength := (NumBytes + PLB_WIDTH - 1) div(PLB_WIDTH);
PlbReq!request("MAL" , "SDRAMC", "write", Priority, BurstLength);
PlbGrant?grant(PrimOrSec, MasterName, ReadOrWrite I
(MasterName = "MAL") & (ReadOrWrite = "write"));
if PrimOrSec = "sec" then
sel
PlbAddrAck?addrack(PrimOrSec, MasterName, SlaveName, ReadOrWrite
(PrimOrSec = "sec") & (MasterName = "MAL") &
(SlaveName = "SDRAMC") & (ReadOrWrite = "write"));
PlbAddrAck?wrprim
or
PlbAddrAck?wrsectoprim;
PlbAddrAck?addrack(PrimOrSec, MasterName, SlaveName, ReadOrWrite
(PrimOrSec
"prim") & (MasterName = "MAL") &
(SlaveName = "SDRAMC") & (ReadOrWrite = "write"));
les
else
PlbAddrAck?addrack(PrimOrSec, MasterName, SlaveName, ReadOrWrite
(PrimOrSec = "prim") & (MasterName = "MAL") &
(SlaveName = "SDRAMC") & (ReadOrWrite = "write"))
fi;
while BurstCounter < BurstLength do
RxHandlers?rx-packetdata(BeatBytes) ;
PlbWrite1 rx-packetdata;
BurstCounter := BurstCounter + 1;
od;
PlbComp?wrcomp(SlaveName I SlaveName = "SDRAMC").
Figure 65: process method rxStorelnBuffer()()

Once the request has been address-acknowledged and the PLB write data bus is no
longer in use, the packet data can be transferred. After the last data have been
written to the SDRAM Controller, the PLB will send a wrcomp message to the
PLB_MASTER, indicating that the write transaction has completed on the PLB. This
indicates that the standard burst PLB transactions have been modelled and not the
fixed-length burst transactions as explained on page 27.

4.3.3.14 MAL_BUS_ARBITER
The two processes MAL_PLB_ARBITER and MAL_OPB ARBITER are both
instances of the same process class MAL_BUS_ARBITER.
Modelled behaviour
The initial method for this class is called mal_bus_arbiterOO. In the initializing method
initOO it de'fines an aggregate data object MalBusArbiter of type
MAL_BUS_ARBITER_DATA. This object contains amongst others a variable
ArbitrationValid to indicate whether the arbitration results are still valid. Then
maLbus_arbiterOO defines four concurrent activities with a par statement involving
four tail-recursive process methods. See Figure 66.
The first method is getChannelActivitiesOO and it receives messages active
and inactive that are sent by the channel handler processes as soon as they become
active or inactive. Upon reception of these messages, the process method atomically
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sets the channel's priority level and clears ArbitrationValid in MalBusArbiter. Then it
recursively calls itself.
The second method getRequestsOO receives request messages from the
various channel handler processes with their priority as a parameter. It makes
MalBusArbiter remember the (priority of) the request and it clears ArbitrationValid
before it makes a recursive call to itself. At one time, no more than two requests can
be available: one from a Rx channel handler and one from a Tx channel handler.
The third method is arbitrateOO. As soon as the arbitration results are no
longer valid, rearbitration occurs with a call to the data method arbitrateO belonging
to MalBusArbiter. Upon arbitration, the process method makes a call to itself. The
data method arbitrateO works as follows:
• If both a Rx and a Tx request are available with the same priority, it will select the
Rx request if a Tx request was granted most recently and vice versa.
• If only one request is urgent, this request is selected.
• If only one request is available and it has a low priority, it is only selected if no
other channel is active with an urgent priority.
After arbitrateO updates the results in MalBusArbiter, it sets ArbitrationValid.
The fourth method is serviceRequestsOO. Once valid arbitration results
indicate that a request should be granted, a message grant is sent to the
corresponding channel handler and the request is removed from MalBusArbiter and
ArbitrationValid cleared. When the channel handler has finished its bus transaction it
will send a message done to the bus arbitration process, the message is received by
serviceRequestsOO and this method makes a recursive call to itself.

init()();
par
getChannelActivities() ()
and
getReguest s () ()
and
arbitrate () ()
and
serviceReguests() ()
rap.

Figure 66: initial process method mal_bus_arbiterOO

Because both a Rx channel handler and a Tx channel handler can make requests to
each bus arbitration process, these messages are independent of each other and
therefore their reception has been modelled with a separate method. The reception of
the channel activity messages has been modelled apart from the reception of the
request messages because the number of request messages sent while a channel
handler is active is not 'fixed. For storing the first data segment of a packet for
instance, a Rx channel handler will make at least two requests to the
MAL_PLB_ARBITER - one for reading the first buffer descriptor for the packet, and
one for writing the data segment to the SDRAM Controller. For storing subsequent
data segments, the Rx channel handler will make at least one request to the
MAL_PLB_ARBITER - only for writing the data segment. Finally, the arbitration has
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been conveniently modelled in a separate process method for it is triggered by
events occurring in multiple concurrent activities.

4.3.3.15 PLa
In the network processor model, the PLB cluster is connected to the MAL cluster,
serving as the only master and to the SRAM and SDRAM Controller processes, both
serving as slaves on the PLB through a shared interface. Because the original
intention was to model the PowerPC as a master on the PLB too, the feature of
address pipelining has been included in the PLB model from the beginning and the
arbitration scheme can handle both MAL and PowerPC requests. By the time the
rearbitration feature could be built in, it was clear that the PowerPC model would be
kept rather simple and would not access the PLB and therefore rearbitration has not
been modelled in the PLB cluster. The PLB has been modelled with a lower than
average level of abstraction, where each clock cycle in which data are transferred is
represented by a separate time point. This has been done both to get a good
understanding of the address pipelining feature and to ease the explanation of the
PLB functionality to other people.
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Figure 67: cluster class PLB

Figure 67 shows the processes that are contained in the PLB cluster class. The first
is the ARBITER that handles the arbitration and pipelining on the PLB. The
processes READ_DATA_BUS and WRITE_DATA_BUS model the transfer of data
over both PLB data buses. The process INFO_PASSER is used to pass slave
address information and packets' destination addresses. Slave address information is
communicated for SRAM transfers (determining the buffer descriptor involved), none
for the packet data transfers to and from the SDRAM Controller. The packet
destination addresses are communicated with the SRAM process.
In the network processor, the packets' destination addresses are stored inside
the packets' headers in the off-chip SDRAM memory, but this memory is not present
in the network processor model. Since the destination addresses are needed by the
PowerPC to determine over which Tx channel the packet must be transmitted, they
have to be stored somewhere. The implemented PowerPC model is fairly simple and
does not access the SDRAM Controller at all and it directly accesses the SRAM
process for buffer descriptor updates after packet processing. For this reason the
choice was made to keep the destination address information in the SRAM model,
inside the buffer descriptors. If the PowerPC process would be modelled more
accurately and access the SDRAM Controller over the PLB, it makes sense to have
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the SDRAM Controller keep the destination addresses for the packets stored in the
SDRAM memory.

4.3.3.16 PLB_ARBITER
PLB_ARBITER is an instance of the process class with the same name. It receives
requests from the masters attached to the PLB and arbitrates between them.
Furthermore it controls the handling and completion of transactions on the PLB.
Since only one transaction can be waiting for an address acknowledgement at a time,
the PLB_ARBITER makes sure that the address transfer and address
acknowledgement phases can only begin after the address cycle for the previous
transaction has ended. The data cycle of one transaction can occur in parallel with
the address cycle of another transaction. For each data bus there can be one primary
and one secondary transaction.

Instantiation parameters
•
•
•
•

PLB_FREQUENCY
PLB WIDTH
RESULTS DIR
PARAM SETTINGS FILE

Modelled behaviour
The initial process method is plb_arbiterOO, its code is depicted in Figure 68. The
initialization method initOO defines the aggregate data object PlbArbiter of type
PLB_ARBITER_DATA and writes the instantiation parameter settings to file.
PlbArbiter includes the Boolean variables ArbitrationValid (indicating whether the
arbitration results are still valid) and WaitingForAddrAck (which is set when a PLB
transaction is in its address transfer or acknowledgement phase, indicating that the
address bus is in use). With a par statement plb_arbiterOO starts three concurrent
activities, defined by the tail-recursive methods getRequestsOO, arbitrateOO and
handleRequestsOO·
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init () () ;
par
getRequests () ()
and
arbitrate () ()
and
handleRequests() ()
rap.

Figure 68: initial process method plb_arbiterOO

Process method getRequestsOO receives request messages from the PLB masters.
Message parameters are the name of the master and slave, the type and priority of
the transaction and the length of the (burst) data transfer. Upon reception of a
message, getRequestsOO stores the requests in PlbArbiter and resets
ArbitrationValid before making a recursive call to itself. A fair arbitration takes the
involved master and the type and priority of the request into account. For that
purpose PlbArbiter has four FIFO queues per PLB master: ReadRequestsLow,
ReadRequestsUrgent, WriteRequestsLow and WriteRequestsUrgent on which the
respective requests of type PLB_REQUEST_ENTRY are placed. These Request
objects contain the request parameters that are not involved in the arbitration: the
burst length and the slave name.
The process method arbitrateOO waits until the previous arbitration outcome is
not valid any more, as indicated by ArbitrationValid in PlbArbiter. Then it sends data
method name arbitrate to PlbArbiter, which performs the arbitration and sets
ArbitrationValid. Finally, arbitrateOO makes a recursive call to itself. Although the PLB
has two separate data buses, only one transaction can be initiated at a time (by
handling its address transfer and acknowledgement phases) since there is only one
address bus. This implies that the arbitration only selects one request to be handled
next. The data method arbitrateO acts as follows:
• if no requests are present or if those present cannot be serviced because no
primary or secondary transaction positions are available, no request is selected.
• if only a read request can be handled and there are read requests available, a call
is made to data method pickReadRequestO, which selects the correct read
request.
• if only a write request can be handled and there are write requests available, a
call to data method pickWriteRequestO is made, selecting the correct write
request.
• if read and write requests can be handled and both read and write requests are
available, arbitrateO looks at the highest priorities of the read and write requests.
If the urgent priority is only found among the read requests, pickReadRequestO is
called. If the only urgent-priority requests are write requests, a call to
pickWriteRequestO is made. If the highest priority among the read requests is the
same as among the write requests, the data method pickBestRequestO is called,
with the highest priority as a parameter.
This arbitration scheme always favours higher-priority requests over lower-priority
requests. This can lead to the situation where the read (or write) data bus is
extensively used and the write (read) data bus is not used at all for an extended
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period of time if only urgent read (write) requests and low-priority write (read)
requests are sent to the PLB. The three data methods pickReadRequestO,
pickWriteRequestO and pickBestRequestO have the following functionality:
• when pickReadRequestO is called, the choice has been made that only a read
request can and must be selected. If there are urgent read requests, the masters
from which they originate are determined. If only one master has sent an urgent
read request, that request is selected. If both the PowerPC and the MAL have
sent urgent requests, the last master that has accessed the PLB (on either the
read or write data bus) is looked up and the other master's request is selected.
Else, if there are no urgent read requests, pickReadRequestO finds out which
masters have sent low-priority requests. If only one master has sent such a read
request, that request is selected. If both masters have sent such read requests,
the request from the master that least recently accessed the PLB is selected.
• pickWriteReques20 behaves in a manner comparable to pickReadRequestO.
• when pickBestRequestO is called, the highest priority among the read requests
equals the highest priority among the write requests. This data method
determines whether a read or a write request must be selected and in turn calls
either pickReadRequestO or pickWriteRequestO to select the correct one. If the
PowerPC was the last master to access the PLB, the selection of a MAL request
is indirectly favoured and vice versa.
The third concurrent activity is defined by handleRequestsOO. It waits until the
moment where WaitingForAddrAck is not set and valid arbitration results indicate that
a request has been selected to be handled. When those criteria are met, the selected
request is read and cleared from PlbArbiter and ArbitrationValid is cleared as well.
The request is now handled, and only in the next PLB clock cycle can the next
request be handled, given that the address cycle for the current request has ended.
Since the handling of a request can last longer than one PLB clock cycle, this
behaviour has been modelled with a par statement, where the first branch handles
the request via a call to handleRequestOO and the second delays for a PLB clock
cycle time and then calls handleRequestsOO again.
The input parameters of process method handleRequestOO determine
whether a read or write request is handled, which master and slave are involved and
the number of individual data transfers in the transaction. The method waits until
arbitration results are valid and it reads from PlbArbiter whether the request must be
handled as a primary or secondary transaction. It sends a message request to the
slave with transaction information as message parameters and atomically sets
WaitingForAddrAck. It also sends a message grant to the master, indicating whether
its read or write request is being handled on the PLB. At some point in time, the slave
responds with an addrack message modelling the address acknowledgement. For
write transactions, this message is forwarded to the master so that it knows that it
can now place its data on the write data bus as SOOI1 as that bus is free. For a read
transaction, the slave will place its data on the PLB as soon as the read data bus is
free. After the data transaction has taken place, the slave responds with a rdcomp or
wrcomp message, indicating that the primary transaction has finished. If a secondary
request message for the same data bus was sent to a slave, handleRequestOO
indicates to that slave that the data bus is now free and the requested transaction
can take place.
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4.3.3.17 PLB_iNFO_PASSER
The process INFO_PASSER is an instance of process class PLB_INFO_PASSER.
Part of the messages mimic the slave address information that is on the PLB address
bus during a transaction, other messages contain the packets' destination channel.
Because the SDRAM Controller process does not store packet-related data, the
INFO_PASSER is only used in SRAM-related transactions.

Modelled behaviour
There is only one tail-recursive method named passMessages in INFO_PASSER.
Through a sel statement a choice is made between passing addressinfo or
packetinfo messClges.

4.3.3.18 PLB_READ_DATA_B US
The
process
READ_DATA_BUS
is
an
instance of process
class
PLB_READ_DATA_BUS and it models the transfer of packet data and buffer
descriptor data over the read data bus.

Instantiation parameter
•

PLB_FREQUENCY

Modelled behaviour
The initial method for the process class is plb_read_data_busOO. The initializing
method initOO converts the PLB frequency into the PLB clock cycle time. The tailrecursive method passDataOO can at one time point receive and forward a buffer
descriptor's first or second word from the SRAM process (passed separately since
the SRAM is a 32-bit PLB slave) or up to 128 bit of packet data from the SDRAM
Controller. After receiving and forwarding a message, passDataOO delays for a time
corresponding to a PLB clock cycle before recursively calling itself. This guarantees
that no two messages are transferred over the read data bus at the same time point
(in a single clock cycle).

init () () ;
passData() () .

Figure 69: initial process method plb_read_data_bus

4.3.3.19 PLB_WRiTE_DATA_ BUS
The process class PLB_WRITE_DATA_BUS models the transfer of packet data and
buffer descriptor data. The process WRITE_DATA_BUS is an instance of this class.

Instantiation parameter
•

PLB_FREQUENCY
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Modelled behaviour
The process method plb_write_data_busOO is the initial method. It calls the
initialization method initOO, which calculates the PLB clock cycle time. The call to
passDataOO enables the write data transfers. The method passDataOO can either
receive and forward a buffer descriptor's first word or up to 128 bit of packet data
from the MAL at a single time point. Then it delays for a time corresponding to a PLB
clock cycle before making a recursive call to itself.

4.3.3.20 SRAM
The SRAM process has an interface to the PLB cluster consisting of multiple POOSL
channels, and it has a separate POOSL channel that is connected to the PowerPC
process. The PLB interface is used for transactions requested by the MAL and it
models the 32-bit transfer capability of the SRAM memory. The separate POOSL
channel has been added because the PowerPC model is fairly simple and it does not
access the PLB. It directly accesses the SRAM process both to read and update the
buffer descriptors and to discover packets' destination channels. This information on
the packets' destinations is contained in the packets' headers in the off-chip SDRAM
memory. However, since the SDRAM Controller model only mimics the transfer
delays but does not look at the packet data, storing the destination channel
information inside the SDRAM Controller would require a data structure for the
SDRAM buffers and for the relation between these buffers and the stored packets.
Even if t~lis would have been built into the SDRAM Controller model, the PowerPC
process would still only be able to access it through a direct POOSL channel to the
SDRAM Controller. Since the mentioned structure was already present in the SRAM
model, the choice has been made to store the packets' destination information inside
the respective buffer descriptors.
When the PowerPC model is enhanced with the capability to transfer data over
the PLB, it would be advantageous to improve the SDRAM Controller process as well
by making the mentioned data structure. Then the PowerPC could read the buffer
descriptors for a packet over the PLB, access the SDRAM Controller to read the
packet's header (or perhaps the entire packet) over the PLB, start the processing and
update the buffer descriptors in the SRAM (plus perhaps the packet itself in the
SDRAM memory) over the PLB.
For MAL-related transactions four values specify the SRAM delay times - one
of the first and one of a sequential access, for both read and write transactions.
PowerPC-related transactions are modelled to occur instantaneously, assuming that
the delay time for packet processing inside the PowerPC process also models the
time for communicating buffer descriptors with the SRAM memory and packet data
with the SDRAM memory.
The SRAM model contains a 64-entry array (one entry per Rx or Tx channel)
where each entry in turn is an array of Lip to 256 BUFFER_DESCRIPTOR objects.
Each Rx channel buffer descriptor array is used from the first entry on, in a circular
way. When a MAL Rx channel handler wants to write packet data to an SDRAM
buffer it uses the next buffer descriptor in the SRAM buffer descriptor array for that
Rx channel as soon as it is available. Because in the early stages of modelling each
buffer descriptor contained a unique pointer to an SDRAM buffer which was used to
place the packet in the correct SDRAM buffer, it had to be clear which of those buffer
descriptors were in use and which were available. This implied that not only the used
buffers but all of them had to be modelled as separate objects. It was not sufficient to
store the number of buffer descriptors that were in use. This is also the reason why
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array objects have been used instead of FIFO queue objects to model the circular
buffer descriptor queues in the SRAM memory. In order to mimic the circular queues,
all buffer descriptors indicate with a Boolean variable 'wrap' whether they are the last
in their array.
In the final model, the buffer descriptor objects do not contain any SDRAM
buffer address information any more, and thus no BUFFER_DESCRIPTOR object is
unique. Therefore in retrospect it would have been possible and favourable to use
FIFO queue objects with a maximum size to model the circular queues. A MAL Rx
channel handler would check whether the FIFO queue is not yet full and if not, start
writing packet data to the SDRAM Controller. When switching to the next buffer, the
Rx channel handler would simply add a BUFFER_DESCRIPTOR object to the
queue's tail. After processing a packet, the PowerPC would clear all buffer
descriptors at the head of the FIFO queue that correspond to the packet and add
them to the tall of the destination channel's FIFO queue before notifying the
corresponding MAL Tx channel handler. That channel handler would read and
remove all buffer descriptor objects from the head of the FIFO queue in the SRAM
model when reading the packet from the SDRAM Controller process.
The only place in the network processor model to find out how much off-chip
SDRAM memory is in use by packet data is the SRAM model. This is again because
the SDRAM Controller does not keep any information on the stored packets. In the
SRAM model, the buffer descriptor objects tell how many bytes of the corresponding
buffer are occupied.

Instantiation parameters
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

BD- ARRAY- SIZES

This is an array of 64 integers that determines the size of each of the 64 buffer
descriptor arrays. The maximum value for each entry equals 256 buffer
descriptors.
FIRST- READ - ACCESS
This integer determines the delay in PLB clock cycles for the first access in a PLB
read transaction.
SEQUENT IAL_READ_ACCES S
This integer specifies the delay in PLB clock cycles for a sequential access in a
PLB read transaction.
FIRST- WRITE - ACCESS
This integer determines the delay in PLB clock cycles for the first access in a PLB
write transaction.
SEQUENTIAL_WRITE_ACCESS
This integer specifies the delay in PLB clock cycles for a sequential access in a
PLB write transaction.
NUM RX CHANNELS
This instantiation parameter is an integer that specifies how many Rx channels
there are in the network processor.
NUM TX CHANNELS
This integer specifies the number of Tx channels in the network processor.
PLB_FREQUENCY
RESULTS DIR
PARAM SETTINGS FILE
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Modelled behaviour
The initial SRAM process method called upon execution of the model is called
sramOO, see Figure 70. It makes a call to the initialization method initOO, which
defines an aggregate instance variable Sram of type SRAM_DATA and which writes
the instantiation parameter settings to file. Sram contains the buffer descriptor arrays
for all channels present in the network processor. Subsequently sramOO starts two
concurrent
activities
defined
by
the
tailrecursive
process
methods
serviceMalRequestsOO and servicePpcRequestsOO.

sram () ()
ini t () () ,
par
serviceMalRequests(} ()
and
serviceppcRequests(} ()
rap.

Figure 70: initial process method sramOO

Req?request(PrimOrSec, MasterName, SlaveName, ReadOrWrite, BurstLength
I (SlaveName = "SRAM") & (ReadOrWrite = "write")},
Info?addressinfo(Channel, BDArraylndex},
Info?packetinfo(PacketNumber, Destination},
Sram setDestination (Channel , BDArraylndex, Destination}
setPacketNumber(Channel, BDArraylndex, PacketNumber};
if PrimOrSec = "sec" then
par
delay Sram plbCycleTime;
AddrACk!addrack(PrimOrSec, "SRAM"} ,
and
sel
Req?wrprim
or
Req?wrsectoprim
{ PrimOrSec : = "prim" },
les,
writeBufferDescriptor(Channel, BDArraylndex} ()
rap
else /**** primary request ****/
par
delay Sram plbCycleTime,
AddrAckladdrack(PrimOrSec, "SRAM"}
and
writeBufferDescriptor(Channel, BDArraylndex} ()
rap
fi

Figure 71: serviceMalRequestsOO write transaction

The method serviceMalRequestsOO places requested buffer descriptor data on the
PLB read data bus and fetches buffer descriptor updates from the PLB write data
bus. A request message modelling the begin of the address transfer phase is
received from the PLB arbiter. Depending on the value of the parameter
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ReadOrWrite, serviceMalRequestsOO decides via a sel statement to perform a read
or a write transaction before making a recursive call to itself. A read transaction
involves two PLB transfers for the two words of a buffer descriptor whereas a (MALoriginating) write transaction concerns only the first word. The code of the branch that
performs this write transaction is depicted in Figure 71.
Upon receiving the request message, an addressinfo message is received
from the INFO_PASSER process in the PLB model. This tells the SRAM model which
is the addressed buffer descriptor. The next message packetinfo is used to store the
packet's destination channel information in the buffer descriptor. If the PLB arbiter
indicated that the transaction is primary, the SRAM process address-acknowledges
the transaction after a delay corresponding to one PLB clock cycle. In parallel, the
method
writeBufferDescriptorOO
is
called.
This
method
delays
for
FIRST_WRITE_ACCESS times the PLB clock cycle time, receives the first word of
the buffer descriptor over the PLB write data bus and then sends a wrcomp message
back to the PLB arbiter. The received buffer descriptor information is stored inside
the shared data object Sram. The par statement is used because the parameter
FIRST_WRITE_ACCESS specifies the write delay between the address transfer
phase and the data transfer phase of the transaction, independent of the delay
between the address transfer and the address acknowledge phase.
The process method readBufferDescriptor delays for FIRST_READ_ACCESS
times the PLB clock cycle time before placing the first word of the buffer descriptor on
the PLB read data bus and then it delays for SEQUENTIAL_READ_ACCESS times
the PLB clock cycle time before placing the second buffer descriptor word on the
read data bus. Finally it sends a rdcomp message to the PLB arbiter.
For a secondary write transaction, the address acknowledgement branch of
the par statement is the same as before, but now the delay corresponding to the
actual data transfer may only be executed once the write data bus is free. In case the
(secondary) address acknowledgement has taken place by the time the previous
write transaction finishes, the PLB arbiter sends a message wrprim to the SRAM. If
the address acknowledgement has not taken place when the write data bus becomes
free, the PLB arbiter sends a wrsectoprim message to the slave so that it knows it
now has to address-acknowledge a primary request. At the same time point where
the message from the PLB arbiter is received, writeBufferDescriptorOO is called.
Process method servicePpcRequestsOO gives information to the PowerPC
process about a packet's destination channel and it handles the moving of Rx buffer
descriptor information to Tx buffer descriptors after packet processing. Depending on
its instantiation parameters, the PowerPC process can use the packets' destination
channels as they have been determined inside the SOURCE processes in the
NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT cluster or it can override them and by itself calculate
the destination channels. In the first case, servicePpcRequestsOO receives a
getpacketdestination message and responds with the packet's destination channel as
it is stored inside the packet's buffer descriptors. In the second case, the PowerPC
sends a message overridedestination and servicePpcRequestsOO will not respond.
For all buffer descriptors belonging to one packet, servicePpcRequestsOO
awaits a message movebdinfo with the Rx (source) buffer descriptor and the Tx
(destination) buffer descriptor indices as parameters. The method waits until the
destination buffer descriptor is available before moving the Rx buffer descriptor
contents to the Tx buffer descriptor and clearing the Rx buffer descriptor information.
A message is sent to the PowerPC to indicate whether the moved buffer descriptor
was the last for the current packet so that the PowerPC process knows whether to
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send another movebdinfo message. It is assumed that all buffers in the SDRAM
memory have the same size. After all buffer descriptors for a packet have been
moved, the method makes a recursive call to itself.

4.3.3.21 SDRAMC
The process SDRAMC is an instance of the process class with the same name. PLB
read and write (burst) transactions of packet data originating from either the MAL or
the off-chip SDRAM memory are modelled by inserting the correct delay time
between the transaction request and the actual individual data transfer(s) in the burst.
Because the off-chip SDRAM memory has not been modelled, the delay time values
used encompass the delay times related to the physical, off-chip SDRAM memory.
Transferred packet data are represented with messages that are sent over the
plb_s_read and plb_s_write POOSL channels from Figure 38. No data structure is
used in the SDRAM Controller to model the existence of buffer data objects in the
SDRAM memory nor are packet-related data stored in any way. The size of the
buffers in the SDRAM memory is the same for all buffers. It is used by the various
RX_HANDLER processes in the MAL cluster for deciding when to switch to the next
buffer descriptor.
SDRAM refres~ling has not been modelled in the SDRAM Controller for it is
assumed that Periodic Refresh mode is used, which does not require the SDRAMC
driver to take actions, and that the SDRAM refreshing does not hinder the data
transfers.
Because the original intention was to model the PowerPC as a master on the
PLB, accessing the SDRAMC via the PLB, the SDRAM Controller has the feature of
access pipelining built in. It has place for one read, one write and one queued
transaction. Since in the end only a simple model of the PowerPC has been
implemented, the PLB does not have any secondary transactions and the queued
transaction position in the SDRAM Controller is not used.

Instantiation parameters
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

FIRST - READ - ACCESS - PRIMARY
This integer specifies the delay measured in PLB clock cycles for the first access
in a primary read transaction.
FIRST- READ - ACCESS - SECONDARY
This integer specifies the delay in PLB clock cycles for the first access of an
originally secondary read transaction.
FIRST- WRITE- ACCESS
This integer specifies the delay in PLB clock cycles for the first access of a write
transaction.
SEQUENTIAL_READ_ACCESS
This integer specifies the delay in PLB clock cycles for a sequential access of a
read transaction.
SEQUENTIAL_WRITE_ACCESS: Integer
This integer specifies the delay in PLB clock cycles for a sequential access of a
write transaction.
SDRAMC- BUFFER- SIZE
This integer sets the size in bytes of all SDRAM memory buffers.
PLB_FREQUENCY
PLB WIDTH
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RESULTS DIR
PARAM SETTINGS FILE

Modelled behaviour
The initial method called upon execution is sdramcOO, see Figure 72. It calls the
initializing method initOO, w~lich defines an aggregate instance variable SDRamC of
type SDRAMC_DATA that keeps information about the read, write and queued
transaction positions. Furthermore this method writes the instantiation parameter
values to file. Then sdramcOO calls the tail-recursive method getRequestsOO.
sdramc () ()
init () () ;
getRequests () () .

Figure 72: initial process method sdramc()()

The method getRequestsOO waits until all received request messages have been
address-acknowledged. It then can receive a subsequent request from a PLB master
device. Message parameters indicate whether the request is primary or secondary,
whether it is for a read or a write transaction and of how many individual data
transfers the burst consists. Upon reception, a par statement is used where in one
branch a recursive call to getRequestsOO is made and in the other branch the correct
transaction position (read, write or queued) is determined to store the request and the
handling of the request is initiated by calling either handleReadPositionOO,
handleWritePositionOO or handleQueuedPositionOO. In case it is stored in the
queued position, not only the burst length but also the type of the transaction (read or
write) is stored in SDRamC. If there is no free position to store and handle the
request, this is where rearbitration on the PLB should occur since the request cannot
be address-acknowledged by the SDRAM Controller.
Notice that the queued position is always used for a secondary request,
whereas the read and write positions can be used for both primary and secondary
requests. That's why the process method handleQueuedPositionOO sends an
address acknowledgement and in parallel waits for a message from the PLB arbiter
stating that the PLB data bus corresponding to the type of the queued request is free.
If the address acknowledgement is sent first, it is for a secondary transaction. If the
message from the PLB arbiter comes first, the address acknowledgement is for a
primary transaction. Upon reception of the message from the PLB arbiter, the queued
position is atomically freed and the actual data transfers are executed via a call to
readDataOO or writeDataOO. Process methods handleReadPositionOO and
handleWritePositionOO also account for the possibility of a primary transaction
instead of a secondary transaction.
In retrospect, the method getRequestsOO does not need the guarded
expression that waits until the PLB address bus is free. That condition is already
guaranteed by the PLB arbitration mechanism when the next request message is
communicated to a PLB slave.
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4.3.3.22 PPC440
The process PPC440 models the PowerPC embedded processor core in the network
processor. It is an instance of the process class with the same name. The original
intention has been to model the PowerPC as a master on the PLB, next to the MAL.
It would access the SRAM and SDRAMC processes over the PLB to read and write
buffer descriptor and packet data. The packet processing done in the PowerPC
would be modelled in quite an accurate way as is described in [14].
Because of time constraints however, only a fairly simple and very abstract model
has been made in which the PowerPC does not access the PLB but instead it
accesses the SRAM process directly. For each packet, the involved PLB accesses
and the packet processing are modelled via a delay of a fixed number of PLB clock
cycles. For this reason, the MAL is the only master modelled on the PLB.
The PPC440 model can replace the destination channels as they are specified
by the various SOURCE processes in the network environment with a random
destination channel. Destination addresses can thus quickly be altered from
deterministic to nondeterministic without changing all individual SOURCE processes.
In addition the PowerPC model could be further enhanced to replace all destination
channel values with one specified destination channel, leading to a worst-case
scenario where all packets are bound for a single Tx channel. In the current model
this still has to be set up by altering all SOURCE processes' instantiation parameters.
Once packets have been completely written to the SDRAM memory by a MAL
Rx channel handler, the PPC440 process is notified that a packet is ready to be
processed. These notifications are buffered in a FIFO queue, meaning that all
packets will be processed in exactly the same order in which their last bit was written
to the SDRAM memory. After packet processing, the information in the corresponding
buffer descriptors of the Rx channel is moved into Tx buffer descriptors of the
destination channel. If not enough Tx buffer descriptors are free by that time, the
SRAM model waits with moving the packet information until they become available.
Once the information of all the packet's buffer descriptors has been moved, the
corresponding Tx channel handler in the MAL is notified. If the SRAM has to wait for
buffer descriptors that are still in use, this transmit notification will also come later.
The processing of the next packet in the FIFO queue will be delayed too because it
can only start once the transmit notification for the previous packet has been sent.
Since the SRAM uses arrays in which the buffer descriptors are stored, the
notification from the Rx channel handler has to indicate which buffer descriptor on the
corresponding array is the first for the packet. When moving the Rx buffer descriptor
information into Tx buffer descriptors, the PPC440 process communicates with the Tx
channel handler to find out which is the first free buffer descriptor for that Tx channel.
In retrospect it would have been easier to let the PPC440 process itself keep the
indices of the next free buffer descriptor for each array. If the SRAM model is altered
to use queue objects instead of arrays to model the buffer descriptor circular queues
as described in 4.3.3.20, no information about the first buffer descriptor for a packet
is needed any more.

Instantiation parameters
•
•

NUM TX CHANNELS
OVERRIDE DESTINATIONS
This Boolean parameter determines whether the packet destination channels as
specified by the SOURCE processes should be replaced with random values.
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PPC- PROCESSING- DELAY
This integer specifies the delay in PLB clock cycles that is used to model the
packet processing and PLB data transfers for a single packet.
PLB_FREQUENCY
RESULTS DIR
PARAM SETTINGS FILE

Modelled behaviour
The initial process method for the process class PPC440 is ppcOO, see Figure 73. It
makes a call to the initializing method initOO. This method defines an aggregate data
object Ppc of type PPC_DATA and it writes the instantiation parameter settings to
file. The instance variable Ppc contains two FIFO queues that store information
about which packets are ready for processing. The notification messages
packetavailable originating from the various Rx channel handlers in the MAL cluster
contain as parameters the Rx channel number and the index of the first buffer
descriptor for the packet in that channel's array in the SRAM model. The channel
numbers are stored in one FIFO queue and the indices of the first buffer descriptor in
the second FIFO queue. Both queues thus always contain the same number of
objects. After the execution of initOO has finished two concurrent activities defined by
the tail-recursive methods getNotificationsOO and processPacketsOO are started.
I

ppc () ()
init () () ;
par
getNotifications() ()
and
processPackets() ()
rap.

Figure 73: initial process method ppc()()

Process method getNotificationsOO receives a message packetavailable from a RX
channel handler inside the MAL cluster and atomically enters the Rx channel number
and the index of the first buffer descriptor for the packet in the FIFO queues in Ppc.
Finally it makes a recursive call to itself.
The other method processPacketsOO waits until the FIFO queues indicate that
a packet is ready to be processed and it reads the Rx channel number and the index
of the first buffer descriptor for the packet from those queues. Then it executes a
delay as specified by the instantiation parameter PPC_PROCESSING_DELAY,
modelling the packet and buffer descriptor data transfers and the processing of the
packet. Once the destined Tx channel is determined communication takes place with
the corresponding Tx channel handler to learn about the first buffer descriptor on the
corresponding Tx buffer descriptor array to be used for the packet.
A message movebdinfo is sent to the SRAM process to move the information
from the 'first Rx buffer descriptor for the packet to the first Tx buffer descriptor for the
packet. As long as more buffer descriptors must be moved, processPacketsOO
calculates the indices of the next Rx and Tx buffer descriptors and repeats these
steps. When all buffer descriptors have been moved, the index of the new first free
I
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Tx buffer descriptor for the destination channel is communicated to and updated by
the Tx channel handler. A notification message packetreadyfortx is then sent to the
EMAC Tx channel that belongs to the packet's destination channel. Finally,
processPacketsOO recursively calls itself.
Two concurrent activities have been modelled because Rx noHfication
messages can be sent at any time point, irrespective of the state of the packet
processing.
If the SRAM process would use queue objects instead of arrays to store buffer
descriptors, getNotificationsOO would not receive any Rx buffer descriptor index
information. Process method processPacketsOO would be simpler too. The current
and updated Tx buffer descriptor indices would not have to be communicated with
the Tx channel handler process and the indices of subsequent Rx and Tx buffer
descriptors would not have to be calculated.
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4.4 Model validation
From the very beginning of modelling, the separate components and their
combination have been validated against the concept model available in the form of
documentation and correspondence conducted with IBM. This step, indicated in
Figure 1, involves two parts:
• Checking whether the modelled behaviour is accurate enough to answer the
performance questions, or in short checking whether the correct behaviour is
modelled.
• Checking whether the intended abstract behaviour is modelled correctly.
The first part has taken quite a lot of the total project time for it was a hard task to get
a good understanding of the network processor's functionality as a whole. There are
many components, which are described in separate documents but that work
concurrently.
The second part resulted in the location and correction of several errors, of which
some are listed here:
• The method handleRequestOO of process class MAL_CHANNEL_ARBITER
turned out to be the cause of a partial deadlock situation where no data were
transferred over the OPB any more. The process method could grant for the
second time an EMAC channel's request that had already been handled and
assumably removed from the channel arbiter. To explain the origin of this error,
the original code of handleRequestOO is shown in Figure 74. Suppose that there
are two EMAC channels 1 and 2 of which 1 has already sent a request for MAL
service. Arbitration takes place since the requests have changed in the channel
arbiter process. The method handleRequestOO notices that it can handle a
request and it atomically reads the arbitration information from the shared data
object ChannelArbiter. Assume that at the same time point EMAC channel 2
sends a request for service to the MAL and that the execution of this
communication is scheduled by the external scheduler to occur directly after the
atomic reading of the arbitration data. Arbitration takes place at the same time
point and the result can be that this request from EMAC channel 2 should be
handled instead of the request from channel 1. Since handleRequestOO has
already read the information about the request that must be handled (that from
channel 1), it sends a message action to the MAL channel handler for channel 1
and that request is serviced. Suppose that by this time the execution of the
second arbitration has taken place and ChannelArbiter indicates that the request
from channel 2 should be handled. When handleRequestOO now calls data
method clearCurRequest, the request from channel 2 is removed instead of that
from channel 1. This results in arbitration where the only remaining request is that
from channel 1 and it will be serviced for the second time at a later point and the
request from channel 2 will not be serviced at all. To overcome this problem, the
code of handleRequestOO has been changed such that no other statements can
be executed between the reading of the request information and the removal of
the request from the ChannelArbiter object. Both are included in the same set of
atomicity braces as can be seen in Figure 75.
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: Integer;
: String

(ChannelArbiter arbitrationIsValid) &
(ChannelArbiter getNextPriority != "idle")
Channel := ChannelArbiter getNextChannel;
Type := ChannelArbiter getNextType;
Priority := ChannelArbiter getNextPriority

};
ChannelHandlerslaction(Channel, Type, Priority);
(
ChannelArbiter setChannelBusy

}
ChannelArbiter clearRequest requestsChanged;
endOrInterruptRequest(} ();
ChannelArbiter setChannelNotBusy(Channel} .

Figure 74: original process method handleRequest()()

handleRequest(} ()
I
Channel
Priority, Type

: Integer;
: String

(ChannelArbiter arbitrationIsValid) &
(ChannelArbiter getNextPriority != "idle")
Channel := ChannelArbiter getNextChannel;
Type := ChannelArbiter getNextType;
Priority := ChannelArbiter getNextPriority;
ChannelArbiter setChannelBusy clearRequest requestsChanged

};
ChannelHandlers!action(Channel, Type, Priority};
endOrInterruptRequest(} ();
ChannelArbiter setChannelNotBusy(Channel} .

Figure 75: corrected process method handleRequest()()

•

•

The TRANSMIT processes in the various EMAC clusters contain an instance
variable
Tx
of
type
EMAC_TX_DATA.
The
variable
NumCompletedPacketslnBuffers which is part of the aggregate data object Tx
keeps track of the number of packets that are in the SDRAM memory and ready
to be transmitted. The data method initO belonging to Tx would set the value of
NumCompletedPacketslnBuffers to -1 instead of 0 at the beginning of the model's
execution. This led to the situation where it seemed that no packets were ready
for transmission while in fact one was.
The data method printStringO prints information about the object it belongs to in
e.g. SHEsim's inspector windows. It can be overridden to show more than just the
name of the object's class. At some places in the model the printStringO method
was altered to display various aspects of a data object with newline characters in
between so that the information would be easily readable in the inspector window.
For displayed variables of the String type, the construction return Stringl
cr () + String2. was used. Not only is the newline character (invoked by data
method cr ()) displayed, it is also appended to String1. When this string is
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subsequently used in conditional data statements for e.g. if constructions, the
inequivalence between Stringl cr () and Stringl can result in the
execution of the wrong if branch. To correct this problem, the construction
return Stringl + '''' cr () + String2. should be used in the printString()
data method since this does not alter String1 but it has the same effect in the
inspector window. The same also holds for the tabulation character invoked by
data method tab().
For String comparisons like if Stringl = "some string", the single = must
be used instead of the double ==. The latter method only returns true in case the
compared expressions refer to the same instance which is not the case in this
example.
For moving the Rx buffer descriptor information into Tx buffer descriptors, the
buffer descriptor objects were moved as a whole. This led to the erratic situation
where the Boolean Wrap variable - indicating whether the buffer descriptor is the
last on the channel's array - was copied as well. To prevent this, only the
necessary separate Rx buffer descriptor fields are moved to the Tx buffer
descriptor.

The main tool used in the validation process is SHEsim. Stepwise execution of the
model in combination with using inspector windows for data objects gives detailed
insight into how the code is executed. Interaction diagrams provide an additional
overview of the communication that takes place in the model. They can well be used
for validation purposes especially in combination with signal sequence charts that
specify the conceptual behaviour, as presented in 3.2.
In addition, the Rotalumis tool has also been used for validating the model,
namely in those cases where the behaviour that was to be validated occurred after
such a long time that it was not feasible to execute the model up to that point with
SHEsim. Since Rotalumis provides no inspection possibilities, the necessary
validation information was output into a file that could be inspected afterwards. If a
problem became apparent, the difficulty was that closer inspection was not easily
possible. SHEsim cannot be used for such long simulations and Rotalumis gives
nothing more than file output. The only way was to assess the possible causes of the
problem and for each of them output the necessary information to file during another
Rotalumis execution of the model. Therefore it was very laborious if not impossible to
solve those long-run problems by execution and inspection.
To overcome these issues, it would be useful to change the SHEsim tool such
that it can be told to not display anything to screen until a given point in time. to be
set before the execution. This would speed up the execution and still give the user
the opportunity to inspect the behaviour after a long execution time. The second idea
is to enhance both Rotalumis and SHEsim in such a way that Rotalumis can export
the state of the model at a certain point or points in time and that SHEsim can import
such a state. From this point in time on, SHEsim can be used to continue the model's
execution, with its inspection and stepwise execution capabilities and interaction
diagrams available for debugging.
As an example, the validation of the modelled OPB overlapped arbitration
feature is explained here. The main aspect that must be validated is the timing of the
various messages that are communicated with the OPB model as explained in
4.3.3.4. First, SHEsim was used to view the messages that are communicated over
the various POOSL channels by stepping through the execution of the model. The
related pictures are presented in Appendix 1 - OPB overlapped arbitration validation.
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They show a part of the message sequence for a data segment transfer from an
EMAC Rx channel to the corresponding MAL Rx channel handler. Since the MAL
makes a number of subsequent requests to the OPS arbiter, overlapped arbitration
should be applied. From the pictures showing the OPS cluster class, it can be seen
that the MAL makes a request for OPS bus access and that it is granted. At the next
time point, the MAL selects the correct EMAC Rx channel and receives the data over
the data bus. The EMAC Rx channel sends a transfer acknowledgement message to
the OPS. Sefore this can be forwarded to the MAL, the MAL sends a subsequent
request to the OPS. After the transfer acknowledgement is forwarded to the MAL, it is
also communicated to the arbiter that now grants the received subsequent request at
the same time point. This is indeed the intended behaviour and therefore overlapped
arbitration is implemented correctly in the model. The interaction diagrams have also
proved useful in validating the OPS model. Figure 76 shows in what order and at
what time points the various messages are communicated between the EMAC, OPS
and MAL clusters. Notice that messages passed at the same time point have been
given the same colour.

IIJImInteraction Diagram

2650 .Dd :opbJeq :request
2650 .Dd :opb-9rant :grant
66 .Dd:opb_m_sel:select(1, false

266D.Dd:opb_s d a:rx....packetdata(1DDDDD,:)

6,0.0,4, false)

266D.Dd:opb_m data:rx....packetdata(1DDDDD,:) ,6 .0.0,4, false)
2660 .Dd :opb_s_)(ferack :)(fera k
2660 .Dd :opbJeq :request

2660 .Dd :opb-9rant :grant
Figure 76: interaction diagram
showing subsequent MAL requests and overlapped arbitration

From this figure it can be seen that the MAL's SUbsequent request is sent before the
OPS forwards the EMAC's transfer acknowledgement message to the MAL. The
subsequent requests are granted at subsequent time points and thus overlapped
arbitration is applied in a correct way. The interaction diagram of Figure 77 shows the
last subsequent request from the MAL. No more request messages are sent to the
OPS at subsequent time points and the transfer acknowledgement is not followed by
a grant message.
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IIfImInteraction Diagram
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Figure 77: interaction diagram
showing final MAL request

4.5 Final remarks
Concurrency in POOSL models is present both at the process level and at the
architectural level. Many problems encountered in the validation step of the applied
SHE method originated from the fact that multiple concurrent activities are taking
place in the network processor model. For solving such an error situation not only
must the individual methods specifying the involved concurrent activities be
examined but also must their interaction be well understood and overseen. This
makes it harder to determine the cause of an identified problem. Whereas finding the
cause can take quite some time, correcting the error can often be done rather quickly
A specific situation arises when behaviour is modelled in three or more
processes where there is a central process or cluster P that can receive messages
from two or more other processes or clusters (A, B, ...) in parallel. These messages
inform P of the occurrence of some specific condition in the connected process or
cluster. The feature of overlapped arbitration in the OPB is an example of such a
situation. The modelled behaviour specifies that when the transfer acknowledgement
signal is asserted by an EMAC, the state of the MAL's request signal determines
whether overlapped arbitration must be applied or not. If the MAL wants to make
another request, its request signal is guaranteed to be asserted before the phase in
the clock cycle where the EMAC can assert its transfer acknowledgement signal.
This behaviour is perfectly clear. Nevertheless, when capturing the behaviour in a
POOSL model, ambiguity can arise because continuous time is replaced with
discrete time points. The OPB is the central cluster, which is connected to both the
MAL and several EMAC clusters. The assertion of the MAL's request signal is
modelled with a request message and the assertion of the EMAC's transfer
acknowledgement signal is modelled with a xferack message. Both messages can be
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received by the OPS in parallel. They can only be communicated at discrete time
points, where each time point is related to a single OPS clock cycle. This implies that
if the request signal and the xferack signal are asserted in the same clock cycle, in
the model both messages are received by the OPS cluster at the same time point.
Upon reception of the xferack signal, the OPS determines whether the MAL makes a
new request, which would be visible if the request message had been received by
that time. However, this is where the ambiguity arises. Since the reception of both
messages occurs in parallel, it is the external scheduler that determines w~lich
communication is executed first. If the request and xferack messages are received at
the same time point (and thus overlapped arbitration should be applied), in on
average half the cases first the reception of the xferack message will be executed.
The OPS then has no indication of the MAL making another request and decides not
to apply overlapped arbitration. Only then is the request message received, at the
same time point. To make sure that overlapped arbitration is correctly modelled in all
cases, the necessary precautions described in 4.3.3.4 have been taken. In this case,
the problem could be solved fairly easily since the modelled behaviour says that if no
new request is made, no action should be taken. Therefore one can simply delay the
arbitration by using a guarded statement until the request message has been
received, whether it be at the same time point or later on. If the behaviour specifies
however that action must be taken upon message reception both when some
condition relating to concurrent activities is valid and when it is not valid, a guarded
statement can in general not be used in the model to overcome the ambiguity
problem.

Mind experiment
As a mind experiment, think of a man sitting at home with his front door closed but
not locked. He is watching the police announcements on his television. At some
moment, somebody rings the door bell. Normally the man would get up and open the
door. However, at some point in the broadcast the police warns the residents of a
dangerous man ringing peoples' door bells and threatening them. Notice that both
events are independent.
In real life, the man will open the door when the bell sounds, as long as he has
not yet seen the warning on his tele. In this case he may be in danger. If he hears the
announcement first, he will lock his front door and let no one enter. He will also do
this if the bell rings during the announcement.
It makes sense to model such behaviour using three processes. One process
models the man that can either open or lock his front door when something happens.
It is connected to two other processes. The first sends a ring message at a certain
time point modelling somebody ringing the door bell. The second sends a warning
message modelling the police announcement on the television. Notice that in the
model the continuous time is replaced with discrete time points.
The case where the man hears the announcement first is modelled correctly.
Sy the time the warning message is received, no ring message has been received
and the man will lock his door. If the man hears the bell sound first, he will get up and
open the door for no warning message has been received yet. If the bell rings during
the announcement, both the warning and the ring message will be communicated at
the same time. Whereas in real life the man will then lock his door, in the model the
external scheduler determines the message reception order and thus what the man
will do. In the model he might place himself in a dangerous situation whereas in real
life he would be safe.
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One way to solve this discrepancy problem is to introduce one additional time
point per existing time point, only a fraction E after existing time points. At an original
time point, messages can be communicated. No matter what the order of execution
of the messages is, all messages scheduled to be communicated at that time point
have indeed been communicated when looking at the time point E later. At this time
point, the decision about what code must be executed can be safely made since the
ambiguity caused by the parallel communication and decisionmaking has been
solved. When using parallel methods to receive the ring and warning messages, the
code for the man in the example above could look like this:

man(} ()

sel
[BellHasSounded]
/* variable set atomically upon reception of 'ring' */
delay £;
if PoliceHasWarned then
lockDoor () ()
else
openDoor () ()
fi
or
[PoliceHasWarned]
delay £;
lockDoor () ()

/* var. set atomically upon reception of 'warning' */

les.

or, without using parallel methods within the same process:

man () ()

I

BellHasSounded, PoliceHasWarned: Boolean

I

BellHasSounded := false;
PoliceHasWarned := false;
sel
Bell?ring {BellHasSounded := true};
(Tele?warning {PoliceHasWarned .- true}; delay £) abort (delay E);
if PoliceHasWarned then
lockDoor () ()
else
openDoor () ()
fi
or
Tele?warning {PoliceHasWarned := true};
(Bell?ring {BellHasSounded .- true}; delay E) abort (delay E);
lockDoor () ()
les.

Another way of solving these ambiguity problems could be to enhance the POOSL
modelling language with the capability to assign priorities to POOSL channels or to
individual messages, perhaps even on a per-cluster or per-process base. The
execution engine should then first execute the communication of higher-priority
messages occurring at the same time point as lower-priority messages. In the
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example, the priority of the warning message should be set higher than that of the
ring message. Simply checking whether a warning message has been received when
the ring message is received suffices in that case.
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5 Performance analysis
This chapter explains the used performance analysis approach and it describes
which performance metrics have been measured, how they are defined and how the
model code has been extended to enable their analysis. The performance questions
are thus formalized into formal properties as shown in from Figure 1.

5.1 Performance mo delling with POOSL
Because POOSL has a formal semantics, performance metrics could in fact be
evaluated analytically. However, models of real-life systems are in general far too
large to calculate their performance within a practical amount of time. For that
reason, performance analysis occurs by simulating the developed model and
estimating the performance metrics. In POOSL, these estimations can be
accompanied by confidence and accuracy levels, using the technique of confidence
intervals ([23],[24],[25],[26]). Doing performance analysis by simulation assumes that
execution of the model will eventually result in some rather steady state where the
measured performance metric values remain at a fixed level ([20]). [22] discusses
performance modelling with the SHE method, [19] and [21] describe a case study
where POOSL has been used for performance modelling.
The existing model is extended with additional code that takes care of
measuring and estimating the various performance metrics. These extensions can be
made both to the data part and to the process part of the developed model. They do
not intrude the existing code, meaning that the model behaviour does not change by
the performance analysis extensions.
POOSL provides a neat way to add the performance analysis extensions to
the model, namely by placing them in subclasses of existing process and data
classes. The names of these subclasses end with _PA to indicate that they hold
performance analysis extensions. The use of subclasses hides the extensions from
view when looking at the base classes so that the modelled behaviour can still easily
be understood. Moreover, only those process methods that require changes have to
be coded again and thus override the existing superclass method with the same
name. The unaltered process methods are inherited from the superclass. Sometimes
the derived process methods have a different number of input and output parameters
and therefore cannot override the original process method. They have to have a
different name and that is why they start with PA_.
In the network processor model, no subclasses of existing data classes have
been used. The reason is that where processes have as instance variable an
aggregate data object, (nearly) all process methods refer to that object. When
developing a process sub-class for performance analysis purposes, an instance of a
subclass of the existing data class could be used as an additional instance variable.
But then all process methods referring to the original data object would have to be
overridden in the process sub-class, and not only those that contain the performance
analysis extensions. This would only blur the visibility of these extensions. Therefore
the extra data objects needed for the performance analysis have been added to the
original data classes. In order to still distinguish between original and performance
analysis variables inside an aggregate data object, the latter start with PA_. The new
data methods required for the performance analysis also start with PA_.
POOSL library data classes LRSampleAverage, LRTimeAverage and
LRRateAverage have been used for calculating and outputting long-run sample, time
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and rate averages together with their confidence intervals and accuracy levels.
Throughout the model, a confidence interval of 95% has been adopted. The
initialization of such a data class instance occurs in the initializing method of the
process subclass, overriding the one present in the superclass. In addition, to be able
to view the individually measured values, a data class PA_SAMPLE_L1ST has been
made that writes the samples to file.
Once the performance analysis extensions had been added, their proper
operation had to be validated just like the model itself had been validated earlier on.
This step also took quite some time since a lot of long-run simulations had to be
carried out with Rotalumis to detect and remove any erratic analysis procedures.

5.2 Performance metrics
This section is about the performance metrics that have been analyzed. Per metric,
its definition, type of measurement and implementation are described.

5.2.1 Occupancy of EMA C FIFO queues
Definition
The occupancy of a FIFO queue in an EMAC Rx or Tx channel equals the number of
8-byte wide queue entries that are either partially or completely in use (by packet
data).

Type of measurement
Both the time-averaged and the current values of the occupancy are analyzed for
each of the EMAC channels.

Implementation
The EMAC_RX_PA and EMAC_TX_PA subclasses have as added instance variable
a LRTimeAverage object called PA_Occupancy and a PA_SAMPLE_L1ST object
called PA_OccupancyList. Whenever packet data are written into or read out of a
FIFO queue, the new occupancy is measured. It then is directly written to file via the
PA_OccupancyList variable and used by PA_Occupancy for the estimation of the
time-averaged value.

5.2.2 Occupancy of MAL FIFO queues
Definition
The occupancy of the MAL FIFO queues in the various channels is defined as the
number of 4-byte wide queue entries that are partially or completely in use (by packet
data or buffer descriptor data),

Type of measurement
The time-averaged value of the occupancy is estimated for each FIFO queue in the
MAL.
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Implementation
The MAL_RX_HANDLER_PA and MAL_TX_HANDLER_PA subclasses have an
instance variable PA_FifoOccupancy of type LRTimeAverage. Whenever data are
written into or read out of a FIFO queue, the new occupancy is measured and used
by PA_FifoOccupancy to estimate the time-averaged FIFO queue occupancy.

5.2.3 Occupancy of buffer descriptor arrays
Definition
The occupancy of a buffer descriptor array equals the number of buffer descriptor
objects in that array that are in use. Therefore the minimum value is 0 and the
maximum value equals the size of the array.

Type of measurement
The current, time-averaged as well as the maximum values of the occupancy are
analyzed for each buffer descriptor array.

Implementation
The sub-class SRAM_PA of process class SRAM has as added instance variables
an array object PA_BDOccupancies that holds for each channel a LRTimeAverage
object for measuring the time average of the corresponding buffer descriptor array
occupancy. The individual samples for each channel are handled by
PA_SAMPLE_L1ST objects that are placed on the array PA_BDOccupanciesList.
The array PA_BDMaxOccupancies stores for each channel the maximum
measured occupancy up till the current point in time. The array
PA_BDMaxOccupanciesList holds for each channel a PA_SAMPLE_L1ST object
through which the measured maximum values are written to file.
The aggregate data object Sram of type SRAM_DATA has been extended with
an array PA_NumBDsUsed that keeps track of the number of buffer descriptors that
are in use at any time point. It is updated by the SRAM_PA process whenever a
buffer descriptor's contents are updated. At those same points in time, the new array
occupancy is sent to the correct LRTimeAverage object on the PA_BDOccupancies
array. It is also written to file via the correct PA_SAMPLE_L1ST object on the
PA_BDOccupanciesList array. If the current value is larger than the previous
maximum, the maximum is updated with the current value. Besides, this new
maximum is written to file through a PA_SAMPLE_L1ST object on the
PA_BDMaxOccupanciesList array.

5.2.4 Occupancy of SDR AM memory
Definition
There are two types of SDRAM memory use that have been analyzed in this project.
The first is the amount of needed memory and the second is the amount of allocated
memory. Because the SDRAM memory is segmented in buffers that are either in use
or not, the amount of allocated memory can be larger than the amount of needed
memory. The SDRAM memory occupancy is defined as the number of bytes that are
needed/allocated for all channels together. The number of buffers that are in use can
be known by inspecting the occupancy of the corresponding buffer descriptor array in
the SRAM memory.
I
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Type of measurement
For the needed SDRAM memory, the time-averaged, current and maximum
occupancy values are analyzed. For the allocated memory, the time-averaged and
maximum occupancy values are analyzed.

Implementation
Since the SDRAM process only models the PLB transaction delays for packet data
originating from the MAL, the amount of needed and allocated memory cannot be
known from this process. It is the SRAM process where these metrics are analyzed.
Because each buffer descriptor holds fields telling whether the corresponding buffer
is in use (adding to the amount of allocated SDRAM memory) and containing the
number of bytes written to that buffer (adding to the amount of needed SDRAM
memory).
The SRAM_PA process subclass has extra instance variables for the analysis
of these performance metrics. The variable PA_MemoryOccupancy of type
LRTimeAverage is used to analyze the time-averaged amount of needed SDRAM
memory, whereas the variable PA_MemoryOccupancyList is used to directly output
all
measurement
samples
to
file.
Moreover,
the
variable
PA_MemoryMaxOccupancyList of type PA_SAMPLE_L1ST is used to output the
maximum amount of needed SDRAM memory whenever the previous maximum is
exceeded. The analysis of the amount of allocated SDRAM memory is done via
instance variables PA_AllocMemoryOccupancy of type LRTimeAverage and
PA_AllocMemoryMaxOccupancyList of type PA_SAMPLE_L1ST.
The amount of SDRAM memory needed and allocated is only sampled when a
buffer descriptor's contents are updated in the SRAM memory. This implies that the
measurements are lagging behind a little bit with respect to the actual SDRAM
memory used. In order to be able to keep track of a decrease in the amount of
SDRAM memory used when updating the contents of a freed buffer descriptor, the
MAL includes the amount of bytes read from the corresponding buffer as a negative
number in the firstbdword message to the SRAM_PA process (instead of a 0).

5.2.5 Hold time of packets in EMAC FIFO queues
Definition
The hold time of a packet in an EMAC channel's FIFO queue is defined as the time
difference between the time point where a packet's first bit enters the FI FO queue
and the time point where the last bit of the packet is removed from the FIFO queue.

Type of measurement
For all EMAC Rx and Tx channels the current, minimum and maximum packet hold
time values are analyzed. A packet's hold time in an EMAC FIFO queue largely
depends on that packet's length. Therefore the estimated sample average of all
packets passing a network processor channel would not be too meaningful. Instead,
the individually measured hold times are logged to file together with the
corresponding packet's length. This way, analysis can be done by hand afterwards,
where the packets can be divided into several sections based on their length.
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Implementation
Both the EMAC_R)CPA and EMAC_TX_PA process subclasses have instance
variables PA_Hold, PA_HoldMax and PA_HoldMin of type PA_SAMPLE_L1ST at
their disposal for outputting to file the current, maximum and minimum packet hold
times for a network processor channel. Since an EMAC FIFO queue can hold more
than one packet at a time, multiple packet entering times may have to be
remembered in the order in which they arrived. For this purpose the subclasses have
an additional variable of type Queue called PA_StartTimeFifo. Whenever a packet's
first bit is stored in the EMAC channel's FIFO queue, the current time is put in
PA_StartTimeFifo. When the last bit of that packet is removed from the FIFO queue,
the time at which that packet entered the queue is read and removed from
PA_StartTimeFifo (remember that packets cannot overtake each other in the EMAC
FIFO queues). The difference with the current time determines the packet's hold time
and it is sent as a sample value to PA_Hold. If it is larger than the previous maximum
it is also sent to PA_HoldMax; if it is smaller than the previous minimum it is also sent
to PA_HoldMin.

5.2.6 Hold time of data segments in MAL FIFO queues
Definition
The hold time of a data segment in a MAL FIFO queue is defined as the time
difference between the time point where the first bit of the data segment is written
into the FIFO queue and the time point where the last bit of that data segment is read
from (and removed from) the FIFO queue. Notice that this metric only applies to
packet data, not to buffer descriptor data.

Type of measurement
For each MAL Rx and Tx channel, the sample-averaged hold time is estimated.
Notice that for all channels and all packets there is a unique maximum data segment
size, and because of that most data segments will have the maximum length. The
metric will thus mainly reflect the average hold time of maximum-sized data
segments and for a small part that of smaller-sized data segments.

Implementation
The process subclasses MAL_RX_HANDLER_PA and MAL_TX_HANDLER_PA both
contain an instance variable PA_HoldTime of type LRSampleAverage and another
called PA_StartTime that is a single real-valued object. Whenever the first word of a
data segment is received from either bus master process inside the MAL cluster and
stored inside the FIFO queue, the model time is stored in PA_StartTime by using the
timestamp statement. When later on the last part of the data segment is removed
from the FIFO queue and forwarded to the other bus master process, the difference
between the current time and the time stored in PA_StartTime determines the hold
time for this data segment. This sample is sent to PA_HoldTime for estimating the
average value of this metric. As opposed to the analysis of the packets' hold time in
an EMAC FIFO queue, only one data segment can be present in a MAL FIFO queue
at a time and thus only one start time has to be remembered for later use.
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5.2.7 Latency of packets in network processor
Definition
The latency of a packet nowing through the network processor is defined as the time
difference between the time point where the first bit of the packet enters the network
processor over an Ethernet link and the time point where that same first bit of the
packet leaves the network processor over an Ethernet link.

Type of measurement
Since the latency values are in general dependent of the packets' length, therefore
no average value is analyzed. Instead, the individually measured samples are
analyzed with respect to the packets' length.

Implementation
The time of entry in the network processor of a packet's first bit has to be
remembered until the point in time where it leaves the network processor again. To
start with, the EMAC_R)CPA subclass stores this entry time of the packet's head
inside every EMAC FIFO queue entry corresponding to the packet. When forwarding
the various data segments of the packet over the OPB to the corresponding MAL Rx
channel handler, the entry time is added as an extra parameter to each message
modelling packet data.
Inside the MAL Rx channel handler the packet's entry time in the network
processor is stored in instance variable PA_NpEntryTimePacketHead. Later on this
real-valued variable is passed as extra message parameter when updating the first
word of a buffer descriptor in the SRAM memory used for this packet. This way, all
buffer descriptors that contain this packet's data store the entry time in the network
processor of the packet. When moving the buffer descriptor information from a Rx to
a Tx channel's array, this time value is moved as well.
When retrieving a packet from the SDRAM memory buffers, its entry time is
read from the referring buffer descriptors. The value is stored inside the MAL Tx
channel handler and used later on when the packet is transferred over the OPB,
again as an extra parameter in packet data messages.
In the EMAC Tx channel, the packet's entry time is stored in each FIFO queue
entry. As soon as the packet's first bit is transmitted onto the Ethernet medium, the
current time is measured and the difference with the packet's entry time in the
network processor is calculated and sent as a sample to the Tx channel handler's
instance variable PA_Latency of type PA_SAMPLE_L1ST. Along with the packet
latency, the packet's length value is output to the same file to be able to analyze the
correlation between packet length and packet latency. In order to know the packet's
length at that time, it is forwarded through the network processor model in the same
way as the packet's entry time. Notice that latency values of packets leaving the
network processor via the same Tx channel are output in the same file.

5.2.8 Throughput at netw ork processor ports
Definition
The throughput at the various ingress and egress ports of the network processor is
defined as the number of data units that passes those ports per unit of time. Two
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concrete definitions are used in this project: the throughput in packets per second
and the throughput in Mbit per second.

Type of measurement
For each Rx and Tx channel, the rate-averaged throughput at the corresponding
ingress or egress port of the network processor is estimated.

Implementation
For the analysis of the ingress ports' throughput, the EMAC_R)CPA subclass has
instance variables PA_SitThroughpuLNP and PA_PacketThroughput_NP of type
LRRateAverage. When a packet's first bit enters the network processor, a sample
indicating one packet is sent to PA_PacketThroughput_NP with the current time
divided by one million since the model's time unit is one nanosecond and the metric's
unit is packets per second. At that same time point, the number of bits belonging to
the packet is sent as a sample to PA_SitThroughput_NP with the current time divided
by thousand in order to acquire the metric's unit of megabits per second.

5.2.9 Throughput of OPS
Definition
The packet-related throughput of the OPS consists of the throughputs on the OPS of
all individual network processor channels. The packet-related throughput on the OPS
per channel is defined as the number of megabits passing the OPS per second,
where the bits belong to packets that are transferred over that channel.

Type of measurement
Per Rx and Tx channel, the rate-averaged OPS throughput is analyzed.

Implementation
Since all data that are transferred over the OPS also relate to the MAL and a specific
EMAC, it does not matter at which of these processes the OPS throughput is
analyzed. For reasons of convenience, the channel handlers in the MAL cluster have
been chosen as the place to estimate the OPS throughput. This same place can be
used to estimate the PLS throughput (see 5.2.10).
When packet data are received by a Rx channel handler over the OPS, a
sample is sent to instance variable PA_SitThroughput_OPS of type LRRateAverage.
This sample contains the number of transferred packet bits and is accompanied by
the current time divided by thousand to estimate the throughput in megabits per
second. Likewise, when packet data are transferred from a Tx channel handler to an
EMAC over the OPS, a sample is sent to instance variable PA_SitThroughput_OPS
belonging to the Tx channel handler proces.

5.2.10 Throughput of PLS
Definition
The packet-related throughput of the PLS does not take into account the buffer
descriptor-related data that occupy the PLS. It consists of the various packet-related
PLS throughputs for the individual network processor channels. Such a throughput is
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defined as the number of megabits belonging to that channel's packets, passing the
PLB per second.

Type of measurement
Per Rx and Tx channel, the rate-averaged PLB throughput is analyzed.

Implementation
The PLB throughput per channel is estimated in the corresponding
RX_HANDLER_PA process in the MAL_PA cluster. Whenever a Rx channel handler
forwards packet data towards the PLB_MASTER process inside the MAL to be
transferred over the PLB, a sample with the number of transferred bits is sent to
instance variable PA_BitThroughpuLPLB of type LRRateAverage. This sample is
accompanied by the current time divided by thousand in order to obtain the metric
value in megabit per second. For Tx channel handlers, a sample is sent to their
instance variable PA_BitThroughpuLPLB at the time point where packet data,
retrieved from the SDRAM process, are received by the Tx channel handler. Again
this sample is accompanied by the current time point value divided by thousand.

5.2.11 Receive rate
Definition
The receive rate ([27]) is defined as the packet length divided by the time it takes for
that packet to be transferred from the EMAC to the SDRAM memory. This time is
defined as the difference between the time point where the EMAC makes a request
to the MAL Rx channels arbiter for the transfer of the packet's first data segment and
the time point where the PLB is no longer in use for the transfer of the packet's last
data segment. The receive rate incorporates effects like bus access times, buffer
descriptor handling and arbitration among Rx channels. The receive rate is
expressed in megabits per second.

Type of measurement
Since the receive rate is correlated to for instance the buffer descriptor handling
overhead, it depends among other things on the packet length. For this reason it is
no use estimating the average receive rate for all packets. Instead, per packet the
individual receive rate is analyzed, and it can be related to the size of the packet.

Implementation
The receive rate is measured inside the MAL cluster. By the time an EMAC makes a
request to the MAL Rx channels arbiter to receive the first data segment of a packet,
the channels arbiter stores the time of occurrence of that request. This time is
included in the message that tells the corresponding Rx channel handler to receive
the data segment. The time is stored in the Rx channel handler for later use. One
time point after the last part of the last data segment of the packet has been
transferred to the SDRAM memory over the PLB, the PLB master process in the MAL
is finished and this time point denotes the end time for the receive rate measurement.
At this time point, the difference with the time point at which the EMAC requested the
first data segment transfer (stored in the Rx channel handler) is calculated. The
packet length is divided by this time to obtain the receive rate for this packet. This
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receive rate is sent to instance variable PA_RxRate of the Rx channel handler, along
with the packet length. This instance variable is of type PA_SAMPLE_L1ST.

5.2.12 Transmit rate
Definition
The transmit rate ([27]) is defined as the packet length divided by the time used to
transfer the packet from the SDRAM memory to the EMAC. This time starts when the
EMAC makes a request to the MAL Tx channels arbiter to retrieve the packet's first
data segment from the SDRAM memory. The end time occurs when the OPB master
process in the MAL indicates to the Tx channel handler that the last data segment
transfer has completed. Like the receive rate, the transmit rate incorporates the
effects of bus access times, buffer descriptor handling and arbitration among Tx
channels and is expressed in megabits per second.

Type of measurement
The transmit rate depends among other things on the packet length and therefore no
average transmit rate is estimated. Instead, the individually measured values are
written to file together with the packet lengths.

Implementation
The time at which an EMAC Tx channel requests the MAL to transfer the first data
segment of the packet is recorded and stored in the MAL Tx channels arbiter. When
this arbiter instructs the right Tx channel handler to start the transfer, this request
time is passed as a message parameter and is subsequently stored in the Tx channel
handler. By the time the OPB master process tells the Tx channel handler that the
last data segment of the packet has been transferred to the EMAC, the difference
with the stored time is calculated. The packet length is divided by this time difference
to obtain the transmit rate for the packet. It is sent to instance variable PA_TxRate of
type PA_SAMPLE_L1ST, together with the packet length.

5.2.13 Utilization of OPB data bus
Definition
The utilization of the OPB data bus is the relative amount of time during which the
bus is in use for the transfer of data, whether packet data or other data. Two different
definitions have been used.
The first one defines the OPB to be in use from the time point where the grant
message is sent from the OPB arbiter to the MAL until the time point where the
addressed EMAC sends the xferack message to the OPB arbiter. This metric
definition is useful if bus parking is not used. If bus parking is used, the next grant
message will always be sent to the MAL at the same time point where the xferack
message is received and thus this metric will always indicate a fully utilized OPB
irrespective of any data actually being transferred.
To have a good indication for the OPB utilization even when bus parking is
used, another definition is used. Here the OPB is utilized as soon as the select
message is received from the MAL. The end of the utilization period is related to the
reception of the xferack message. Without bus parking, this metric definition gives the
same results as the previous definition. With bus parking, this metric tells the relative
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amount of time during which the OPS is really used by a master device. Notice that in
case of a single-cycle transfer on the OPS, the select and xferack messages will be
communicated at the same time point (see Figure 45 and Figure 46). In order to
measure correctly, the end time of the utilization is set at one cycle time after the time
point where the xferack message is received.

Type of measurement
The time-averaged value of both definitions of the metric (grant-based and selectbased) are estimated.

Implementation
The grant-based OPS utilization is estimated in the OPS arbiter process because this
is the place where both the grant and the xferack messages are communicated. At
the time point where the OPS arbiter sends a grant message to the MAL, a sample
with value 1 and the current time is sent to instance variable PA_UtilizationGrant of
type LRTimeAverage. At the time point where the xferack message is received from
the EMAC, a sample with value a and the current time is sent to PA_UtilizationGrant.
The select-based OPS utilization is estimated in the OPS logic process for
only here both the select and the xferack messages are communicated. At the time
point where the select message is received from the MAL, a sample with value 1 and
the current time is sent to instance variable PA_UtilizationSelect of type
LRTimeAverage. At the time point where the xferack message is received from the
EMAC, a sample with value a is sent to PA_UtilizationSelect. The time that is
included in this sample is the current time plus the equivalent of a single OPS cycle
time.

5.2.14 Utilization of PLB read data bus
Definition
The utilization of the PLS read data bus indicates the relative amount of time during
which the bus is in use for the transfer of data (either packet-related or not). For a
primary transaction, the read data bus is in use from the moment where the PLS
arbiter forwards the master's address information to the slave, indicating the start of
the address transfer phase. The bus is no longer in use when the slave sends the
rdcomp message. For a secondary transaction, the read data bus is in use by this
transaction from the moment where it becomes a primary transaction and the read
data bus is no longer in use when the slave sends the rdcomp message.

Type of measurement
The time-averaged utilization is estimated.

Implementation
The PLS read data bus utilization is measured in the PLS arbiter process. At the
same time where the arbiter sends a request message to the addressed slave, it
sends a sample with value 1 and the current time to PA_ReadUtilization, but only in
case of a primary transaction. PA_ReadUtilization is an instance variable of type
LR_TimeAverage. For all transactions, at the time point where the arbiter receives
the rdcomp message from the slave, it sends a sample with value a and the current
time to PA_ReadUtilization. If any secondary requests are present, one of them
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becomes a primary transaction and a sample with value 1 and the current time is
sent to PA_ReadUtilization.

5.2.15 Utilization of PLB w rite data bus
De'finition
The utilization of the PLB write data bus tells the relative amount of time during which
the bus is in use. For a primary transaction, the PLB write data bus is de'fined to be in
use from the moment where the PLB arbiter forwards the master's address
information to the slave, indicating the start of the address transfer phase. A
secondary transaction utilizes the PLB write data bus from the moment where it
becomes a primary transaction. The bus utilization ends when the slave sends the
xferack message.

Type of measurement
The time-averaged value of the PLB write data bus utilization is estimated.

Implementation
The PLB write data bus utilization is measured in the PLB arbiter process. For a
primary transfer, when the request message is sent to the slave, a sample with value
1 and the current time is sent to PA_WriteUtilization. For all transfers, when the slave
sends the wrcomp message to the PLB arbiter, a sample with value 0 and the current
time is sent to PA_WriteUtilization. If by that time a secondary transaction is waiting,
it becomes a primary transaction and another sample with value 1 is sent to
PA_WriteUtilization.

5.2.16 Buffer descriptor move delay
Definition
When, after packet processing, the information stored in the Rx buffer descriptors
related to the packet is moved into Tx buffer descriptors. If no free Tx buffer
descriptors are available yet, moving the information is delayed until one Tx buffer
descriptor is no longer used for other packets. The moving delay for a buffer
descriptor is defined as the amount of time between the moment where the
information should be moved and the moment where it can actually be moved.

Type of measurement
For each buffer descriptor with a nOll-zero move delay, the source channel,
destination channel and destination buffer descriptor index are written to file together
with the move delay.

Implementation
The method servicePpcRequestsOO in the SRAM_PA process is enhanced with
capabilities to measure the buffer descriptor move delay times. When the PowerPC
process sends a message movebdinfo to the SRAM_PA process, the current time is
stored in a method variable called BDMoveWaitTime. As soon as a Tx buffer
descriptor of the destination channel is available, the current time is stored in a
second method variable BDMoveContinueTime. If this differs from BDMoveWaitTime,
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the time difference is written to the file BDMoveDelays.txt via data method
writeMoveDelayToFileO.

5.2.17 Occurrence of tran smitted control frames
Definition
Control frames can be transmitted from the EMAC Rx channels towards a previoushop network node to instruct it to pause packet transmission for some time, as was
described in 3.2.3. This metric gives information about when control frames are
transmitted during a simulation and the Rx buffer occupancy at those times.

Type of measurement
Whenever a control frame is transmitted, information is logged to file.

Implementation
The logging of control frames is implemented in the EMAC Rx channels. When a
control frame is sent, the process method possiblyTransmitControlFrameOO makes a
call to data method IistControlFrameOccurrenceO to write the Rx buffer occupancy
and current time to file.
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6 Simulations an d results
Now that the model and its performance analysis extensions have been discussed in
great detail, this chapter describes the conducted simulations and analyzes the
results. This chapter corresponds to the evaluation step in the evaluation stage of
Figure 1. The first section, 6.1, explains the settings of the model's instantiation
parameters for the various simulations. Section 6.2 discusses some model
inaccuracies that were only discovered after the simulations had been performed but
that may have had influence on the simulation results. It is therefore necessary to
discuss them before section 6.3 analyzes these results. Section 6.4 makes a
comparison between the POOSL results and the SystemC results.

6.1 Simulation settin gs
TI"lis section describes which and how simulations have been performed. The
simulation settings can be determined by setting the various instantiation parameters
present in the POOSL model. Some of those parameters remained constant for all
simulations, whereas others have been varied.
Since almost each process class instance that is present in the model has at
least one instantiation parameter and since multiple parameters belonging to different
processes can relate to the same simulation variable, changing the instantiation
parameters for a new simulation would require all instantiation parameters of all
processes to be checked and/or altered. Fortunately, POOSL allows the value of a
cluster's instantiation parameter to be passed on to instantiation parameters of
underlying processes and clusters. In the model, all variable instantiation parameters
of all processes have been added as instantiation parameters to the clusters that
contain those processes. The underlying processes (and clusters) read their
instantiation parameter values from the cluster's instantiation parameters. This is
done recursively such that finally the uppermost clusters NP and
NElWORK_ENVIRONMENT contain instantiation parameters whose values are
passed on to those processes that need it as their own instantiation parameter. The
result of this is that simulation settings can quickly be changed by only assigning new
values to the instantiation parameters of the two uppermost clusters.
The instantiation parameters that were kept constant for all simulations are
shown in Table 3. Two EMACs have been modelled, implying two Rx and two Tx
channels. The widths of FIFO queues and buses remains a constant because of the
invariable nature of the considered network processor architecture. For the EMACs,
flow control has been enabled in all simulations. For the pause time included in
control frames an intermediate value in the allowed range of [0, 65535]*512 bit times
has been chosen. The Rx channels' Low Water Mark and High Water Mark values
have been set to their power-on-reset value. The Tx channels' Transmit Low
Request, Transmit Urgent Request and Transmit Request Threshold values have
been set at reasonable values of 1/32, 2/3 and 1/8 of the queue size respectively, for
no power-on-reset values are available. The MAL_INTERNAL_ARBITRATION delay
is specified by the documents at two OPB cycles. The PPC_PROCESSING_DELAY
has been set at three PLB cycles. The delay times for the SDRAMC and SRAM
processes have been set to the same delay times as IBM has used with its SystemC
model (for on-chip SRAM memory). Since the used packet length trace files contain
no inter arrival time information, the inter frame gap on the Ethernet link was set to
the minimal value as specified by the Ethernet standard, being 96 bit times. This
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setting ensures that the maximum amount of packets per time unit arrive at the
network processor model, so that the highest stress possible with a certain Ethernet
line speed and packet length distribution is imposed on the network processor model.
Furthermore, fixed in the model itself is the size of the EMAC Rx FIFO queues (4 kB
or 512 entries) and Tx FIFO queues (2kB or 256 entries).
Table 3: constant simulation settings
NP cluster
NUM RX CHANNELS
NUM_TX_CHANNELS
EMAC FIFO WIDTH (bytes)
EMAC_FLOW_CONTROL
EMAC PAUSE TIMER VALUE (bit times)

2
2
8
true
128*512

EMAC_RECEIVE_HIGH_WATER_MARK (queue entries)

32

EMAC RECEIVE LOW WATER MARK (queue entries)
EMAC_TRANSMIT_LOW_REQUEST (queue entries)

7

EMAC TRANSMIT REQUEST THRESHOLD (queue entries)
EMAC_TRANSMIT_URGENT_REQUEST (queue entries)

8
32
191

MAL FIFO WIDTH (bytes)

4

MAL INTERNAL ARBITRATION DELAY (OPB cycles)
OPB_WIDTH (bytes)

2

PLB_WIDTH (bytes)
PPC_PROCESSING DELAY (PLB cycles)
SDRAMC FIRST READ ACCESS PRIMARY (PLB cycles)
SDRAMC FIRST READ ACCESS_SECONDARY (PLB cycles)
SDRAMC FIRST WRITE ACCESS (PLB cycles)
SDRAMC_SEQUENTIAL_READ_ACCESS (PLB cycles)
SDRAMC SEQUENTIAL WRITE ACCESS (PLB cycles)
SRAM_BUFFER_DESCRIPTOR_ARRAY_SIZE
SRAM FIRST READ ACCESS (PLB cycles)

4
16
3
9
13
2
1
1
256
2

SRAM_FIRST_WRITE_ACCESS (PLB cycles)

1

SRAM SEQUENTIAL READ ACCESS (PLB cycles)

1

SRAM_SEQUENTIAL_WRITE_ACCESS (PLB cycles)

1

The simulation settings that were varied over the simulations are shown in Table 13
in Appendix 2 - variable simulation settings. The packet lengths were either set to a
fixed value or read from the two available trace files. In the latter situation, one Rx
channel would read the packet length values from one file and the other Rx channel
would read them from the second file.
Three ways of defining a packet's destination channel have been used. With
the one called 'straight', a packet is destined for that Tx channel belonging to the
same EMAC as the (Rx) channel over which it is received (packets from channel 1 -7
channel 33 and packets from channel 2 -7 channel 34). With the 'random' setting, the
destination channel is sampled from a uniform discrete distribution over all Tx
channels. The third setting is called worst-case and there all packets are destined for
a single Tx channel (channel 33). Most of the simulations have been carried out with
the standard setting. Where a simulation does not use the standard setting, the
differing instantiation parameter value is written in boldface.
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The standard setting is defined here as follows:
•
•
•

I.
•

PLB frequency: 133 MHz
OPB frequency: 66.5 MHz
Maximum data segment size: 64 bytes (=maximum)
SDRAM memory buffer size: 256 bytes
No bus arkin on the OPB

For each packet destination setting <straight, random or worst-case>, twelve
simulations have been carried out with the standard setting, one for each
combination of Ethernet line speed <100, 300 and 500 Mbps> and packet length
<fixed at 64(=minimum), 512 or 1500(=maximum) bytes or variable, read from the
trace files>. Beside these simulations with the standard setting, simulations have
been performed with equal PLB and OPB frequencies of 100 MHz; with the maximum
data segment size set at 8(=minimum) bytes; with the SDRAM memory buffer size
set at 64 and 1504 bytes; and with OPB bus parking on.
The simulations have all been manually aborted after running for at least one
hour on a personal computer with an Intel Pentium II 333 MHz processor and
equipped with 256 MB of SDRAM memory. Automatic abortion was not used since it
would take far too long for all performance metrics to become accurate enough (only
with simulations 1, 13, 14, 16 and 17, all relative errors showed to be smaller than
0.01), and in those cases where the system 'fills up', some performance metrics
might never become accurate and automatic abortion would not work anyway.

6.2 Model inaccuracies unveiled after simulating
Even though the validation step described in section 4.4 has been performed in a
meticulous way, some imperfections in the model have slipped through, only to be
discovered after the simulations had been performed. It was not feasible to solve the
problems and rerun the simulations, simply because there was not enough time left.
When analyzing the results, these model imperfections have to be taken into account
and therefore they are described first.
In the SDRAMC process, for the first read access of a transaction that was
originally secondary, FIRST_READ_ACCESS_SECONDARY (13 PLB cycles) should
be used as a delay time. However, FIRST_READ_ACCESS_PRIMARY (9 PLB
cycles) is used instead. This flaw has not got any impact on the simulation results
since no secondary transactions ever occur on the PLB (the PLB_MASTER process
inside the MAL is the only master on the PLB and it only handles one transaction at a
time). If however the model is improved and secondary transactions will occur, this
problem has to be solved.
The process method serviceMalRequests in the SRAM model is tail-recursive.
The recursive call is currently executed after the parallel composition of sending the
address acknowledgement and writing or reading the buffer descriptor over the PLB
has finished. This behaviour is erratic since it must be possible for the address cycle
of a subsequent SRAM transaction to start in the PLB cycle following the address
acknowledgement of the previous transaction and not only after the completion of the
entire previous transaction. Currently this error has got no influence on the simulation
results. This has to do with the fact that no two SRAM transactions are ever initiated
in adjacent PLB cycles (see also the next item). When the model is enhanced and
subsequent SRAM transactions may occur, this problem can be solved by placing the
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recursive call inside the same branch of the par statements as the communication of
the address acknowledgement message.
Currently the PLB_MASTER process inside the MAL handles PLB read and
write transactions in a completely sequential way, making no use of pipelining.
Although it is not stated as such in the network processor documents, the real MAL
may perhaps exploit the pipelining capabilities of the PLB. This would have a great
impact on buffer sWitching, where one buffer descriptor is updated and the next is
read, which in theory may be done simultaneously since there are no dependencies.
In the current model the PLB_MASTER waits until the first buffer descriptor has been
updated before reading the next buffer descriptor. If the real MAL uses PLB
pipelining, the model should be enhanced by making the PLB_MASTER and channel
handler processes capable of handling pipelined PLB transactions. If this would be
implemented, various performance metrics would change (for example, the Rx and
Tx rates would increase, the packet latencies would decrease, the PLB utilization
would increase, and this would in turn have an impact on the other performance
metrics). In short, the overall system's performance would increase.
The RX_HANOLER processes inside the MAL inform the two bus arbiter
processes in the MAL of their activity. The bus arbiters use this information to
determine whether a Rx channel's activity prevents a Tx channel from accessing a
bus (and vice versa). When a buffer descriptor that has been read over the MAL
indicates that it is still in use, that Rx channel gives up control of the PLB and informs
the Rx channels arbiter that it cannot continue now and orders it to reenter the
EMAC's original request for that channel. Since that channel handler is no longer
active now, it should inform both bus arbiters of this change in activity (and also when
it becomes active again). This has falsely been omitted though in the current model,
something which could lead to a situation where an inactive (previously urgent) Rx
channel stalls an active low-priority Tx channel. This erratic situation would only be
resolved once a Rx channel becomes active again, sending the correct information to
the MAL bus arbiters. This error might seriously undermines the accuracy of the MAL
behaviour. These erratic situations are however not likely to occur frequently,
because by far most Rx channel handlers have a low priority when they are active.
This is caused by the fact that the Rx FIFO queues in the EMACs generally only
slowly fill up if they do so at all.
Another error in the Rx channel handlers can occur if the MAL service to a
low-priority Rx channel is interrupted by the service to an urgent Rx channel. If this
interrupt takes place after the status halfword has been read from the low-priority Rx
channel, this channel awaits a notification message from the Rx channel handler
saying that the final buffer descriptor for the packet has been updated in the SRAM
memory. Because now the urgent Rx channel handler is active and transfers a
packet from an EMAC to the SORAM memory, this Rx channel handler will ultimately
also send a notification destined for the urgent EMAC Rx channel. This message
could however be received by the waiting low-priority EMAC Rx channel, since the
norification message does not include a channel 10 and it is communicated over a
shared POOSL channel. The same error could occur for Tx channels. The
simulations have not indicated that this error has occurred, which again may be
caused by the probable absence of urgent channels. This error can easily be solved
by including the channel's 10 as a message parameter in the notification messages.
The Tx channel handler processes in the MAL do not correctly measure the
occupancy of the Tx FIFO queues. As soon as data of a retrieved data segment are
inserted in the FIFO queue, its new occupancy is measured and sent as a sample to
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the LRTimeAverage object PA_FifoOccupancy. However, such a measurement is not
performed for the last data of a data segment. This implies that the time-averaged
MAL FIFO queue occupancy is underestimated for Tx channels. The problem can
easily be solved by adding lines of code for measuring the FIFO queue occupancy
and sending a sample to PA_FifoOccupancy.
The EMAC Rx channel does not correctly determine whether a control frame
should be transmitted or not. Once a packet has been completely received into the
Rx FIFO queue, the current queue occupancy is checked against the high water
mark value (set at 32 queue entries). If the occupancy is higher than the high water
mark, the variable PauseType inside the data object Rx is set to "pause", indicating
the need for a control frame. Otherwise it is set to "nopause". This is the wrong
behaviour. A control frame must also be sent if the current queue occupancy equals
the high water mark value. This can have a large influence on when control frames
are transmitted, though not on whether control frames are transmitted or not.

6.3 Analysis of resu Its
The results of the simulations as listed in Table 13 are shown in Appendix 3 performance analysis results. This appendix does not include the individual packet
hold times in the EMAC FIFO queues, the individual packet latencies and the Rx and
Tx rates. These will however be discussed throughout this section whenever
convenient. This appendix also lists the most recently calculated relative errors for
the various long-run sample, time and rate averages.
From the appendix it shows that the packet destination setting has a large
influence on the way the model behaves. For this reason, the results are analyzed
separately for each of the three packet destination settings. Section 6.3.1 discusses
in great detail the results for the straight packet destination setting, whereas sections
6.3.2 and 6.3.3 briefly handle the results for the random and worst-case settings.

6.3.1 Straight packet des tinations
For the straight packet destinations setting, the results of the simulations performed
with the standard setting are presented graphically in Appendix 4 - performance
analysis results in diagrams. These simulations are discussed before those with a
non-standard setting.

Erratic simulation
Simulation 12 showed a buffer underrun error during the execution, stating that a Tx
FIFO queue was empty when trying to transmit packet data from it onto the attached
Ethernet link. The reason for this is that 1500-byte packets flow through the system
while the Ethernet line speed is 500 Mbps. Since the packet data will be transmitted
as soon as the Tx FIFO queue has 32 occupied entries (corresponding to 256 bytes),
it can occur that the next packet data are not yet placed in the queue by the time all
present packet data have been transmitted, and then the transmission is interrupted.
This generates a simulation error. Increasing the otherwise fixed transmit request
threshold values to 64 entries apparently resolved this problem. The simulation
performed with this deviating queue setting is numbered 12a.
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Link throughput
Looking at the packet throughput on the lines, consider the theoretical maximum
throughput values as given in Table 4. The first values give the throughput in Mbps
whereas the values between parentheses give the throughput in packets per second.
The inter-frame gap causes the actual throughput to be less than the line speed; this
decrease equals 15.8% for 64-byte packets, 2.3% for 512-byte packets and 0.8% for
1500-byte packets. For the simulations using the trace files, a throughput value
somewhere in between the minimum and maximum value from Table 4 is expected.
Table 4: theoretical maximum line throughputs in Mbps I packets per second

From the diagrams it can be seen that for 64-byte, 512-byte and 1500-byte packets,
the throughputs are as expected for 100 and 300 Mbps. For 500 Mbps however, the
estimated throughputs are much less than expected, and even lower than with 300
Mbps. This is caused by the fact that during all simulations at 500 Mbps, control
frames were transmitted from the Rx EMAC channels. If a Rx EMAC FIFO queue has
32 or more (this has falsely been implemented as "more than 32 entries" instead)
occupied entries (256 bytes) after a packet has been received, a control frame is
sent. Apparently, for line speeds of 100 and 300 Mbps the network processor's
internal speed is high enough to prevent this situation from occurring. However, at
500 Mbps the FIFO queues fill up faster than the network processor can forward the
packets from there and thus at some moment the 256-byte limit will be reached and a
control 'frame is sent. It would be interesting to see what the throughputs would be for
500 Mbps if no flow control is used. See Figure 78, where the first samples of the file
OccupancyLisLEMACFIFO_ 1.txt belonging to simulation 9 are plotted. The figure
shows the occupancy samples (in blue) and those samples where the need for a
control frame is determined (checkpoints) in green. The first time that the Rx FIFO
queue occupancy is larger than 32 at a checkpoint, a control frame is sent (at the
time point 21696, indicated by the solid red line). Only at time point 152960 (after the
inter-frame gap of 96 x 2ns and the pause time of 128*512 x 2ns have passed) a new
packet arrives and the first sample is taken at 153088 (8 x 8 x 2ns later). If the correct
behaviour would have been implemented, the sample at time point 13184 would have
triggered a control frame. In that case control frames would be transmitted more often
and the throughput for the Ethernet links would be even more restricted at 500 Mbps.
For those simulations where trace files have been used, the throughput in
packets per second seems to be reasonable, but the throughput in Mbps seems to
exceed the theoretical limit, and even the line speed itself! Do notice however that the
relative error (with 95%-confidence intervals) for these values is so large that hardly
anything serious can be said about it. Since the simulation output files show a
tendency towards lower values, it can well be that here the throughput will eventually
be estimated as theoretically expected, for long enough simulations.
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Figure 78: relation between EMAC Rx FIFO queue occupancy and control frames

OPB throughput
The results behind the diagrams representing the separate channels' throughput on
the OPS are accurate enough (relative error < 0.01) for the Rx channels for 100 and
300 Mbps, and for the Tx channels for 64 and 512 bits only for 100 and 300 Mbps.
The relative errors are largest for 500 Mbps. The diagrams show that for 100 and 300
Mbps, the values are as expected, equalling those on the corresponding lines. For
500 Mbps however, a negative trend shows as the packet length increases, with a
high peak when trace files are used, for all channels. This discrepancy must be
caused by the relative errors, because the outgoing lines' throughput equals the
incoming lines' throughput.

PLB throughput
The PLS throughput diagrams show the same values as the OPS throughput
diagrams, and the same remarks can be made here. Apparently everything that goes
in also comes out of the network processor at the same speed.

EMAC FIFO queue occupancy
For Rx channels, the diagrams show that for 100 and 300 Mbps, increasing packet
length leads to a higher occupancy, of course caused by the greater load on the
channel (less overhead by the inter-frame gap). When trace files are used, the
expectation is that the occupancy will lie somewhere in between (since the packets
flow linearly with time into a Rx queue without any variable preceding delay as is the
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case for the Tx queues). This is indeed the case for 100 Mbps, at 300 Mbps the
occupancy when using trace files lies slightly below the minimum at 64 bytes, which
is strange. Notice again that the accuracies are smaller for the 1500-byte and trace
file results. For 500 Mbps, although the load on the channels was smaller because of
the control frames, the FIFO queue occupancy shows to be larger than for 300 Mbps
when trace files are used. For 500 Mbps, the relative errors are again largest though.
For Tx channels, the results are less accurate for 512-byte packets and when
trace files are used, and at 500 Mbps all results are not really accurate, probably
introduced by the timing irregularities caused by the control frames. The trend in the
diagram is caused by the behaviour of the Tx channels. As long as no complete
packets are in the FIFO queue and the number of entries is less than the transmit
request threshold (set standard at 32 entries = 256 bytes, for simulation 12a at 64
entries 512 bytes), no packet data are transmitted onto the Ethernet medium. This
means that for 64-byte packets, the data are transmitted as soon as the entire packet
is in the FIFO queue. For 512-byte packets, the data are only transmitted as soon as
256 bytes of that packet have been placed in the queue. For 1500-byte packets, the
data are only transmitted as soon as 256 bytes have been placed in the queue too, in
which case the queue will continue to be fed with this (longer) packet by the MAL
channel handler over a longer period of time. Hence the fraction of time during which
the EMAC Fl FO queue is filled close to the 32-byte threshold is greater with 1500byte than with 512-byte packets and hence the even larger time-averaged queue
occupancy for 1500-byte packets. When trace files are used, the EMAC FIFO queue
occupancy is even larger than when any single packet length is used. This has to do
with the fact that a large packet can directly precede or follow a small packet. If the
small packet comes first, it will have been transmitted before the large packet has
even entered the queue. Nothing special occurs in this case. However, if the large
packet comes first, while that packet is being transmitted the small packet (having a
shorter latency through the network processor) will arrive at the FIFO queue. It now
cannot be transmitted immediately as would have been the case had there only been
64-byte packets. Instead it now has to wait until the large packet is out of the queue
and the inter-frame gap has passed. During this time, it contributes to a larger timeaveraged queue occupancy. The occupancy does not keep on rising however. Apart
from the fact that in that case the Tx channel throughput would be smaller than the
Rx channel throughput, this has to do with the fact that any longer packets following a
short one have a larger latency and thus arrive later at the queue than another short
packet would have. During this longer time, the queue occupancy will decrease more
than if another short packet would have arrived. This way it balances around a fixed
equilibrium value.
What can be clearly seen from the diagrams is that the occupancy of the
EMAC Rx FIFO queues increases as the Ethernet line speed increases, whereas that
of the EMAC Tx FIFO queues decreases as the Ethernet line speed increases. Again
with the exception of the 500 Mbps setting where control frames disturb this trend.

=

MAL FIFO queue occupancy
From the diagrams it can be seen that as the Ethernet line speeds increase, the timeaveraged MAL FIFO queue occupancies also increase. Again because of the control
frames this does not hold for the 500 Mbps simulations. These diagrams in general
have the same form as those for the channel throughputs, and again the values for
500 Mbps are least accurate.
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Packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queues
From the diagrams giving the minimum and maximum packet hold times in the EMAC
FIFO queues it can be seen that the packet hold times are as good as constant for
the simulations with a single packet length. There is some variation for 500 Mbps line
speeds. This is caused by the fact that in those cases, the Rx EMAC FIFO queues fill
up faster than they are emptied and thus the first packets have a smaller hold time
than the last packets before a control frame is sent. The large system load also
causes the hold times in the Tx EMAC FIFO queues to show some variation because
not all packets are forwarded over a Tx channel equally fast. When trace files are
used, the minimum value relates to the value for the simulation with 54-byte packets
and the maximum value relates to the value for the simulation with 1500-byte
packets. The values are however slightly larger than those for the simulations with
fixed-length packets, since the average FIFO queue occupancy is larger when trace
files are used. All values are below the theoretical maximum values indicated in
Table 5. They have been calculated via
max. number of entire packets in queue with one free entry x preceding inter-frame gap
+ transmission time of queued bits at that time
+ transmission time of bits belonging to packet

which for the various packet lengths leads to
64-byte packets
96 bit times + 255 X 8 X 8 + 64 X 8
=19808 bit times

L255 queue entries / (64/8)

entries per packet) X

L255 queue entries / (512/8)

entries per packet) X

L255 queue entries

/

512-byte packets
96 bit times + 255 X 8 X 8 + 512 X 8
=21088 bittimes

1500-byte packets
1500/87 entries per packet) X 96 bit times + 254.5 X 8 X 8 + 1500 X 8
= 28384 bit times

r

Table 5: theoretical maximum packet hold times in EMAC FIFO queues in ns

Data segment hold time in MAL FIFO queue
Almost all estimated average data segment values are accurate enough (relative
error < 0.01). For the 54-byte and 512-byte simulations all data segments are of the
maximum size, and for the other simulations by far most data segments are of the
maximum size. For that reason, the differences for the various packet lengths are
small. The smallest values are for the 54-byte packet simulations. Because there the
inter-frame gap overhead on the Ethernet links causes a smaller load on the system,
the data segments can be handled quicker and the average hold times are smaller.
Also, since the MAL does not know of any line speeds but only the (for these
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simulations constant) bus frequencies, the difference for the various line speeds is
minimal. The difference that does exist is caused by the difference in system load or
bus utilizations since this basically determines how fast a request for a data segment
transfer can be handled.

Buffer descriptor array average and maximum occupancy
The time-averc:\ged buffer descriptor array occupancy values are far from accurate for
the 500 Mbps setting and a little less inaccurate for the simulations using the trace
files. The four corresponding diagrams all show the same influence of the packet
length. Given the SDRAM buffer size of 256 bytes, a 64-byte packet needs one buffer
descriptor; a 512-byte packet needs two buffer descriptors and a 1500-byte packet
needs six buffer descriptors.
For the Rx channels, the resulting difference in occupancy is increased by the
difference in system load for the various packet length settings. What is very
important to notice with the Rx channels is that there is hardly any difference in
occupancy for line speeds of 100 Mbps and 300 Mbps. This implies that for both
settings the network processor has enough resources to route the packets and there
the system has sufficient resources. The lower values for 500 Mbps again have to do
with the fact that there the load on the system is relatively low, with on average
relatively more idle time between the packets.
Looking at the maximum occupancies for the Rx channels, it shows that the
line speed does not have any influence. This is caused by the fact that as soon as a
packet is available for processing, it will be processed (in constant time in the POOSL
model) and immediately thereafter placed in the Tx buffers, since plenty Tx buffer
descriptors are available. This also holds for 500 Mbps, when the low system load
caused by the control frames makes that enough Tx buffer descriptors are available
at any time.
For the Tx channels, the diagrams differ quite fundamentally from those for the
Rx channels. This has to do with the fact that packets are not immediately
transmitted once they have been processed, and with the fact that the transmission
itself is linear in the length of the packets. From the diagrams giving the average
buffer descriptor array occupancy, the same influence of the packet length shows as
before. Smaller packets simply contribute to a lower occupancy in situations with
enough resources. In contrast with the Rx diagrams, the Tx diagrams show a large
influence of the line speed on the occupancy. A higher line speed will cause packets
to become ready for transmission even before the previous packet(s) have been
serviced by that Tx channel and thus they will contribute to a higher time-averaged
occupancy. Again, for 500 Mbps the system load is smaller because of the control
frames and thus the average occupancy is lower as well, except for the short-packet
simulations. This may very well relate to the large relative error for these estimates.
The diagrams for the maximum buffer descriptor array occupancy show the
same values at 100 Mbps as for the Rx channels. However, for line speeds of 300
Mbps, the maximum value when trace files are used is much larger. This has to do
with the fact that the trace file consists of variable length values, of which many do
not correspond to complete buffers in the SDRAM memory. During the transmission
of full buffers, the number of used buffers and used buffer descriptors will rise if
packets arrive that do not fill an entire buffer. Consider a 1500-byte packet
(occupying 6 buffers of which 5 are completely filled) followed by many 64-byte
packets. While the long packet is being transmitted, for each set of 256 bytes one
buffer descriptor gets freed. At the same time however, for each packet of 64 bytes
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readied for transmission, one buffer descriptor is occupied. This implies that the filling
of the buffer descriptor array occurs at a speed roughly four times that of the
emptying (of course there is the influence of the inter-frame gap, which partially
equals out this factor). For the 64-byte packet simulation at 300 Mbps, the maximum
occupancy of 2 entries occurs only very rarely. At 500 Mbps, the fact that control
frames are transmitted does not prevent the maximum occupancy from growing. At
times when the sender has not paused its transmission of packets to the network
processor, the same throughput holds as when no flow control is used. Therefore, the
first packets being readied for transmission after an idle period (caused by a control
frame) will fill up the Tx buffer descriptor array before the transmission of the packets
starts. This effect is larger for packets that do not completely fill one buffer, like the
64-byte packets. Figure 79 shows this effect for the 64-byte, 500 Mbps simulation.
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SDRAM needed and allocated memory occupancy
The relative errors for the time-averaged needed and allocated SDRAM memory
occupancies render the estimates inaccurate when trace files are used, and also for
a line speed of 500 Mbps. Each estimate for the needed SDRAM memory should be
equal to the sum of all average buffer descriptor array occupancies times the
involved packet length. This way, the diagram can be explained by the individual
explanations for the buffer descriptor occupancies, see above. This does not hold for
the maximum needed memory occupancy, since the maximum values for the
individual buffer descriptor arrays most likely do not coincide in time. Anyway is it
clear that the maximum occupancies are directly related to the packet length. The
expectation that for higher line speeds the average occupancy will rise only slightly
shows from this diagram.
The diagram showing the average amount of allocated memory does only
significantly differ from the diagram for the average amount of needed memory for
the 54-byte simulations. Here the allocated memory is four times as much as the
needed memory. One would expect the same effect for the simulations where trace
files are used, since they also contain a lot of length values relating to packets that
only partially fill a buffer. However, since the trace files also contain very large packet
length values beside these small ones, the effect of the over-allocation for small
packets hardly shows. For 1500-byte packets, the allocation overhead is an even
smaller amount. The diagram for the maximum amount of allocated memory is
related to the diagram for the maximum buffer descriptor array occupancies and this
also explains the peak for the 54-byte, 500 Mbps simulation. The red lines denote the
time points where control frames are transmitted by the corresponding Rx channel.
The figure shows that the 500 Mbps system load is more than the network processor
can handle. From the beginning, the number of occupied Tx buffer descriptor entries
rises for both Tx channels. Channel 2 notices that the EMAC FIFO queue occupancy
has reached the high water mark and thus a control frame should be transmitted. At
the same time, the request type is set to "urgent" for one packet. Shortly after, no
more packets are readied for transmission over channel 34 and the occupancy of the
corresponding Tx buffer descriptor array will drop to zero. Since channel 1 is the only
channel receiving packets, the OPB throughput for this channel increases causing
the buffer descriptor array occupancy of channel 33 to rise more quickly. At some
point in time, EMAC Rx channel 1 notices that its FIFO queue is too full and it too will
transmit a control frame. Some moments later, the buffer descriptor arrays for
channel 33 dries up. In the period that follows, none of the Rx channels is busy,
causing a loss of actual system throughput. After the pause time for channel 2 is
over, it will receive more packets. A little later also channel 1 will receive packets
again. Notice that the pause times for both channels have been set to the same value
(128*512 bit times). Now the same procedure starts over again, with the difference
however that the EMAC FIFO queue of channel 1 does not fill up too much and
channel 1 is the only channel receiving packets. More packets are stored in the Tx
buffers in the SDRAM memory until the (now fast) transmission causes the
occupancy to drop. This situation continues until channel 2 receives packets again,
causing channel 1 to transmit a control frame. Channel 2 transmits one as well. The
overall effect of this is that during a large fraction of the time, the system is not used
at all, leading to a fairly low throughput. If flow control would not have been applied,
all the available bandwith in the system would be used. This low throughput caused
by flow control can be prevented for a large part by assigning the Rx channels
different, non-divisible pause time values. This ensures that the channels do not
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transmit control frames at more or less the same time as is the case with this
simulation. Less idle time for the network processor as a whole will be the result,
increasing the overall throughput.
All values fall well within the theoretical boundaries displayed in Table 6.
Table 6: theoretical maximum needed and allocated SDRAM memory occupancy

Bus utilization
The relative errors for the bus utilization estimates are slightly too high for the
simulations using trace files, and a little higher at 500 Mbps. From the diagram
showing the bus utilizations, the influence of the line speed or the system load can be
clearly seen. The bus utilizations directly relate to the system throughput as all packet
data crosses them. When the line speed increases from 100 to 300 Mbps, the
utilizations also increase with roughly a factor three. Since these values are timeaveraged estimates, the lower system load for 500 Mbps (caused by the control
frames) causes the utilizations to decrease. Remember that the PowerPC model
does not use the PLB for packet processing and thus these results are underestimations of the actual PLB utilizations. The lower throughput that showed up for
64-byte packets does not show so much in the bus utilizations any more. This is
because the throughputs only take packet data into account whereas the bus
utilizations also incorporate the overhead caused by the buffer descriptor structure.
This overhead is largest for 64-byte packets and hence the utilizations are flattened,
with the 64-byte and 300 Mbps simulation even resulting in the largest PLB
throughput. Clearly visible is the difference in PLB read and write data bus
utilizations, showing because the slaves accessed over the PLB (the SRAM memory
and the SDRAM memory controller) have read access delay times that are much
greater than the access delay times for write transactions.

Rx and Tx rates
Receive and transmit rate diagrams are shown in Appendix 5 - receive and transmit
rates in diagrams for the simulations using the standard setting. The average rate is
shown for all simulations, whereas for those using trace files the individual samples
are plotted against the packet length. Such a diagram also shows information about
the packet for each simulation length distribution in the (part of the) trace file used.
Be cautious however since 100 similar samples result in only one dot in the graph,
just like one sample does. The minimum (limiting) rates are placed together in Figure
80. It shows that the shortest packets have the largest minimum rate. This is caused
by the fact that 64-byte packets can be moved from EMAC to SDRAM memory with a
single data segment and without buffer switching. 512-byte packets require one
buffer switch and 8 data segments. 1500-byte packets require 5 buffer switches and
24 data segments. Remember that for each new data segment arbitration has to
occur in a channels arbiter in the MAL, and each buffer switch requires a write/read
operation on the PLB, the switch time not being dependent on the data segment or
even packet size. Therefore the simulations with 1500 bytes even have a slightly
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larger overhead because of the 5 buffer switches instead of one with 512-byte
packets, the number of data segments per packet byte being almost equal. The line
speed does not have any influence on the minimum rate for 64-byte packets.
However, for packets that are longer than one maximum data segment, the minimum
rate benefits from increased line speeds (which is the receive rate). This is most likely
caused by the fact that with higher line speeds and larger packets, the EMAC FIFO
queue occupancy easier reaches the high water mark after the packet or some 64byte parts of it (corresponding to the data segment size) have been received. And
thus more often an urgent request will be sent to the MAL instead of a low-priority
request, leading to a prioritization of the Rx channels and an increased receive rate.

minimum rate

800
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rate (Mbps) 400
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200
100
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traces

packet length (byte)

Figure 80: minimum (limiting) rates

The diagrams plotting the individual rate values show a clear trend. First of all, the
number of plotted samples is much larger for 300 and 500 Mbps than for 100 Mbps
because the number of packets routed by the network processor simply increases
with the line speed. For a line speed of 100 Mbps, the receive rate is much lower
than the transmit rate, and the receive rate drops sharply within the range [64, 100].
The variance in the receive rate is very small. As the line speed increases, the
variance increases too for the smaller packets, and the average increases from about
150 Mbps for 1500-byte packets at 100 Mbps to about 500 Mbps at 500 Mbps. At
100 Mbps line speed, the transmit rate has a larger variance than the receive rate
even has at 500 Mbps. Per packet length, the sample values range from about 500
Mbps to 1100 Mbps, with slightly lower values especially in the short packet range. At
300 Mbps line speed, the samples range from about 400 Mbps to 1000 Mbps. At 500
Mbps, they range from about 300 to 1000 Mbps. Where at 100 Mbps line speed the
average transmit rate was much larger than the average receive rate, this difference
is almost gone at 500 Mbps (as can also be seen from Figure 80). In fact, the
minimum transmit rate sample values per packet length are slightly smaller than the
minimum receive rate sample values.
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Packet latencies
The packet latencies are not discussed in this report for their accuracy is fairly low
considering the fact that the packet processing performed by the PowerPC forms an
important part of the overall packet latency and the fact that despite that, the
PowerPC model has been modelled in a rather abstract and unrealistic way.

Non-standard simulations
The simulations numbered 13 to 17 in Table 13 have been performed to investigate
the influence on the network processor's performance of applying {13} bus parking,
{14} a smaller SDRAM memory buffer size (64 bytes), {15} a larger buffer size (1504
bytes), {16} a smaller maximum data segment size (8 bytes) and {17} equal bus
frequencies (100 MHz). For each of these simulations, all settings except the one
being varied are the same as for simulation 1. There's one exception: simulation 15
uses trace files to determine the packet lengths.
The use of bus parking will likely shorten the packet latencies, shorten the hold
times of data segments in the MAL transmit channels and of packets in EMAC Rx
channels and increase the receive and transmit rates. Although the latency values
are not meaningful, the influence of bus parking still shows. See Table 7 for the
results. For all three tables in this section, unless stated otherwise, where there are
four values given per metric (as in {286, 286, 301, 301}) they refer to channels 1(Rx),
2(Rx), 33(Tx) and 34(Tx) respectively. Apparently bus parking has a significant
influence on the receive and transmit rates.
Table 7: Influence of bus parking on performance

286,286,286,286
5101,5092,5607,5617
837,848,755,763

The use of smaller buffers, 64 bytes instead of 256 bytes, leads to more buffer
switc~ling, and thus smaller receive and transmit rates, except for 64-byte packets.
The results indeed don't show any rate difference between simulations 1 and 14. The
only visible influence is the decreased allocated SDRAM memory occupancy. For
simulation 1 the time average is 101 bytes, whereas for simulation 14 it is 25 bytes.
Similarly, the use of larger buffers (1504 bytes) has only got visible influence
on the amount of allocated memory. For simulation 15 the average is estimated with
46% relative error at 359 bytes, the 95%-confidence interval being [247, 472] bytes.
Notice that this increase is also caused by the fact that for simulation 15, trace files
have been used.
A smaller data segment size of 8 bytes instead of 64 leads to more arbitrations
in the MAL channels arbiters and thus to much more overhead, even for 64-byte
packets. This leads in turn to a higher EMAC FIFO queue occupancy, increased
packet hold times in the EMAC FIFO queues, a lower data segment hold time in the
MAL FIFO queues, an increased Tx buffer descriptor array occupancy, decreased
receive and transmit rates, higher packet latencies and higher PLS bus utilizations.
The OPS utilization remains the same since the same amount of data passes this
bus, whereas on the PLS with 8-byte data segments, many more buffer switches
cause more (buffer descriptor) data to be read and written. The results for simulation
16 for these metrics are given in Table 8.
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Table 8: influence of data segment size on performance

When equal PLB and OPB bus frequencies are used, first of all the OPB utilization
will decrease and the PLB utilizations will increase because the available bandwith
on the buses is changed. For 100 Mbps, where no control frames are transmitted and
the network processor is only mildly used, the average throughput estimates on the
lines and the buses will not change when the bus frequencies are changed. The
average Rx EMAC FIFO queue occupancies will be smaller since data segments
(and thus the last one too) are read at a higher rate. The average MAL FIFO queue
occupancies will decrease. The packet hold time in the EMAC Rx channels' queues
will be shorter because packets are read out of it at a higher rate; for Tx channels it
will decrease too, because the queue will reach the request transmit threshold sooner
because of the higher fill rate. The data segment hold time in the Rx MAL FIFO
queues will decrease because the influence of the higher OPB frequency is larger
than that of the lower PLB frequency. The data segment hold time in Tx MAL FIFO
queues will also be shorter because of the higher OPB frequency. The average buffer
descriptor array occupancies will increase but still remain very low for Rx channels
and will decrease for Tx channels because of the higher transmit rates. Because of
this, the average amount of used and allocated SDRAM memory will be lower.
Receive rates will increase because the influence of the faster OPB is larger than that
of the slower PLB because of the difference in bus width and the fact that arbitration
between channels takes two OPB cycles. Transmit rates will also increase for the
same reason. Finally, packet latencies will therefore be smaller. The results are given
in Table 9.
Table 9: influence of bus frequencies on performance

6.3.2 Random packet destinations
When the packet destinations are picked randomly out of the two present Tx
channels, packets are possibly routed from one to another Ethernet link, being much
closer to reality than the straight destination setting. The results for the simulations
performed with the random packet destination setting show trends similar to those
described in the previous section, but there are some important differences. First of
all, since packets are routed randomly, occupancy values of the various buffers in the
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system show a much larger relative error. To a lesser extent this holds for the various
throughput values too. The main difference is the fact that for 100 Mbps and 300
Mbps line speeds the occupancy of the EMAC Tx FIFO queues increases from the
start of the simulation towards the maximum of 256 entries (this cannot be concluded
from the results given in the appendix, but from the files holding the individual queue
occupancy samples).
Because of the random destination channels, it can occur that many packets in
line are routed towards a single destination channel. Then that destination EMAC
FIFO queue is actually fed from two Rx channels, with an aggregate line speed of
200 Mbps (or 600 Mbps) while data are only removed from the queue via one
Ethernet link, with a line speed of 100 (or 300) Mbps. Therefore, when many (large)
packets are routed to a single destination channel, the occupancy of the
corresponding EMAC FIFO queue will rise. This does not necessarily have a
negative influence on the overall system bandwith. As long as there are packet data
in the FIFO queue of the other EMAC Tx channel, those data are also transmitted at
100 (300) Mbps and the outgoing aggregate line speed still equals the incoming
aggregate line speed and the network processor does not fill up with packets on
average. There is a negative effect on the system bandwith however in case the
second EMAC FIFO queue is empty. It will then remain empty for some time since all
packets are routed to the other Tx channel. During this time, the outgoing aggregate
line speed is in fact half the incoming aggregate line speed and this is when the
network processor is internally filling up with packets. This can be seen from the
difference in throughput between the Rx and Tx Ethernet links. The more data there
are in the EMAC FIFO queues, the longer a series should be of packets destined for
the same Tx channel in order to cause the other queue to become empty and thus for
the system to fill up even more. Therefore one would not expect both EMAC FIFO
queue occupancies to increase to the maximum, which is the case. No explanation
for this has been found.
When inspecting the Tx buffer descriptor array occupancy samples in the files,
there is a regular pattern of one or two packets being readied for transmission and
then transmitted long before the inter-frame gap on the Rx Ethernet link has passed
and other packets can arrive. Once in a while this pattern seems to be violated. Not
all buffer descriptors are available again before subsequent packets are ready for
transmission, causing the buffer descriptor array occupancy not to go back to 0
again. Apparently the channel handler in the MAL does not or is not granted to
handle the transfer of another data segment in time. Although this seems to be an
error caused by the model, no sign of such an error could be found and it remains a
question what causes this behaviour.

6.3.3 Worst-case packet destinations
When the packet destination values are all set to the same Tx channel, basically the
network processor has become a system with two Rx Ethernet links and one Tx
Ethernet link. The outgoing aggregate line speed is half the incoming aggregate line
speed and so the network processor is bound to fill up with packets. Quite many
simulations brought up an error, but from the rest except simulation 43 can be seen
that the Tx FIFO queue (channel 33 is the destination channel) is completely filled
with packet data. The maximum value for the buffer descriptor array occupancy for
this channel shows that it has been completely filled too. Because of this, changing
Rx buffer descriptors into Tx buffer descriptors has to wait until a Tx buffer descriptor
becomes available. This is shown by the fact that the BDMoveDelays file is filled with
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samples. Early in the simulation, both Rx buffer descriptor arrays have completely
filled up. Oata segments of new packets that are being forwarded from an EMAC to
the SORAM memory have to wait until a Rx buffer descriptor becomes available. This
leads to the filling of the EMAC Rx FIFO queues. Although control frames are
transmitted from both Rx channels, this is not enough to stop the EMAC Rx FIFO
queues from overflowing. Increasing the pause time in the control frames enough
could prevent this from happening.
For simulation 35, the files containing samples of the EMAC FIFO queue and
buffer descriptor array occupancies show that the last sample is written at about
4.852 ms in the simulation, whereas the simulation runs to 22.0 ms. This seems to
imply that from 4.852 ms on no more packet data are transferred through the network
processor. This would also explain the fact that although the simulations ran for 1-3
hours, for many of them the simulated time runs well into the seconds. This
behaviour obviously is not correct, the network processor model should route packets
forever unless the simulation is aborted. No concrete sign of any error has been
found in the model that can be directy related to this behaviour, but it might very well
be that the MAL-related errors with respect to the bus arbiters and the service
interrupting mentioned in section 6.2 cause this problem.

6.4 Comparison of results for POOSL and SystemC models
In [27] F. Worm has described amongst other things the results of simulations of
IBM's SystemC model of the example network processor. Various simulations have
been performed, with different architectures. Worm defines a reference architecture
that serves as a starting point for all his simulations. It contains two EMACs, which
are fed with packets with length values read from the same trace files as used in this
report. The OPB bus runs at 66.5 MHz, half the frequency of the PLB. The packets'
destination ports are random. All packet transfers have a low priority. The Ethernet
line speeds are set to 100 Mbps (the "nominal situation") or 500 Mbps (the "loaded
situation"). The BO-1 variation of the reference architecture disables caching of free
buffer descriptors in the MAL. This BO-1 architecture corresponds most to the
architecture considered in this report.
The receive rate for the nominal situation for the BO-1 architecture is copied
here as Figure 81. The transmit rate for this case is copied as Figure 82. With these
graphs, for each packet length the rate samples have been averaged. When
comparing these diagrams with those in Appendix 5 - receive and transmit rates in
diagrams, the receive rate differs a lot whereas the transmit rate looks quite similar.
The difference can be explained with the different buffer descriptor structure that
Worm has used in his architecture. Where he uses one small buffer for the first 64
bytes of any packet and one large buffer for all other bytes of that packet, the buffer
switching overload is equal for 128-byte and 1500-byte packets and thus the receive
rate increases with larger packets. With the buffer descriptor structure used in this
report, the buffer switching overload is stepwise linear with the packet length and the
rate is therefore constant for large packets, and a lot lower than the rate that Worm
has measured. For the transmit rate, the buffer switching overload is much less
important since the SRAM read/write access times are much smaller than the
SORAM controller read access time. Therefore the transmit rate graphs coincide
much more.
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Worm also lists the bus utilization averages in table 5.3 in his thesis. Those values
are listed below, with the results obtained in this research report (random destination
addresses, using trace files) between parentheses.
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This comparison shows the differences. The differences for the PLB utilization values
can be explained by the fact that in the POOSL model the PowerPC does not access
the PLB at all whereas in Worm's case it does. The large difference between the
OPB utilizations for the loaded case is due to the fact that control frames are used in
the POOSL model at 500 Mbps, but not in the BD-1 architecture (see Link throughput
on page 138). Therefore these five greyed values cannot be compared straightaway.
IBM has sent some additional performance analysis results of their SystemC
model. They are listed in Table 10, Table 11 and Table 12, together with the results
of the POOSL model simulations using random packet destinations. The
comparisons that make less sense due to control frames and PowerPC behaviour
are again presented in grey.
Table 10: SystemC model performance analysis results for 100 Mbps

Table 11: SystemC model performance analysis results for 300 Mbps

Table 12: SystemC model performance analysis results for 500 Mbps

In short, the results seem to match rather well for equal situations. Where the
situations are not similar, the differences between the SystemC and POOSL model
outcomes can be explained.
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7 Conclusions
In cooperation with the IBM Research Laboratories in Zurich, Switzerland, the CND
chair of the department of Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of
Technology, the Netherlands, has defined a master's research project on
performance modelling of a network processor.
In order to make a performance analysis of the network processor, a
performance model has been developed with the POOSL modelling language, using
the SHEsim tool, in the context of the SHE design methodology. Components of the
network processor are existing devices and therefore the 'design concept' has been
available in the form of specification documents.
Whereas a network processor is in essence a clocked, synchronous system,
POOSL is based on an asynchronous modelling paradigm. Nevertheless has it
proven to be possible to make an adequate performance model of the network
processor with POOSL. This formalized representation of the network processor
contains different levels of abstraction. The buses have been modelled with less
abstraction whereas the PowerPC model is the most abstract. Most of the
performance questions could be adequately answered, except for the packet latency
in the network processor, which is due to the simple PowerPC model.
The necessary performance analysis extensions have been added to the
POOSL model in order to estimate and log averages and samples of the
performance metrics that had to be analyzed, using both standard library classes and
self-made code. Both the model and the performance analysis extensions have been
validated against the specification documents and the performance questions in
SHEsim. Although this validation was succesful, still some errors were present at the
time the simulations were carried out. Some of them do not have influence on the
outcomes of the simulations the way they have been performed, whereas for the
other errors the impact on the results are clear.
Simulations have been carried out with the POOSL model, using the
Rotalumis tool. Not all results are accurate enough, but running the simulations
longer on a more powerful computer can solve that problem. Three different packet
destination policies have been investigated: straight, random and worst-case. An
extensive analysis of the results for the straight packet destinations setting has
clearly shown the influence of the packet length, Ethernet link speed, bus
frequencies, OPB bus parking, SDRAM memory buffer size and maximum data
segment size on the occupancy of FIFO queues and memories, packet and data
segment hold times, packet latencies, throughputs, receive and transmit rates and
the occurrence of control frames.
The results for the random packet destinations setting suggest that at some
point during the simulation, packets are no longer transferred through the network
processor. No reason has been found for this behaviour. This problem stresses the
need for a good debugging tool in the SHE context, where situations occurring at
simulation times far beyond the reach of SHEsim can still be stepped through and
debugged.
The results also show the filling up of the Tx channels which can only partially
be explained. For the worst-case packet destinations setting, the simulation results
show a network processor that is filling up as expected, starting at the EMAC Tx
channels and ending at the EMAC Rx channels.
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A comparison between the POOSL and SystemC model results has shown
that for those situations where the settings are equal, most metric values match
rather well. In the cases where they do not, the differences can be easily explained.
Appendix 6 - project time diagram gives more insight in the relative and
absolute time consumption for the various stages of this master's project, totalling 12
months.
This master's project has given a wealth of system modelling experience and
feedback to the POOSL team in the CND chair. POOSL has shown to be a very
powerful modelling language. All modelling problems encountered have been solved,
which has resulted in a correct implementation of the desired model and paved the
way for a thorough analysis of the performance of the network processor.
Future steps in this research project can exist of freeing the POOSL model
from the errors that slipped through the validation. An advanced and more truthful
model of the embedded PowerPC core can be developed, allowing packet latencies
to be correctly measured. Having the PowerPC core instead of the MAL keep track of
the first free position in a buffer descriptor array is an example of optimizations that
can be made to the model. Carrying out simulations with the POOSL model without
the flow control feature enables making further comparisons between the SystemC
and POOSL models.
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Appendix 3 - performance analysis results
The legend to the colours used in the data tables on the next pages is as follows:
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242.4

"..","""Jl

21737

59700

1.37E-Q1 1.02E-Q1 2.99E-Q1

3.33E-Q1

64.6

58333
238.9

260.8

262.3

1.37E-Q1 1.02E-Q1 2.99E-Q1

7.67E-Q1

234.4

252.7

285.1

297.9

287.5

1.23E-Q2 3.63E-Q2 1.78E-Q2 2. 56E-Q2

70090

9.25E-Q3 4.10E-Q2

250.3
251.5

- 1.98E-Q1

302.7

287.1

9.25E-Q3 4.10E-Q2

289.2

64.1
64.8

236.4

251.6

233.7

1.51E-Q1 1. 19E-Q1 1.12E-Q1

236.6

9.43E-Q2

- 69673 124569 60233 21345
- 4.45E-Q1

283.8

1.40E-Q1 1.10E-Q1 1.52E-Q1

59927
2.54E-Q1

256.1

274.1

1.40E-Q1 1.10E-01 1.52E-Q1

6.29E-Q1

63.8

245.3

245.2

1.76E-Q2 2. 73E-Q2 5.73E-Q2 3.28E-Q2 8.34E-Q2 1.10E-Q1 1.04E-Q1

8.94E-Q2

251.5
0.534

0.554

0.555

0.553

0.534

0.554

0.555

0.553

0.133

0.114

0.117

63.1

246.7

258.4

289.0

284.1

1.07E-Q2 3.30E-Q3 8.06E-Q3 1.00E-Q2 6.81E-Q3

0.0444 0.0380 0.0389 0.0400

64.1

248.8

9. 53E-02

4.82E-Q3 9.64E-Q3 1.26E-Q2 1.07E-Q2 3.30E-Q3 8.06E-Q3 1.00E-Q2 6.81E-Q3
4.82E-Q3 9.64E-Q3 1.26E-Q2

309.6

250.7

252.7

283.4

0.185

251.4

1.28E-Q2 3.46E-Q2 1.54E-Q2 2.02E-Q2 8.38E-Q2 1.16E-Q1 1.01E-Q1

3.78E-Q2

0.178

62.6

64205 126213

283.9

96.3

245.1

1.35E-Q1 1.19E-Q1 3. 17E-Q2 6.57E-Q1

72740 127348

2.49E-Q2 1.50E-Q2 4.21E-Q2 9.21E-Q3 2.29E-Q2 1.45E-Q2 5.08E-Q2

83.8

63.3

1.69E-Q3 1.53E-03 2.26E-Q3 2.51E-Q3 9.08E-Q2 2. 15E-Q1 1.12E-Q1

23567 488842

1.01 E-Q2 4.07E-Q2 6.88E-Q2 2. 16E-Q1

83.4

295.5

71565

0 1.65E-Q8

21334 491410

5.59E-Q3 3.38E-Q2 1.70E-Q2 4.60E-Q1

84.3

293.1

7.83E-Q3 9.97E-Q4 1.08E-Q3 1.08E-Q3 5.66E-Q3

5.59E-Q3 3.38E-Q2 1.70E-Q2 1.99E-Q1

83.8

252.6

0

98.5

29

284.9

293.1

9.39E-04 9.13E-Q4 8.62E-Q4

28

1.23E-Q1

252.6

97.6

27

255.2

01l1lllD 1.01 E-Q8

99.2

131.7

26

1.73E-Q3 1.64E-Q3 2.09E-Q3 2.11E-Q3 8.23E-Q2 2.00E-01 1.27E-Q1

28854 493421

1.69E-Q3 1.57E-Q3 1.91E-Q3 3. 55E-Q3

84.2

252.7

318.2

4.83E-Q3 9.73E-Q4 1.09E-Q3 9.53E-Q4 3.47E-Q3

9.48E-09 1.80E-Q8 4.31E-Q8 6.22E-Q1
9.94E-09

0 1.65E-Q8

25

- 66415 123609 59837 20947 64450
- 2.48E-Q1 1.35E-01 1.19E-Q1 3. 17E-02 2.67E-Q1

293.1

9.20E-Q4 9.21 E-04 8.32E-Q4

164474

24

23

71565

252.6

99.2

123.9

1.69E-Q3 1.60E-Q3 1.97E-Q3 2.66E-Q3

84.2

22

23077 493421

258.6

245.9

1.53E-Q1 1.05E-Q1 1.08E-Q1

9.76E-Q2

64.0
0.134

245.1
0.459

0.479

0.457

7.21E-Q2 9.86E-Q2 7.39E-Q2 6.88E-Q2

0.134

0.459

0.479

0.457

7.21 E-Q2 9.86E-Q2 7.39E-Q2 6.88E-Q2

0.119 0.0337 0.0954

0.102

0.0995

6.97E-Q3 1.61E-Q2 1.68E-Q2 2.39E-Q2 6.47E-Q3 1.64E-Q2 1.68E-Q2 2.07E-Q2 8.99E-Q2 6.89E-Q2 7.67E-Q2 7.43E-Q2

0.0173 0.0158 0.0161

0.0163 0.0519 0.0473 0.0484 0.0489

4.72E-Q3 4.91E-Q3 5.69E-Q3

1.68E-Q2 4.16E-Q3 5.56E-Q3 5.84E-Q3

0.0131 0.0389 0.0413

0.0399

1.33E-Q2 9.03E-Q2 6.96E-Q2 7.80E-Q2 7.61E-Q2
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30
4950
52.3

31
5463
59.1

32
10941
90.3

33
4743
27.4

34
4176
41.9

none

none

none

none

none

285.7

285.7

279.7

61.7

210

1.75E-08

1.64E-08

2.72E-03

2.99E-02

0

285.7

285.7

277.8

62

210

2.03E-08

0

4.80E-03

3.28E-02

0

285.7

300.8

309.7

69.4

210

1.43E-08

9.00E-09

8.29E-03

5.19E-03

0

285.7

300.8

308.5

68.3

210

0

1.56E-08

8.25E-03

3.81 E-03

0

maximum
estimation

5277
5277
194327
194327
4826
4826
5346
5346
5568
1904

5337
5337
194297
194284
4856
4856
5346
5346
8128
2381

121645
122027
292617
290075
4856
4856
5346
5346
58039
31511

7463
7463
194319
194319
6773
6751
6503
6503
3456
859.7

5080
5080
194250
194280
4730
4730
5270
5270
4288
1510

rei. error

4.17E-01

4.37E-D1

~_IIIIII

5.84E-01

22272
7615

8128
2381

Simulation
Run time (s)
Simulated time (ms)
BDMoveDelays
HoldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_1
HoldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_2
HOldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_33
HOldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_34

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_1
HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_2
HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_33
HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_34
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO _1
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_2
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_33
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_34
Occupancy_NEEDED-MEMORY

Occupancy_ALLOC-M EMORY

maximum
estimation
rei. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_1

maximum
estimation
rei. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_2

maximum
estimation
rei. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_33

maximum
estimation
rei. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY _34

maximum
estimation
rei. error

Occupancy_EMACFIFO_1
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_2
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_33
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_34
Occupancy_MALFIFO_1
Occupancy_MALFIFO_2
Occupancy_MALFIFO_33
Occupancy_MALFIFO_34
Occurrence_CONTROLFRAMES_1
Occurrence_CONTROLFRAMES_2

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

4.17E-01

13824
3438

17152
6038

4.37E-01 _ _

5.84E-01

.

1
1
0.00495 0.00495
1.39E-05

126336
69187

2.69E-05

. .....

.. ;r., " ',.,;",

;.

1
1
1
0.00063 0.00495 0.00658
1.35E-01

5.90E-05

3.23E-05

1
1
1
1
1
0.00495 0.00495 0.000511 0.00495 0.00658
1.42E-05

5.25E-01

2.98E-05

4.06E-05

86
27.8

126
35.0

71
27.5

53
12.9

66
22.3

8.46E-01

8.48E-01

INFINITE

25
1.71

25
1.55

53
14.1

2.49E-05

INFINITE

INFINITE_

INFINITE_

19
2.24

25
1.06

1.22E+02

INFINITE

3.56

3.62

3.78

4.88

3.42

3.14E-03

3.01E-03

3.92E-03

4.58E-03

3.11 E-03

3.56

3.62

3.78

4.88

3.41

2.96E-03

3.06E-03

3.92E-03

4.48E-03

3.18E-03

216.5

220.5

235.9

182.4

207.7

1.23E-01

7. 67E-02

6.01E-02

5.28E-02

3.33E-02

137.4

126.2

227.5

139.3

141.7

1.18E-01

1.22E-01

4.44E-02

1.67E-01

1.27E-01

0.425

0.424

0.493

0.151

0.320

2.44E-03

2.16E-03

5.31E-03

2.48E-02

350E-03

0.425

0.424

0.491

0.151

0.320

2.45E-03

2.14E-03

5.55E-03

2.62E-02

3.53E-03

0.382

0.420

0.510

0.0643

0.288

1.12E-02

1.00E-D2

3.19E-02

2.25E-02

1.45E-02

0.383

0.419

0.502

0.0636

0.284

1.95E-02

1.73E-02

3.81E-02

2.88E-02

1.91 E-02

none
none

none
none

none
none

none
none

none
none
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Simulation
ThroughpuLPackets_NP_ 1
ThroughpuLBits_NP _1
ThroughpuLBits_OPB_1
ThroughpuLBits_PLB_1
ThroughpuLPackets_NP _2
ThroughpuLBits_NP _2
ThroughpuLBits_OPB_2
ThroughpuLBits_PLB_2
ThroughpuLPackets_NP _33
ThroughpuLBits_NP _33
ThroughpuLBits_OPB_33
Throughput_Bits_PLB_33
ThroughpuLPackets_NP _34
ThroughpuLBits_NP _34
ThroughpuLBits_OPB_34
ThroughpuLBits_PLB_34
Utilization_OPB-G rant
Utilization_OPB-Select
Utilization_PLB_read
Utilization_PLB_write

estimation

31
30
164474 164474

32
21038

34
33
164474 164474

rei. error

7.17E-09 5.53E-09 2.46E-01

1.17E-08 1.04E-08

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation

84.2

84.2

106.1

6.14E-09 4.10E-09 6.21E-01

84.2

84.2

98.1

1.48E-03 1.39E-03 1.82E-03

84.2

84.2

97.3

84.2

84.2

6.14E-09 9. 79E-09

84.2

84.2

1.21 E-03 1.65E-03

84.2

84.2

rei. error

8.06E-04 7.48E-04 3.02E-03

1.09E-04 8.99E-04

estimation

164474 164474

22715

164474 164474

rei. error

7.17E-09 5.53E-09 3.48E-01

1.17E-08 1.04E-08

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation

84.2

84.2

112.1

6.14E-09 4.10E-09 9.54E-01

84.2

84.2

98.0

1.50E-03 1.41 E-03 2.22E-03

84.2

84.2

97.1

84.2

84.2

6.14E-09 9.79E-09

84.2

84.2

1.24E-03 1.71E-03

84.2

84.2

rei. error

8.06E-04 7.33E-04 5.02E-03

1.09E-04 8.80E-04

estimation

163911 163981

20466

163409 163780

rei. error

4.42E-03 3.88E-03 1.60E-01

8.21 E-03 5.42E-03

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation

83.9

84

99.6

4.42E-03 3.88E-03 3.83E-01

84.2

84.2

96.3

1.05E-02 9.31E-03 1.68E-02

84.2

84.2

96.3

83.7

83.9

8.21E-03 5.42E-03

84.3

84.2

1.97E-02 1.31E-02

84.3

84.2

rei. error

1.00E-02 8.92E-03 2.10E-02

2.00E-02 1.27E-02

estimation

162816 162379

20925

162577 162906

rei. error

8.19E-03 8.72E-03 2.48E-01

1.42E-02 9.51E-03

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation

83.4

83.1

102.4

8.19E-03 8.72E-03 5.99E-01

83.5

83.2

95

1.63E-02 1.54E-02 2.62E-02

83.5

83.2

95.0

1.96E-02 1.80E-02 3. 16E-02

1.00

0.178

0.185

8.56E-03 3.97E-03 7.92E-03

0.178

0.178

0.185

rei. error

4.24E-03 3.97E-03 7.92E-03

estimation

0.0444

rei. error

6.34E-03 5.94E-03 2.60E-02

0.0443
0.0173

0.0364

estimation

0.0173

rei. error

4.28E-03 4.13E-03 2.18E-02

0.0152

83.2

83.4

1.42E-02 9.51 E-03

83.6

83.8

2.33E-02 1.86E-02

83.6

83.8

2.71E-02 2.39E-02

0.178

0.118

4.75E-03 4.96E-03

0.178

0.118

4.75E-03 4.96E-03

0.192

0.0591

9.83E-03 6.70E-03

0.0445

0.0230

1.67E-03 4.60E-03

Simulation
Run time (s)
Simulated time (ms)
BDMoveDelays
HoldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_1
HoldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_2
HoldTime_DataSegm ent-M ALFIFO_33
HoldTim e_DataSegm ent-MALFIFO_34

Occupancy_ALLOC-M EM ORY

36

37

39

41

43

44

4599
2948

5341
1215

5189
8319

6767
626

5672
85.9

8060
803

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

none

yes

295.1

294.8

294.9

285.7

295.2

-

1.B3E-OB

3.03E-04

- 9.12E-04

1.43E-OB

6.36E-04

295.1

294.8

-

1.B3E-OB

3.03E-04

301.1

362.3

estimation
rei. error

295.0

285.7

309.4

-

1.54E-03

0

4.17E-04

371.6

341.3

393.7

- 2.16E-03 2.51 E-03

-

3.53E-03

4.0BE-03

9.67E-03

5337 40967 121321
5337 40967 121321
194096 203257 279737

2590
2594
64590

40891
40891
93070

9867
8558
24952

12265
12836
40268

40591 119495
40591 121095
42471 121511

1869
1869
1932

39927
39927
41937

1272
1272
1250

8335
8335
10252

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_1
HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_2
HoldTimeM ax_Packet-EM AC FIFO_33
HoldTim eM ax_Packet-EMAC FIFO_34
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_1
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_2
HoldTimeM in_Packet-EMACFIFO_33
HoldTimeM in_Packet-EMACFIFO_34
Occupancy_N EEDED-M EM ORY

35

3630
22.0

4856
4856
5346
maximum
estimation

49152 196352 191048
19768 84369 83424

49152 191268
19792 83340

INFINITE INFINITE INFINITE

640 196352
32.9 79621

rei. error

INFINITE

INFINITE

3.47E-02 INFINITE

maximum
estimation

196608 196352 195584 196608 195840
79070 84369 85412 79169 85326

2560 196352
131.6 79621

rei. error

INFINITE

INFINITE INFINITE INFINITE

INFINITE

3.4 7E-02 INFINITE

Simulation
Occupancy_BDARRAY_1

maximum
estimation

35
256

36
255

37
253

39
256

41
256

ret. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_2

maximum
estimation

Occupancy_BDARRAY_33

256

256

256

256

253

256

256

256

256

256

44
255

1
0.00304

256

6.46E-02

rei. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_34

1
0.00295
8.54E-03

ret. error

maximum
estimation

43

10
0.508

256

3.48E-02

maximum
estimation
rei. error

Occupancy_EMACFIFO_ 1
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_2
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_33
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_34
Occupancy_MALFIFO_1
Occupancy_MALFIFO_2
Occupancy_MALFIFO_33
Occupancy_MALFIFO_34
Occurrence_CONTROLFRAMES_1
Occurrence_CONTROLFRAMES_2

estimation

133549 134589 144539 151015 224311

rei. error

1.28E-01

estimation

133541 134597 144539 151015 224311

rei. error

1.28E-01

estimation
rei. error

249.2
1.65E-01

1.73E-01

1.59E-01

1.17E-01
1.17E-01

1.12E-01

1.73E-01

1.59E-01

1.12E-01

251.4

251.2

248.3

249.5

3.46E-02 3.47E-02

1.66E-01

3.87E-02

1.27

1.63

3.24 183916
2.46E-02 1.34E-01

3.25 183877
5.50E-02 1.33E-01

6.3

247.4

8.38E-02 3.43E-02

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

0.426

0.517

0.542

7.70E-03 3.53E-03 4.22E-03 7.58E-03 4.22E-03

0.426

0.517

0.542

1.27

1.63

7.74E-03 3.45E-03 4.12E-03 8.63E-03 5.12E-03

0.470
7.69E-02

0.489

0.645

0.264

2.59

1.77E-02 3.93E-03

0.271

2.72

3.06E-02 9.86E-02

1.37

1.99

0.628

3.54

1.94E-02 3.42E-02 1.40E-01

2.86E-02

2.69E-02

1.97E-02

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

estimation
ret. error

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

Simulation
ThroughpuCPackets_NP _1
ThroughpuCBits_NP _1
ThroughpuCBits_OPB_1
ThroughpuCBits_PlB_1
ThroughpuCPackets_NP _2
ThroughpuCBits_NP _2
ThroughpuCBits_OPB_2
ThroughpuCBits_PlB_2
ThroughpuCPackets_NP_33
ThroughpuCBits_NP _33
ThroughpuCBits_ OPB_ 33
ThroughpuCBits_PlB_33
ThroughpuCPackets_NP_34
ThroughpuCBits_NP _34
ThroughpuCBits_OPB_34
ThroughpucBits_PlB_34
Utilization_OPB-Grant
Utilization_OPB-Select
Utilization_PlB_read
Utilization_PlB_write

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

35
1549

36
1594

37
1417

39
4634

41
4090

43
97865

44
7736

2.72E-02

1.62E-01

1.92E-01

2.40E-02

1.17E-01

1.11 E-02

1.16E-01

0.793

6.53

17.0

2.37

49.1

50.1

31.7

2.72E-02

1.62E-01

1.92E-01

2.40E-02

1.17E-01

1.11 E-02

1.16E-01

84.2

97.7

99.2

252.7

297.7

50.1

488.6

5.47E-03

2.48E-03

3.84E-03

4.74E-03

3.98E-03

1.76E-02

2.47E-03

84.3

97.7

98.5

253

295.6

50.1

488.4

1.11E-03

1.48E-03

1.62E-03

1.65E-03

2.10E-03

1.03E-02

1.68E-03

1549

1594

1417

4634

4090

100662

7708

2.72E-02

1.62E-01

1.92E-01

2.40E-02

1.17E-01

4.02E-02

1.11 E-01

0.793

6.53

17

2.37

49.1

51.5

31.6

2.72E-02

1.62E-01

1.92E-01

2.40E-02

1.17E-01

4.02E-02

1.11 E-01

84.2

97.7

99.2

252.6

297.7

51.5

473.1

5.04E-03

2.61E-03

3.47E-03

5.16E-03

3.51E-03

3.10E-02

9. 56E-02

84.3

97.7

98.5

252.8

295.6

51.6

472.8

rei. error

1.10E-03

1.60E-03

1.96E-03

1.63E-03

1.66E-03

4.74E-02

9.82E-02

estimation

164474

-

198460

119275

1.55E-08

-

493421

rei. error

estimation

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

84.2

1.64E-08

2.50E-02

0

252.6

101.6

488.5

-

1.72E-08

2. 50 E-02

0

88.3

98.8

100.3

264.9

300.9

101.6

493.2

9.95E-02

2.38E-02

2.44E-02

9.89E-02

2.40E-02

2.30E-02

1.64E-02

88.7

98.8

100.3

266.0

300.8

101.6

493.5

1.07E-01

2.38E-02

2.38E-02

1.07E-01

2.31E-02

2.62E-02

2.24E-02

1.62E-08

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

0.135

0.140

0.141

0.406

0.422

0.108

0.692

1.68E-02

4.42E-03

7.49E-03

1.35E-02

6.17E-03

5.86E-02

9.57E-03

0.135

0.140

0.141

0.406

0.422

0.108

0.692

rei. error

1.68E-02

4.42E-03

7.49E-03

1.35E-02

6.17E-03

5.86E-02

9.57E-03

estimation

0.0268

0.0206

0.0212

0.0805

0.0635

0.0269

0.103

rei. error

7.24E-02

1.79E-02

6.71E-03

7.05E-02

5.94E-03

2.33E-02

1.22E-02

estimation

0.0161

0.0154

0.0158

0.0484

0.0474

0.0104

0.0758

rei. error

3.06E-02

3.88E-03

3.53E-03

2.89E-02

2.44E-03

2.36E-02

4.54E-02

estimation
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Simulation
Run time (s)
Simulated time (ms)
BDMoveDelays
HOldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_1
HoldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_2
HOldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_33
HOldTime_DataSegment-MALFIFO_34

47

Occupancy_ALLOC-MEMORY

Occupancy_BDARRAY_1

50

51

3919
22170

10431
37149

27428

yes

yes

yes

yes

57.9

estimation
reI. error

- 7.98E-03

58.2

estimation
reI. error

-

1.07E-02

69.4

estimation
reI. error

- 4.34E-03

estimation
reI. error

5337
7007
5370
5277
5337
7007
5370
5277
194051 194096 194319 194280

HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_1
HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_2
HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_33
HoldTimeMax_Packet-EMACFIFO_34
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_1
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_2
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_33
HoldTimeMin_Packet-EMACFIFO_34
Occupancy_NEEDED-MEMORY

48

5795
25829

maximum
estimation

4826
4826
5346

4856
4856
5346

6776
6751
6503

4730
4730
5270

49152
19767

49152
19768

49152
19824

49088
19759

reI. error

INFINITE INFINITE INFINITE INFINITE

maximum
estimation

196608
79066

reI. error

INFINITE INFINITE INFINITE INFINITE

maximum
estimation

49152 196608 196352
19768 79296 79038

256

256

256

256

256

256

256

255

256

256

256

256

reI. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_2

maximum
estimation
reI. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_33

maximum
estimation
reI. error

Occupancy_BDARRAY_34

maximum
estimation
reI. error

Occupancy_EMACFIFO_1
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_2
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_33
Occupancy_EMACFIFO_34
Occupancy_MALFIFO_1
Occupancy_MALFIFO_2
Occupancy_MALFIFO_33
Occupancy_MALFIFO_34
Occurrence_CONTROLFRAMES_1
Occurrence_CONTROLFRAM ES_2

estimation

156506 134546 224931 165991

reI. error

1.14E-01

estimation

156498 134539 224931 165991

reI. error

1.14E-01

1.27E-01

8.80E-02

249.1

249.2

245.7

249.5

1.65E-01

1.65E-01

1.64E-01

1.65E-01

0.428

0.260

0.142

0.336

estimation
reI. error

1.27E-01

8.80E-02

1.09E-01
1.09E-01

estimation
reI. error

estimation
reI. error

estimation
reI. error

estimation
reI. error

8.22E-03 7.77E-03

1.89E-02 1.25E-02

0.426

0.143

0.336

7.58E-03 7.66E-03

1.93E-02

1.20E-02

0.470 0.0661

0.297

0.427
0.441

8.12E-02 7.69E-02 8.44E-02 7.02E-02

estimation
reI. error

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes
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Sim ulation
ThroughpuCPackets_NP 1
ThroughpuCBits_NP _1

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

ThroughpuCPackets_NP 2

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

Throug h puCBits_ 0 PB_2
T h ro ug h puCB its_ PLB_2
ThroughpuCPackets_NP 33
ThroughpuCBits_NP _33
ThroughpuCBits_OPB_33
Th roug h put_B its_PLB_33
ThroughpuCPackets_NP _34
ThroughpuCBits_NP 34

estimation
rei. error

estimation

47
1543

48
1549

2.31E-02

2.71E-02

51

50
1534

1542

1.60E-02

2.18E-02

0.790

0.793

0.785

0.789

2.31 E-02

2.71E-02

1.60E-02

2.18E-02

84.2

84.2

84.2

84.2

5.65E-03

4.96E-03

3.21 E-03

5.60E-03

84.3

84.3

10526304

84.3

8.45E-04

8.45E-04

1.89E-04

1.37E-03

1543

1549

1534

1542

2.31E-02

2.71E-02

1.60E-02

2.18E-02

0.79

0.793

0.785

0.789

2.31E-02

2.71E-02

1.60E-02

2.18E-02

84.2

84.2

84.2

84.2

4.84E-03

5.53E-03

3.31 E-03

5.07E-03

84.3

84.3

10526304

84.3

rei. error

8.45E-04

8.45E-04

1.89E-04

1.55E-03

estimation

164474

164474

164474

164474

rei. error

1.55E-08

1.55E-08

1.55E-08

84.2

84.2

84.2

1.62E-08

1.62E-08

1.62E-08

88.3

88.3

88.2

88.3

9.95E-02

9.95E-02

9.70E-02

9.95E-02

88.7

88.7

88.6

88.7

1.07E-01

1.07E-01

1.07E-01

1.07E-O 1

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

o
84.2

o

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

Through puCB its_PLB_34
Utilization_O PB-G rant
Utilizatio n_ 0 PB -Select
U tilizatio n_P L B_ read
Utilization_P LB_ write

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

estimation
rei. error

1.00

0.135

0.135

0.0900

3.23E-02

1.68E-02

1.40E-02

1.74E-02

0.135

0.135

0.135

0.0900

1.69E-02

1.68E-02

1.40E-02

1.74E-02

estimation

0.0268

0.0268

0.104

0.0357

rei. error

7.25E-02

7.24E-02

7.05E-02

7.26E-02

estimation

0.0161

0.0161

0.0434

0.0215

rei. error

3.06E-02

3.06E-02

7.04E-03

3.07E-02

data segment hold time in MAL FIFO queue 1

data segment hold time in MAL FIFO queue 2

400

400

300

300

hold time 200
(ns)

hold time 200
(ns)

100

100

o

line speed
(Mbps)
1500

o
1500

traces

packet length (byte)

data segment hold time in MAL FIFO queue 34

400

400

300

300

hold time 200
(ns)

hold time 200
(ns)

100

100

o

line speed
(Mbps)

pa cket Ie ngth (byte)

traces

packet length (byte)

data segment hold time in MAL FIFO queue 33

1500

line speed
(Mbps)

o

traces

packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

max. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 1

140000

.

max. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 2

140000
120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000

120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000

o

line speed
(Mbps)

o

line speed
(Mbps)

traces

packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

max. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 33 ~~140000
120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000

o
packet length (byte)

max. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 34

140000
120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000
line speed
(Mbps)

o
packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

min. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 1

140000 120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000

min. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 2

140000
120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000

o

line speed
(Mbps)

o

line speed
(Mbps)

1500 traces
packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

min. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 33

140000
120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000

min. packet hold time in EMAC FIFO queue 34

140000
120000
100000
hold time 80000
60000
(ns)
40000
20000

o

line speed
(Mbps)

1500 traces
packet length (byte)

:~--rlil!lr------,

\--

o

line speed
(Mbps)

1500 traces
packet length (byte)

needed SDRAM memory

allocated SDRAM memory

5000

5000

4000

4000
memory 3000
(byte) 2000

__

I

--~-~~-i

memory 3000

------.,

(byte)

2000
1000

1000
0

line speed
(Mbps)

o

line speed
(Mbps)

1500 traces
packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

maximJrn needed SDRAM memory

-l

maximJrn allocated SDRAM memory

5000

5000

4000

4000

memory 3000

2000

memory 3000
(byte) 2000

1000

1000

(byte)

o

line speed
(Mbps)

0

1500 traces
packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

occupancy of buffer descriptor array 2

occupancy of buffer descriptor array 1

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

occupancy
1.5
(queue entry)

occupancy
1.5
(queue entry)

1.0

1.0

0.5
0.0

line speed
(Mbps)

packet length (byte)

0.5
0.0

packet length (byte)

occupancy of buffer descriptor array 33

occupancy of buffer descriptor array 34

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

occupancy
1.5
(queue entry)

occupancy
1.5
(queue entry)

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5
0.0

0.0

packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

line speed
(Mbps)

packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

max. occupancy of buffer descriptor array 1

14

12
10
occupancy
(queue entry)

max. occupancy of buffer descriptor array 2

1:
----------'
1

-------

8
6
4

occupancy
(queue entry)

2

o

14

,--------

12
10

i_ _ _

8
6
4

\

_ _I

1----

2
line speed
(Mbps)

o

line speed
(Mbps)
traces

packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

max. occupancy of buffer descriptor array 33

max. occupancy of buffer descriptor array 34

14

14

12
10
8
occupancy
(queue entry) 6

12
10
8
occupancy
(queue entry) 6
4
2

4

2

o
packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

o
packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

occupancy of EMAC FIFO 1

occupancy of EMAC FIFO 2

8
6

6

occupancy 4
(queue entry)

occupancy 4
(queue entry)

2

2

o

o

line speed
(Mbps)

packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

packet length (byte)

occupancy of EMAC FIFO 33

occupancy of EMAC FIFO 34

120
100

100

80
occupancy
(queue entry)

80
occupancy
(queue entry)

60

40
20

o

60

40
20
line speed
(Mbps)

o

line speed
(Mbps)

1500 traces
packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

occupancy of MAL. FIFO 2

occupancy of MAL. FIFO 1
2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

occupancy 1.5
(queue entry) 1.0

occupancy 1.5
(queue entry) 1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

line speed
(Mbps)
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I

packet length (byte)

J
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packet length (byte)

occupancy of MAL. FIFO 33

occupancy of MAL. FIFO 34

2.5

2.5

2.0
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(queue entry) 1.0

occupancy 1.5
(queue entry) 1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

line speed
(Mbps)

line speed
(Mbps)

0.0
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packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)
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packet length (byte)

packet throughput on line 2

packet throughput on line 1

500000

500000

l

400000

400000

----

300000
(packets's) 200000

throughput

300000
(packets's) 200000

throughput

,

i

I

I

100000

o

100000'

o

line speed
(Mbps)

traces
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packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

packet throughput on line 33
500000

packet throughput on line 34

~/-

400000

line speed
(Mbps)

500000
400000

--------i
[

300000
(packets's) 200000

300000
(packets's) 200000

throughput

throughput

100000

100000

o

line speed
(Mbps)

o
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packet length (byte)

---i

line speed
(Mbps)
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packet length (byte)

bit throughput on line 1

bit throughput on line 2

400 / '

400

300

300

throughput 200
(Mbps)

throughput 200
(Mbps)

100
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o

line speed
(Mbps)
1500

l

o
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packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

bit throughput on line 33

bit throughput on line 34

400
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300

300

throughput 200
(Mbps)

throughputt 200
(Mbps)

100
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line speed
(Mbps)

packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

o
packet length (byte)

line speed
(Mbps)

OPS bit throughput for channel 1

OPS bit throughput for channel 2

300·/

300

250

250

200
throughput 150
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throughput
150
(Mbps)
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50

50

(Mbps)

o

0

line speed
(Mbps)

line speed
(Mbps)
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packet length (byte)

packet length (byte)

OPS bit throughput for channel 33

OPS bit throughput for channel 34
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200
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throughput 150
(Mbps)

throughput 150
(Mbps)

100
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50
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o

line speed
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packet length (byte)
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line speed
(Mbps)
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throughput
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(Mbps)
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OPB data bus utilization
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Appendix 6 - project time diagram
The diagram below shows the time consumption for this master's research project,
where the horizontal scale denotes the time in months.
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